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The results of experimental investigations of induced photopleochroism of elementary~Si, Ge!,
binary ~III–V, II–VI !, and more complicated diamond-like semiconductors~III–V—
III–V solid solutions, ternary compounds I–III–VI and II–IV–V compounds! and photosensitive
structures based on them are discussed and generalized. The laws of induced
photopleochroism, which have been established for various types of phototransducers, and their
relation with the parameters of semiconductors are analyzed. The possibilities of practical
applications of induced polarization photosensitivity of isotropic semiconductors in polarimetric
structures and in the diagnostics of the quality of the semiconductors are discussed.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!00105-2#
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1. INTRODUCTION

A complete description of optical radiation includes,
addition to the intensity and photon energy, the state of
larization of the light wave.1–5 In this respect, the presen
growth of semiconductor optoelectronics based on source
detector information transfer and reception by intensity a
wavelength modulation of a light flux is one-sided. It is com
pletely obvious that the development of optoelectronic s
tems in which the state of polarization also plays the role
an information parameter will make it possible to increa
system capacity substantially. The need to develop polar
optoelectronics is also stimulated by the rapid growth of
plications of linearly polarized light~LPL! in science and
technology.6–8 In this connection, fundamental research
the anisotropy of photoelectric phenomena is evolving int
central direction in the physics and technology of semic
ductors.

A qualitative breakthrough in this field involved the u
of natural photopleochroism~NP! in photoconversion struc
tures based on oriented anisotropic semiconductors from
eral crystal classes.9,10Thus the first phototransducers, who
quantum efficiency is determined by the position of the p
larization plane of LPL relative to the principal crystallo
graphic axes of the semiconductor, were developed.9 The
still inadequate, for large-scale applications of NP, tech
logical familiarity of anisotropic semiconductor materials
stimulating assessment of the classic cubic semiconduc
whose technological base is well-developed, for use in p
rimetric photodetectors.

For a long time attempts have been made throughout
world to use isotropic semiconductors~ISs! for analyzing
polarized radiation, for example, by adding to IS photodet
4831063-7826/99/33(5)/21/$15.00
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tors an external polarizing component and by produc
uniaxial deformation11 or conditions for photon drag o
charge carriers12 and for photovoltaic effects.13–16 In the
most widely used approach a polarization-insensitive pho
detector is equipped with an external polarizing compon
and the polarization parameters of the incident radiation
determined on the basis of the intensity measured with
photodetector. In such systems there always arises the p
lem of spectral matching of the polarizing component a
the photodetector, and, in addition, the polarizing compon
generally introduces additional radiation losses in the opt
channel and thereby lowers the detection power of the s
tem with respect to polarization. It should also be und
scored that polarimetric systems with an external~relative to
the photodetector! polarizing component are also not wide
used because of structural design complications.17 Polari-
zation-sensitive IS photodetectors based on the approa
considered above have never been demonstrated explic

A major step forward in this problem appeared only w
the discovery, in the 1980s at A. F. Ioffe Physicotechni
Institute, of a new type of photopleochroism induced by o
lique incidence of LPL on the receiving plane of
photodetector.18 This type of photopleochroism is dete
mined entirely by the optical processes occurring at the
terface between a semiconductor and the medium fr
which the LPL is incident on the semiconductor and, in co
trast to NP,10 there are no limitations with respect to th
structure and phase state of the semiconductor. Thus po
metric photodetectors with record-high azimuthal photos
sitivity '0.2 A/W•deg and wide-band or narrowly selectiv
regimes of photodetection of natural and linearly polariz
light, as well as with continuous tuning of the induced ph
topleochroism~IP! have been developed. The first demo
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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strations of the possibilities of obtaining gigantic induc
photopleochroism~GIP! and using polarization photosens
tivity spectroscopy for rapid diagnostics of the quality
finished structures have been performed in the structures
tained.

Many original publications and announcements repo
ing the results of investigations of IP in various photosen
tive structures based on a large group of semiconductor
terials from the basic classes have now appeared at va
levels of scientific conferences. In our review article t
physical mechanisms of the new photoelectric phenome
are examined and approaches are developed for obta
and controlling the parameters of polarimetric semiconduc
photodetectors based on this effect. The characteristic
tures of the observed phenomena, which could find w
application in the development of polarization photoelectr
ics systems and in diagnostics of finished polarimetric str
tures, are also discussed.

2. PHOTOPLEOCHROISM OF ISOTROPIC
SEMICONDUCTORS WITH OBLIQUE INCIDENCE OF LPL

There exists a wide range of semiconductor photoe
tric devices based on isotropic materials.19–30Photodetectors
based on elementary, binary, and more complicated crys
as well as glassy semiconductors have long been use
record the intensity of optical radiation. This is due to t
fact that optical transitions in the energy spectrum of isot
pic crystal and glassy semiconductors are equally prob
for any polarization of the radiation. Since anisotropy w
not observed in investigations of their photosensitivity sp
tra, the possibilities of direct detection of LPL using phot
detectors consisting of ISs were not discussed at all in
scientific literature before the appearance of Ref. 18, wh
the then unexpected possibility of using isotropic semic
ductors in a completely new~for them! function—as a
photoanalyzer—was predicted and demonstrated.

2.1. Photosensitivity anisotropy of isotropic semiconductors

When the surface of an isotropic semiconductor is il
minated with LPL along the normal to the front plane~the
angle of incidence of the LPLa050°), thephotosensitivity
~PS! is independent of the position of the electric field vec
E of the light wave relative to the principal crystallograph
axes in the semiconductor. Fora0.0°, according to the
Fresnel relations, nonequivalent reflection and refraction
rays with different polarization azimuths, which depend
the permittivities of the adjoining media, occur at the air/
boundary. The intensity of the radiation transmitted into
semiconductor is a function of the azimuthal angleu between
E and the plane of incidence~PI! of the radiation. For this
reason, fora0.0° the density of photogenerated charge c
riers in an isotropic semiconductor depends onu.

We shall consider the simplest case of a flat interface
which an LPL beam is incident at anglea0 ~Fig. 1!. The
electricE0 and magneticH0 vectors of the incident wave ca
be written in the covariant representation31,32 as follows:

E05E0
S1E0

P5A0a81B0@n0•a8#,
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H05H0
S1H0

P5A0@m0•a8] 2B0n0a8, ~1!

whereA0 and B0 are the scalar amplitudes of the incide
wave with the corresponding polarizations,a8, b8, and q8
are the unit basis vectors,n0 is the vector of the wave norma
to the incident wave,n0 andn2 are, respectively, the refrac
tive indices of air and the semiconductor, andm0 andm2 are
the refraction vectors of the incident and refracted wa
~Fig. 1!. We can then represent the intensity of the radiat
fluxes with oblique incidence of LPL can be represented
terms of the radiation power vectorP and the unit vectorq
normal to the interface as:

F5^Pi•q&5~C/4p!^ReEi&
2mi•q

5~C/4p!^ReEi&
2h i , ~2!

whereh i5ni cosai , and i 50, 1, 2.
In this case the intensities of the incident wave can

written as

F0
S5~C/4p!A0

2h0 and F0
P5~C/4p!B0

2h0 , ~3!

and the intensities of the refracted wave as

F2
S5~C/4p!A2

2h2 and F2
P5~C/4p!B2

2h2 . ~4!

Using the Fresnel formulas in the covariant representatio32

we obtain for the refracted waves

A25$~2h0!/~h01h2!%A0 ,

B25$~2n0n2h0!/~n2
2h01n0

2h2!%B0 . ~5!

Substituting the Fresnel formulas~5! into Eq. ~4! shows that
when the intensities of the incident LPL with different pola
ization azimuths are the same (A05B0), the intensities of
the waves refracted into the semiconductor for orthogo
polarizationsF2

S and F2
P become nonequivalent for alla0

FIG. 1. Diagram of optical processes at the air/IS interface and the c
puted dependencesPI(a0) for semiconductors with different refractive in
dices~indicated on the curves!.
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Þ0°. Since the density of photogenerated pairs in an IS
determined by the intensity of the absorbed radiation,
photosensitivity~PS! for each polarization can be written i
the form

i P5C•F2
P , i S5C•F2

S, ~6!

where the constantC includes all contributions, which ar
independent of the polarization of the LPL, to the PS,
example, the optical absorption coefficient, the quant
yield, the electron–hole pair separation factor, and so on

Then, using Eqs.~4! and~6!, we can write the coefficien
of induced photopleochroism

PI5~ i P2 i S!/~ i P1 i S!3100% ~7!

can be put in the form

PI5~B2
22A2

2!/~B2
21A2

2!. ~8!

In the simplest case where the amplitudes of the differe
polarized waves incident on the air/IS boundary are eq
(A05B0), using«05n0

251, the expression for the induce
photopleochroism coefficient can be put into the covari
form

PI5$~«221!~h2
22«2h0

2!%/

$4«2h0h22~«211!~h2
22«2h0

2!%, ~9!

while in the explicit form it expresses the dependence of
IP on the angle of incidence and the refractive index of
semiconductor

PI5$~«221!sin2 a0%/$~«211!@2«22~«211!sin2 a0#

14«2 cosa0~«2 sin2 a0!1/2%. ~10!

Investigations of the functional dependences of the IP co
ficient of semiconductor phototransducers using Eq.~10! led
to the establishment of a number of fundamental laws
polarization photosensitivity.33,34

When an IS is illuminated along the normal to the fro
plane (a050°), theidentity PI[0 should be satisfied and a
the angle of incidence increasesa0.0°, the IP starts to
increase continuously for alln.1 ~Fig. 1! according to a
parabolic law

PI5x•a0
2 , ~11!

where the coefficientx varies in a narrow range from 0.01
to 0.012 with large variations ofn from 2.5 to 5, which
covers the most important materials used in semicondu
electronics.35,36 The maximum values of the IP coefficient

PI
m5$~«221!/~«211!%2 ~12!

are obtained near glancing geometry (a0→90°) of illumina-
tion of the surface and for known ISs fall into the ran
55–85%. Since fora0590° the LPL beam grazes along th
surface, the photocurrentsi P and i S drop to zero and the
maximum valuePI

m is unattainable.
Induced photopleochroism can arise only ifn2.n0 , and

its growth with the refractive index of the IS is subline
~Fig. 2!.

Finally, in contrast to NP9,10 the calculation of the spec
tral dependence of IP taking account of the optical para
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eters of the IS, predicts slow growth ofPI with increasing
photon energy in the entire range of PS~Fig. 3!. This law is
determined by the relatively weak dichroism of the refract
index of semiconductors in their region of PS,37 by the fact
that the refractive index is greater than the extinction ind
@n@k ~Ref. 37!# and by the inequalityn2@1. The main con-
tribution to the increase inPI is due to the increase in th
difference in the permittivities of the adjoining media.

2.2. Experimental procedure for investigations of induced
photopleochroism

The experimental apparatus for studying polarization
induced by oblique incidence of LPL on a flat air/IS interfa
is largely the same as that developed for investigating N
However, to use the method of Ref. 10 for investigating
different relations must be established. First, the PS fo

FIG. 2. Computed curvesPI(n) for various angles of incidence~indicated
on the curves!.

FIG. 3. Computed dependencesPI(\v) for photodetectors based on GaA
~1!, InP ~2!, Si ~3, the triangles indicate the experimental data!, and ZnS~4!
at T5300 K (a0 , deg:1, 2, 4—80, 3—75!.
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fixed photon energy is measured as a function of the
muthal angleQ betweenE and the plane of incidence of th
LPL on the receiving plane of a uniform IS or photosensit
structure fabricated using an IS. However, if the measu
ments of the NP are performed only for the angle of in
dencea050°, then in the case of IP such a measuremen
not enough and detailed measurements of the azimutha
pendences of the photocurrent must be performed for e
fixed angle of incidence of the LPL in the range 0°<a0

,90° with the step ina0 determined in each specific me
surement. The azimuthal photosensitivity dependencesi Q

obtained by scanning the angle of incidence 0°<a0,90°
and wavelength of the LPL in the PS range are fed into
data acquisition and processing system. An imaging sys
is used to survey and process the PS dependences a
compare the experimental data with the computed dep
dences of the polarization parameters.34

The analysis of the PS dependences for the case w
the polarization plane is also the plane of incidence of
LPL—EiPI for i P(a0) and in E'PI for i S(a0)—becomes
especially important. Comparing the experimental cur
i P(a0) andi S(a0) with the expected curves from analysis
the transmission of a light wave through the air/IS bound
using the Fresnel formulas opens up the possibility of ra
diagnostics of the quality of the front plane of the semico
ductor and for monitoring antireflection. Polarization inve
tigations of PS require that the ratio ofi P and i S for a0

50° be determined carefully. Ifi P[ i S, then there is a basi
for concluding that there is a relative absence of NP, wh
i PÞ i S for a050° implies that both natural and induced ph
topleochroism appear together. Special test measurem
are required in order to distinguish the contributions of th
effects which are of a different nature.

The method for investigating IP consists in the follow
ing. Let an LPL beam be incident alongX on the front plane
of a photodetector consisting of an IS~Fig. 4!. If XiN, where
N is the vector normal to the front plane of the semicond
tor, then the photosensitivity will not depend on the pol
ization, since in the absence of induced anisotropy~for ex-
ample, uniaxial deformation! the absorption of radiation with
arbitrary polarization is equally probable. If the front pla
rotates around theZ ~or Y) axis, the normalN8 becomes
noncollinear with the direction of propagation of the LP

FIG. 4. Illumination scheme for investigation of induced photopleochro
in semiconductors.
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and the angle of incidencea0.0°. As a result, the transmis
sion coefficient of the air/IS interface for LPL and therefo
the photosensitivity of the isotropic medium become dep
dent on the position ofE relative toZ. The intensity of the
LPL flux transmitted through the detecting plane will be d
termined by the relation

F25F0@tP
2 ~a0!cos2 Q1tS

2~a0!sin2 Q#, ~13!

whereF0 is the intensity of the incident LPL flux,Q is the
azimuthal angle betweenE and the rotation axisZ, andtP

and tS are the amplitude transmission coefficients of t
air/IS interface fors and p polarizations. Assuming the
photoflux to be proportional toF0 , we find that for a fixed
angle of incidence 0°<a0,90° of the LPL beam the sens
tivity will obey the periodic law

i Q5 i P cos2 Q1 i S sin2 Q. ~14!

Therefore, under oblique incidence of LPL on the surface
an IS, because of the anisotropy of the transmission of
radiation through the detecting surface, the PS shows
same azimuthal dependence as for a uniaxial semicondu
for a050°.10 This matching is not random and is dete
mined by the fact that the symmetry of the absorption os
lator in a uniaxial crystal and the energy losses at the ai
boundary are the same whena0Þ0°. The coefficient of IP,
defined as the ratio of the difference in the photosensitivi
to their sum for orthogonals andp polarizations of the LPL,
is conventionally used as a numerical characteristic of
duced polarization PS.38,39

The predicted new mechanism of polarization PS18 was
immediately demonstrated for the basic materials and p
totransducers used in semiconductor electronics devices
ricated from crystal and glassy semiconductors.39

An example of the typical polarization curves of th
short-circuit photocurrent of a serially produced Si photo
ode is shown in Fig. 5. When the front plane is illuminate
the photocurrent witha050° does not depend on the az
muthal angleQ ~curve 1!, while for oblique incidence of
LPL ~curve 2! the experimental values of the photocurre
start to vary in accordance with Eq.~14!.

The experimental angular dependencesPI(a0) for a Si
photodiode~Fig. 5! also demonstrate the correctness of t
laws predicted from the analysis of the optical processes
curring at the air/IS interface. In fact,PI50 for illumination
along the normal, and asa0 increases,a0.0°, induced pho-
topleochroism arises and increases in accordance with
~11!. Induced photopleochroism was also found to have
remarkable property that the spectral dependence ofPI is
relatively weak in the entire range of PS of a structure ba
on an isotropic semiconductor.

We note that even these first experimental observati
of IP have confirmed the high potential of the new pho
electric phenomenon for producing a component base
polarization photoelectronics using existing technologies
devices.
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3. INDUCED PHOTOPLEOCHROISM OF SCHOTTKY
BARRIERS BASED ON III–V SEMICONDUCTORS AND THEIR
SOLID SOLUTIONS

It has been known for a long time that Schottky barrie
based on III–V semiconductors and their solid solutions
sensitive to radiation intensity.40–42 This is due to the fact
that absorption in crystals with a sphalerite lattice is isotro
because of the degeneracy of the states of the upper va
band, and for this reason such materials have not been
sidered at all for application in polarization photoelectroni

FIG. 5. Polarization curves of the photocurrent~a0 , deg:1—0, 2—75; l
50.95mm), the curves PI(a0) @3—experiment—dots, solid curve—
calculation using Eq.~11!# and PI(\v) ~4, a0575°) for a n–p-Si struc-
ture.
s
e

c
ce
n-
.

After the discovery of IP18 such structures actually becam
the first object used for thorough investigation of the ba
laws of the new photoelectric phenomenon.43–51

The barriers for polarization investigations were pr
duced on wafers with~100! or ~111! orientations of homo-
geneous crystals or epitaxial layers of the binary compou
GaAs and GaP, as well as the solid solutions GaPxAs12x ,
Ga12xAl xAs, and Ga12xAl xP. Unilayer Au and Ni or bilayer
Ni–Au coatings were deposited by vacuum sputtering
chemical deposition. The film thicknesses were ordinarily
the range 100–200 Å. The films were deposited on mech
cally and then chemically polished surfaces of the indica
semiconductors and on the growth surface of epitaxial lay
without any additional treatment. It is important that durin
polarization measurements the surface of the barrier con
is illuminated with a parallel LPL beam as close as possi
to a0→90°, where the photocurrent can still be measur
Accordingly, special attention is devoted to eliminating v
gnetting of the detecting plane of the barriers and eliminat
any possibility of illumination of the end planes.

3.1. Wide-band induced photopleochroism

The wide-band photosensitivity of Schottky barriers w
respect to natural radiation is well known.42,52The structures
obtained by the method described above showed a high
phototransducers of this type, photosensitivitySI . Their
wide-band character is illustrated by the large total wid
d1/2 of the spectra at half-height with illumination from th
barrier contact side~Table I!.

Investigations of the obtained structures in LPL show
that polarization PS in Schottky barriers on bulk crystals a
epitaxial layers, in the presence of positional disordering
the solid solutions and irrespective of the nature of the m
als employed and the method for depositing the metals
the surface of isotropic III–V semiconductors~Table I!, first
appears only when the direction of the LPL beam devia
from the normal to the barrier surface. The azimuthal dep
dences of the photocurrent of all barriers witha0Þ0° follow
the periodic law~14!, and the inequalityi P. i S, which fol-
lows from a Fresnel analysis of the transmission through
air/IS interface, holds in the entire region of PS.2,7,8

For Schottky barriers with a mirror receiving plane, th
typical angular dependences of the photocurrents, their
larization differenceD i 5 i P2 i S, and the coefficientPI are
TABLE I. Photoelectric properties of Schottky barriers based on III–V semiconductors atT5300 K ~illumi-
nation from the barrier-contact side!.

Semiconductor Barrier SI , A/W d1/2 , eV PI
m ,* % D\vP , eV F I , A/W•deg

n-GaAs Ni 0.12 0.6 62~80! 1.4–1.8 0.15
Au 0.11 0.3 68–74~80! 1.5–2.6 0.14

Ni1Au 0.16 0.5 70~80! 1.4–1.8 0.22
n-GaP Au 0.14 0.75 64~80! 2.4–3.6 0.18

Al 0.14 0.80 68~80! 2.5–3.5 0.19
Au 0.15 0.70 74~80! 2.3–3.6 0.21

n-Ga12xAl xAs Au 0.07 1.1 45~75! 1.8–3.6 0.065
n-Ga12xAl xP Au 0.07 1.0 39~75! 2.0–3.6 0.055
n-GaPxAs12x Au 0.14 1.0 74~80! 2.2–3.4 0.2

Note: *The angle of incidence is shown in parentheses.
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shown in Fig. 6. The main laws are as follows. When t
polarization plane is also the plane of incidence, the pho
current i P increases, reaches a maximum near the Brew
anglea0

B , and then decreases. At the same time, as soo
a0.0° the photocurrenti S decreases monotonically. Th
fact that i P(a0) and i S(a0) are different demonstrates th
validity of the classical Fresnel analysis of the proces
leading to transmission through an interface between
media.2,7 An important parameter for estimating the perfe
tion of the outer surface of the barrier is the photocurr
ratio A5 i m

P/ i 0
P , wherei m

P andi 0
P are, respectively, the value

of the photocurrent at the maximum and fora050°. Experi-
mental investigations of Schottky barriers show that in hig
quality structuresA.1 corresponds to a decrease of refle
tion losses. As the quality of the receiving plane of t
structures decreases, the ratio decreases to such an exte
A,1 could happen just as for thes wave in the case of eve
an ideal surface. ForA,1 the dependencei P(a0) becomes
qualitatively similar toi S(a0), though the inequalityi P. i S

with a05const remains. This character ofi P(a0) does not
agree with the results of the conventional analysis, using
Fresnel formulas,2,7 of the optical processes during transm
sion through the interface between two media.

The important conclusion that the polarized difference
the photocurrents in Schottky barriers reaches a maxim
neara0

B also follows from Fig. 6. This quantity also depen
on the optical quality of the barrier contact and the quant
photoconversion efficiency.

As follows from Fig. 6, the IP coefficient is 0 fora0

50°, and fora0.0° it increases according to the quadra
law ~11!. For fixed anglesa0 the value ofPI is determined
by the semiconductor used in the barrier structure and
essentially independent of the method of deposition and
nature of the metal. Estimates of the refractive index fr
the experimental values ofPI , using Eq.~10!, are ordinarily

FIG. 6. i P ~1!, i S ~2!, D i ~3!, andPI ~4! for a Ni/n-GaAs structure versus
the angle of incidence of LPL from the Ni side (l50.87mm, T5300 K).
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close to the known values for ISs. This can serve as a b
for concluding that the anisotropy of the optical processe
determined mostly by the properties of the semiconduc
while the semitransparent thin layer of metal is neutral in t
respect.

Finally, we shall analyze the dichroism of the paramet
of the IP of Schottky barriers with wide-band photosensit
ity with respect to the radiation intensity. As one can s
from Fig. 7, for Schottky barriers on GaAs and GaP the
coefficient remains virtually constant fora05const in the
entire range of PS. Therefore, whereas the NP in anisotr
semiconductors is sharply selective9,10 the IP is constant and
covers the entire range of photosensitivity of the IS, in agr
ment with the analysis in Ref. 34.

The maximum azimuthal PS of Schottky barriers, det
mined from the relation53

F I52SI PI , ~15!

reaches record-high values for structures consisting of an
tropic semiconductors~Table I!. It is evident from Fig. 7
that, in contrast toPI , the polarized difference of the photo
currents in metal/IS structures has shown a selective cha
ter. SinceF I;D i ,9,10 it is evident that the polarization PS o
Schottky barriers is of practical interest in their range
maximum photosensitivity. For Schottky barriers the lon
wavelength edge ofD i is controlled by the conventional pa
rameters for structures of this type. The position of the lon
wavelength edge in them is determined by the band gapEG ,
while the short-wavelength dropoff of the PS is suppres
by an effective barrier. For this reason, controlling the ba
gap during the formation of III–V solid solutions makes
possible to control the long-wavelength edge of the IP, a
F I and its extent in the short-wavelength region can be c
trolled by the nature and method of deposition of the bar
material.

3.2. Selective induced photopleochroism

The transition from wide-band to selective detection
LPL, often required in practice, was discovered on surfa
barrier structures immediately after wide-band structures.54,55

Structures in which a flat surface of the semiconduc
could be illuminated with LPL in oblique geometry and th
opposite surface of the semiconductor contained a ba
were produced for these investigations. In sun light the p
tosensitivity spectra of such structures are narrow-band s
tra ~Table II!. This is due to the influence of radiation ab

FIG. 7. PI(\v) ~1, 2! and D i (\v) ~3, 4! for the Schottky barriers
Au/n-GaP~1, 3! and Ni/n-GaAs ~3, 4! at T5300 K.
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sorption in the interior volume of the IS. The energy positi
of the short-wavelength edge of the PS is determined by
thickness of the semiconductor wafer and by the characte
the interband transitions. For example, the width of the sp
tral band of PS in GaAs barriers is much narrower than in
indirect-gap solid solution with a flat absorption edge.

As one can see from Fig. 8, the angular dependence
the polarization characteristics with the Schottky barrier il
minated from the semiconductor side are the same as
illumination from the metal-layer side. This corresponds
the conclusion that the semiconductor plays a determin
role even when the structure is illuminated through a h
transmitting contact. It should be noted that when the sa
structure is illuminated from the IS side, the ratioA is ordi-
narily higher than for illumination of a metal-coated waf
by LPL. It follows from this fact that the optical quality o
the free surface is higher than that of the metal-coated
face. On the whole, the tunable curvePI(a0) shows that
when barrier structures are illuminated from the IS side
transition from a polarization-insensitive regime (PI[0) to

TABLE II. Photoelectric properties of Schottky barriers based on III–
semiconductors atT5300 K ~illumination from the III–V side!.

Structure
SI ,

A/W
d1/2 ,
meV

PI
m ,*
%

D\vP ,
eV

F I ,
A/W•deg

Au/n-GaAs 0.13 20–24 45~75! 1.38 0.003
Au/n-GaP0.7As0.3 0.14 120–130 65~80! 2.18 0.020

Note: *The angle of incidence is shown in parentheses.

FIG. 8. i P ~1!, i S ~2!, D i ~3!, and PI ~4! for a Au/n-GaP0.7As0.3 structure
versus the angle of incidence of LPL from the GaP0.7As0.3 side (l
50.57mm, T5300 K).
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the polarimetric regime is possible, just as in the geome
where these structures are illuminated from the barr
contact side.

A sharp short-wavelength dropoff nearEG appears in the
spectral dependence of the IP coefficient on switching t
geometry where the barriers are illuminated through the
terior volume of the semiconductor, while in the region o
weak optical absorption the IP remains nonselective, wh
the values ofPI ~Table II! give a value ofn close to the
known value for the semiconductor. The nonselective ch
acter ofPI , as follows from Fig. 9, is observed for differen
PS mechanisms, such as interband absorption and ph
emission of electrons from the metal into the semiconduc

It follows from Eq.~15!, taking into account the spectra
contour of the polarized difference in the photocurrents w
a maximum nearEG of the semiconductor~Fig. 9, curves3
and 4!, that the maximum azimuthal photosensitivityF I of
Schottky barriers illuminated from the IS side has the fo
of a narrow band with a maximum nearEG . It is evident that
the spectral position of the maximum of the azimuthal
can be controlled in a wide spectral range from infrared~IR!
to ultraviolet~UV! by varying the band gap by adjusting th
wafer thickness and the atomic composition of the co
pounds and their solid solutions.

The values ofF I and the spectral band widths present
in Table II demonstrate the suitability of Schottky barriers
III–V crystals for use in selective photoanalyzers of LPL.

4. INDUCED PHOTOPLEOCHROISM OF ITO/SI„III–V…
STRUCTURES

Wide-gap high-conductivity oxides, including mixture
of indium and tin oxides~ITO!, are used to increase th
quantum efficiency of phototransducers for sunlight.56,57 In-
vestigations of the polarized PS of such structures have b

FIG. 9. PI ~1, 2! and D i ~3, 4! spectra of Au/n-GaAs ~1, 3! and
Au/n-GaP0.7As0.3 ~2, 4! structures with illumination from the semiconducto
side atT5300 K.
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undertaken in the last few years and have led to the ob
vation of a number of interesting features of induc
photopleochroism.58–60

4.1. Polarized photosensitivity of ITO/GaP „GaPxAs12x…

heterojunctions

The structures were produced by magnetron sputte
of an indium and tin target in an oxidizing oxygen–arg
medium. The films were deposited on the~100! plane of GaP
and GaPxAs12x single crystals. All structures possess
wide-band PS spectra~Table III!. The angular dependence
PI(a0) in the heterojunctions~HJs! based on the GaP an
n-GaPxAs12x wafers illuminated from the ITO side~Fig. 10!
follow the quadratic law~11!. The difference observed in th
values ofPI for various HJs and fora0.30° with the same
n-ITO entrance plane could be due to oscillations of
refractive index as a function of the technological conditio
On the basis of an analysis using Eq.~10! the valuesn
51.4– 1.8 can be correlated to the experimental cur
PI(a0), which agrees satisfactorily with the known valu
for ITO.56

The typical spectraPI(\v) for HJs of this type~Fig. 10,
curves3 and4! also show a much weaker IP with respect
a Schottky barrier based on these materials. It can be
cluded on this basis that the induced photopleochroism
ITO/GaP(GaPxAs12x) HJs is determined by the anisotrop
of the optical processes at the air/ITO interface, while
Schottky barriers the determining processes were those a
air/IS interface. A large difference between HJs based
ITO and Schottky barriers is dichroism ofPI , which con-
flicts with the analysis in Ref. 18. In Ref. 58 this new featu

TABLE III. Photoelectric properties of ITO/Si~III–V ! heterojunctions atT
5300 K.

Structure
SI ,

A/W
d1/2 ,
eV

PI
min ,*
%

F I ,
A/W•deg

ITO/n-Si 0.09 2.0 2~70! 0.08
ITO/n-GaP 0.1 1.0 15~80! 0.04
ITO/n-GaP0.42As0.58 0.1 0.9 2~75! 0.045
ITO/p12p-InP 0.1 2.0 2~70! 0.08

Note: *The angle of incidence is shown in parentheses.

FIG. 10. PI(a0) ~\v, eV: 1—1.91,2—2.82! andPI(\v) (a0 , deg:3—75,
4—80! of ITO/GaP0.42As0.58 ~1, 2! and ITP/GaP~3, 4! HJs atT5300 K.
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was attributed to a possible superposition of additional se
tive photopleochroism of unknown nature on the IP.

4.2. Polarized photosensitivity of ITO/ p -Si„p -InP… solar cells

The structures were obtained by pulverizing alcohol
lutions of mixtures of indium and tin chlorides on the surfa
of heated~111! Si and~100! InP wafers. When illuminated
with sunlight ITO/p-Si and ITO/p-InP HJs exhibit wide-
band PS~Table III!, and maxima and minima, indicatin
interference of the radiation, can be clearly resolved in
photocurrent spectra.

The angular dependences of the photocurrents for thp
ands waves acquire sensitivity to the incident-photon ene
precisely for such HJs. Figure 11 shows two types of dep
dences observed for the photocurrentsi P(a0) andi S(a0). In
one dependence~Fig. 11a, curves1 and 2! the angular de-
pendencesi P(a0) and i S(a0) are similar, indicating that the
reflection losses decrease for bothp and s waves simulta-
neously. The distance betweeni P(a0) and i S(a0) for the
same values ofa0 depends on the photon energy and
different for different HJs. It should be underscored that
observed increase ini S with a0 and the attainment of a maxi
mum photocurrent near the Brewster angle do not co
spond to the Fresnel analysis of the transmission of radia
through the air/ITO interface.2,7 One can also see from Fig
11b ~curves1 and 2! that in the same structure there a
spectral ranges wherei P(a0) and i S(a0) are in complete
agreement with the Fresnel analysis of the transmission
light wave through the interface between two media.2,7

It is important to underscore that the angular depende
of PI in ITO-based solar cells is described by a quadratic l
~Figs. 11, a and b, curves3 and4!. However, in contrast to

FIG. 11. i P(a0) ~1!, i S(a0) ~2!, PI(a0) ~3—PI , 4—PI
1/2 , \v, eV: a—1.0,

b—1.27!, and PI(\v) (a0570°) ~5! for an ITO/n-Si solar cell atT
5300 K.
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TABLE IV. Photoelectric properties of III–V/IV heterojunctions atT5300 K.

Structure SI , A/W \vm, eV d1/2 , eV PI
m ,* % D\vP , eV F I , A/W•deg

p-GaAs/n-Ge 0.02 1.38 0.025 60~78! 0.7–1.6 0.02
p-GaP/n-Si 0.16 1.4–1.6 0.6 58~75! 1–2.3 0.18
p2n-GaP/n-Si 0.04 2.6 0.26 46~75! 2.3–2.7 0.06
n-GaP/p-Si 0.15 1.8–2.0 0.8–1.9 58–68~75! 1.2–3.1 0.17
n-GaAs/p-Si 0.015 1.33 0.17 57~75! 1.35–1.45 0.026
n-GaAs0.3P0.7/p-Si 0.1 1.8–1.9 0.69 60~75! 1.3–2.3 0.11
p-n-GaAs/n-Si 0.02 1.39 0.06 58–60~75! 1.3–1.45 0.0024

Note: *The angle of incidence of LPL is indicated in parentheses.
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Schottky barriers, for ITO/p-Si and ITO/p-InP HJs the IP
coefficient fluctuates for different structures and change
the PS range. A typical example of the spectral depende
PI(\v) for such HJs is presented in Fig. 11~curve5!. The
oscillatory character of the IP, which in Refs. 59 and 60
attributed to the interference of LPL in the entrance wind
of solar cells, is clearly seen. Turning to the spectral dep
dences of the quantum efficiency ofp- and s-wave pho-
totransducers, it is evident that the oscillations of the pho
currents i P and i S oscillate in antiphase. Therefore
minimum of i S corresponds to a maximum ofi P and vice
versa. For this reason, sincei P. i S, as is characteristic fo
IP, the maximum value ofPI occurs in the region of the
maximum ofi P and the minimum ofi S and the minimum of
PI occurs near the minimum ofi P and the maximum ofi S,
where the polarized difference of the photocurrents is m
mum. The new hypothesis that the maximum antireflect
effect corresponds to the condition

PI50, ~16!

so thati P5 i S, was advanced on the basis of these investi
tions. In this respect, the spectral dependences of IP ma
possible to determine directly the photon energy range
responding to maximum antireflection. Taking into accou
this condition near the maxima ofPI the important conclu-
sion can be drawn that the maximum polarized difference
the photocurrents reflects maximum weakening ofs-wave
antireflection. For this reason, an estimate ofn from the
maximum of PI gives for ITO/p-Si and ITO/p-InP solar
cells virtually the same valuen51.4– 1.8, which is close to
the value known for ITO.56

On the whole, the above-considered studies of IT
based HJs, together with the experimental values of the
muthal PS~Table III!, show that these phototransducers c
be used as wide-band photoanalyzers for LPL, and polar
tion measurements themselves can be used to monito
antireflection properties and to adjust the conditions for
taining solar cells of this type.

5. INDUCED PHOTOPLEOCHROISM OF III–V/Si „Ge…
HETEROJUNCTIONS

Interest in epitaxial films of III–V semiconductors o
silicon and germanium substrates arose relatively long
and investigations in this direction have been continuou
expanding,61–67since they give hope of combining the fun
tional possibilities of the principal materials of semicondu
in
ce
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tor electronics for a new-generation of optoelectronic d
vices. Until very recently, photoelectric phenomena in su
structures were studied only in sunlight. Investigations
photosensitivity using polarized photoelectric spectrosco
have been carried out only recently.50,68–73We shall review
the main results of these works.

The objects of polarized investigations of PS were str
tures obtained by gas-phase epitaxy in an open chlo
system.73–76 The substrates consisted of 0.3–0.4-mm-th
~100! Si and Ge wafers with approximately 4 – 6° disorie
tation from the@110# direction. The thickness of the epitaxia
films and structures based on them was controlled in
range 1–25mm by the growth conditions. The basic types
experimental structures and their photoelectric parame
are given in Table IV. For illumination from the wide-ga
component side, a wide-band effect appears for all HJs.
long-wavelength edge of the PS with respect to the radia
intensity is determined byEG of the substrates, while the
short-wavelength edge is determined by absorption in
wide-gap film. The region\vm of maximum PS and the tota
width d1/2 of the spectra at half-height depend on the dop
conditions and the III–V film thicknesses.

Under illumination with LPL polarization photosensitiv
ity i P. i S arises only fora0.0°. For perfect epitaxial layers
in all HJs the dependences ofi P and i S on the angle of
incidence agree with the Fresnel analysis2,7 of the transmis-
sion of LPL through an air/IS interface and indicate a d
crease of the reflection losses only for thep-wave ~Fig. 12,
curves1 and 2!. The relationi P. i S remains valid in HJs
with a relief surface~Fig. 12, curves3 and 4!, but oblique
incidence no longer gives rise to an increase in the photo
rent with increasinga0 for eitherp or s polarization. There-
fore, just as for Schottky barriers the polarization measu
ments of the photocurrent are obviously related to the qua
of the films forming a HJ.

The coefficient of IP in structures of the type under co
sideration varies as a continuous function of the angle
incidence of the LPLPI;a0

2. An estimate of the refractive
index taking account of the experimental data onPI anda0

~Table IV! gives close to the known values ofn for the
semiconductors through which the LPL enters the active
gion of the structures. For the same HJ of this type, in pr
ciple, there exist two different tunable curvesPI(a0), and
they are different only because the difference in the refr
tive indices of the materials used for the upper epitaxial la
and substrate are different.71 It should be underscored als
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that in all HJsPI(a0) vanishes ata050. This shows that
photopleochroism, which can arise, for example, becaus
directed deformation of a thin epitaxial film grown on a thi
substrate, in the HJs obtained is negligible compared w
the photopleochroism induced by the oblique incidence
LPL.

The spectral dependences of the polarized differenc
the photocurrents of III–V/Si~Ge! HJs in Fig. 12~curves5
and 6! are illustrated for ann-GaP/Si structure in two pos
sible photodetection geometries. The spectral contour ofD i
is identical to the spectral dependence of the photocurren
unpolarized light, since the anglea0 determines only the
magnitudes of the photocurrentsi P andi S. It is evident from
Fig. 12~curves5 and6! that when the HJ is illuminated from
the GaP side the spectrum ofD i is wide-band and it is dif-
ferent from zero betweenEG of the adjoining semiconduc
tors. Therefore the polarized PS induced by oblique in
dence of LPL exhibits a polarized ‘‘window effect.’’ Whe
the HJ is illuminated from the Si side, the window becom
substantially narrower, and the spectrumD i becomes selec
tive and is bounded on the short-wavelength side by abs
tion in the narrow-gap component of structures of this ty

The photodetection geometry strongly influences
spectral contour of IP~Fig. 12, curves7 and8!. Thus, when
the HJ is illuminated from the GaP side the IP coefficie
remains constant in a wide spectral region, while for illum
nation from the side of the thicker Si substrate the spect
of PI becomes selective, remaining constant only with
d1/2. The short-wavelength edge ofPI seemingly ‘‘follows’’
the dropoff inD i . This behavior was manifested for HJs wi
epitaxial GaPxAs12x films, where asx increases, the short
wavelength edge ofPI starts to shift in a regular manner i
the direction of lower photon energies because of the
crease inEG .70 For n-GaP/Si structures it was also esta
lished that the spectral position of the short-wavelength e
of PI also shifts into the long-wavelength region as the thi
ness of the GaP films increases.50,68 Therefore the appear

FIG. 12. Photocurrents~1, 3—i P, 2, 4—i S, l50.49mm) versus the angle
of incidence on the surface of ap–n-GaP/n-Si structure~1, 2—mirror
surface of GaP,3, 4—relief surface! and theD i (\v) ~5, 6! andPI(\v) ~7,
8! spectra of an-GaP/p-Si ~1–5, 7—illumination from the GaP side;6,
8—from the Si side,5–8—a0570°) atT5300 K.
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ance of a short-wavelength edge in thePI spectra is deter-
mined by the effect of absorption of LPL in the wide-ga
component of the HJ. This is confirmed by the polariz
investigations of the PS of Schottky barriers, for which t
short-wavelength edge ofPI did not appear at all.49,50 The
position of the long-wavelength edge ofPI corresponds to
the onset of interband transitions in the substrate materia70

It is important to note that IP in both geometries of ph
todetection of LPL has the same positive sign becausei P

. i S, and in this respect it differs fundamentally from N
whose sign changes as soon as absorption appears in
interior volume of an anisotropic semiconductor.9,10 For HJs
based on anisotropic semiconductors, for example, GaP
the increase in optical absorption in Si with illuminatio
from the substrate side and for\v.1.2 eV decreasesPI ,
because the layer of photogenerated charge carriers m
away from the active region of the HJ. A similar result o
tains for\v.2.4 eV under illumination from the GaP side
The short-wavelength dropoffs ofPI are due to this. How-
ever, since the absorption of LPL in Si and GaP is isotrop
the absorption depth ofp- ands-polarized radiation is found
to be the same. For this reason, since for transmission of
through air/Si and air/GaP interfaces in oblique geometry
absorption coefficients satisfyaP.aS, the relationi P. i S

holds. This is why a sign change ofD i and PI is not ob-
served in the entire range of photosensitivity of HJs cons
ing of the isotropic semiconductors Si, Ge, and III–V com
pounds, while changing the atomic composition and
thicknesses of the epitaxial films makes it possible to con
the widthD\vP of the bands of constant IP.

The high azimuthal PS~Table IV! and the possibilities
of controlling its spectral range by adjusting the atomic co
position of the films and substrates show that there is pro
ise in using the HJs obtained as wide-band and selec
photoanalyzers for LPL.

6. INDUCED PHOTOPLEOCHROISM OF CdS/InP
HETEROJUNCTIONS

Photosensitivity based on direct-gap II–VI and III–
compounds~especially CdS and InP! has long been of inter-
est as a means for obtaining high-efficiency conversion
sunlight into electricity. Even though the conditions for joi
ing substances with different types of lattices and differ
lattice parameters were unfavorable, this difficult proble
was solved and solar cells with high radiation resistance
efficiency up to 18% were obtained.77–80Switching from the
conventional investigations of PS to polarized investigatio
revealed the relationship between the polarization parame
of such HJs and the conditions for matching their comp
nents. This could find applications in the diagnostics of
quality of structures of this type.81,82

The n-CdS films were deposited on single-crystalp-InP
wafers with~100!, (111)A, and (111)B orientations by the
gas-phase method in a continuous-flow system using hy
gen. Deposition was conducted at temperatures in the ra
700– 750 °C. The most photosensitive HJs were obtai
when 2–4-mm thick p-InP epitaxial films were additionally
grown on~100! InP wafers with 4 – 5° disorientation in th
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FIG. 13. i P(a0) ~1!, i S(a0) ~2!, PI(a0)
~3, 38), and PI(\v) ~4! for a CdS/InP
HJ atT5300 K. The structures are illu-
minated from the CdS side; InP orienta
tion: a—(111)B, b—(111)A, c—~100!;
1, 2, 3, 38—\v51.33 eV; 4—a0575°.
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@110# direction in the continuous-flow system In–PCl3–H2,
after which then-CdS films were grown on them. The max
mum PS of such structures reaches 0.13 A/W, and the e
of the window with respect to the radiation intensity is o
served between the band gaps of these semiconductors
maximum widths of the PS bands are obtained by grow
CdS on the (111)B plane of InP.82

For illumination with LPL along the normal to the Cd
plane, the photocurrent of the HJ was found to be indep
dent of the position of the polarization plane. This make
possible to draw the important conclusion that photoac
absorption in the HJ CdS/InP remains isotropic in the pr
ence of the changes made in the crystallographic orienta
of the InP substrates. For oblique incidence of LPL, IP
pears in these structures and grows in accordance with
law ~11! without showing sensitivity to changes in the orie
tation of the substrates~Fig. 13, curves3 and38). Using Eq.
~10! we obtain, on the basis of the experimental curv
PI(a0), n'2.5 for CdS/InP structures, in agreement w
the data for CdS.36 This gives a basis for assuming that t
photoelectric anisotropy induced in a HJ by oblique in
dence of LPL does not depend on the orientation of the s
strates but rather it is entirely determined by the nature of
CdS films.

At the same time, as one can see from Figs. 13, a an
the HJs are clearly sensitive to the orientation of the
substrates. For CdS films with a mirror outer surface, wh
ct
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can be grown reproducibly on InP substrates with (111A
and (111)B orientations, the experimental curvesi P(a0) and
i S(a0) agree with the analysis based on the Fresnel relat
for the amplitude transmission coefficient of an air/CdS
terface for LPL.2,7 The photocurrenti S decreases monotoni
cally with increasinga0 , while for i P a sharp maximum
appears near the pseudo-Brewster reflection angle, while
ratio A reaches values of 1.2–1.3, indicating substantial s
pression of the reflection losses inEiPI polarization. This
decrease is maximum in a HJ with (111)B crystallographic
orientation of the substrates, once again indicating that
CdS films grown on the (111)B InP plane are of higher
quality.

For HJs on~100! InP wafers~Fig. 13, curves1 and2! the
photocurrentsi P and i S, retaining their polarization depen
dencei P. i S, showed a monotonic decrease with increas
a0.0°. This phenomenon was already observed in po
ized measurements on Schottky barriers and HJs with a
ceiving plane of lowered quality. On this basis the charac
of the dependencesi P(a0) in HJs on~100! InP substrates
can also be attributed to the degradation of the optical qua
of CdS films with such InP orientation. Therefore the pola
ized changes of the photocurrent make it possible to de
mine the refractive index and the quality of the entran
material in finished structures.

The polarized difference in the photocurrents of CdS/I
HJs appeared at energies betweenEG of the adjacent media
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By changing the InP orientation it is possible to control t
spectral contour of the azimuthal PS, sincePI in the region
of the maximum polarized difference in the photocurre
remains essentially constant~Fig. 13, curve4! in accordance
with Ref. 18, while its value is chosen from the depende
on the angle of incidence of the LPL. It is important to no
that the magnitude of the IP in CdS/InP HJs ‘‘does not fee
the changes in the orientation of the InP substrates. The
off of the IP coefficient in the short-wavelength region, ju
as in the HJs III–IV/Si~Ge!, corresponds to the onset of in
terband absorption in the wide-gap component CdS of
heterojunction. The maximum azimuthal photosensitivity
the HJ CdS/InP isF50.13 A/W•deg atT5300 K, which is
comparable to the possibilities of photoanalyzers based
Schottky barriers. The wide-band character of the quan
efficiency of photoconversion and the IP coefficient sh
that CdS/InP solar cells~SCs! can also be used as wide-ran
~1.2–2.4 eV! highly sensitive photoanalyzers for LPL. It i
also important to keep in mind that improving the optic
quality of the outer surface of CdS films, which is monitor
by polarization measurements of the photocurrent, can a
tionally increase the quantum efficiency of photoconvers
near the pseudo-Brewster angle and therefore raise by
other.30% the azimuthal photosensitivity obtained in R
82.

7. INDUCED PHOTOPLEOCHROISM OF GaAlAs/GaAs
HETEROJUNCTIONS

The discovery and fabrication of the first ideal GaAlA
GaAs HJs under the leadership of Academician Zh. I. A
ërov at the A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute was in
time marked by the development of a new generation
devices: semiconductor lasers, high-efficiency solar ce
and so on.83–86 Efficiencies of 24.6%~AMO, 100 suns! and
27.5% ~AM 1.5, 100 suns! have already been attained
solar cells based on such structures.87 The method of polar-
ized photosensitivity spectroscopy, which can be used to
serve the relationship between the polarized PS and the
tireflection effect, has been used only recently for study
HJs of this type.88,89

The photoconverting structures for polarized measu
ments were obtained by liquid-phase epitaxy from a limi
volume of a Ga–Al–As fluxed solution on a~100! n-GaAs
wafer. Epitaxial Ga0.3Al0.7As films up to 2mm thick were
coated with a.1.5mm thick anodic oxide film. A wide-
band spectral characteristic of PS (d1/251.7– 1.8 eV) ap-
pears in all HJs, and the efficiency reaches 20%.

Polarized PS is not observed when the LPL is incid
along the normal to the plane of the anodic oxide. This
havior is attributable to the isotropic properties of the abso
ing medium and the absence of directed deformations
Ga0.3Al0.7As films because the parameters of the crystal
tice match. For this reason, NP in such structures turned
to be negligible in the entire range of photosensitivity.

The inequalityi P. i S and induced polarized PS, whic
follows the lawPI;a0

2, arises for oblique incidence of LPL
a0.0°. This law holds in the entire spectral range of P
whereasPI was found to depend on the photon energy~Fig.
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14!. This is due to the changes occurring in the characte
the angular dependences of the photocurrent within the en
photosensitivity range of the HJ. For\v,1.5 eV the depen-
dencesi P(a0) and i S(a0) are standard and are described
the Fresnel formulas,7,8 whereas for\v.1.5 eV they be-
come similar toi P(a0), making it possible to interpret them
as a decrease of reflection losses forp- ands-polarized light
as a result of interference effects. The presence of a m
mum in the angular dependences ofi P shows that the front
plane of the phototransducers oxide/GaAlAs/GaAs is of h
optical quality.

A distinguishing feature of the IP of the structure studi
in Refs. 88 and 89 is the strong dichroism ofPI ~Fig. 14!.
The IP coefficient is constant only in the long-waveleng
spectral region (\v,1.4 eV), just as in Schottky barriers i
the entire range of PS.50,51An estimate, using Eq.~10!, from
the experimental valuesPI.20– 22% ~Fig. 14! gives n
.1.8, which matches the data for the anodic oxi
GaAlAs.90 On this basis the IP of the experimental HJs in t
long-wavelength range can be attributed to optical proces
at the air/oxide interface. The ‘‘dip’’ observed in the spe
trum of PI at energies from 1.5 to 3 eV corresponds to t
region of maximum antireflection of the structures, in agre
ment with the measurements of the optical reflectionR on
the same HJs. When reflection losses forp and s polariza-
tions start to decrease with increasing angle of incidence
the LPL, the angular dependences of the photocurrents
observed to convergei P(a0)→ i S(a0), and PI decreases a
the same time. According to this ideology, the antireflect
effect is maximum wheni P5 i S. As one can see from Fig
14, the maximum antireflection in the experimental HJs
curs from 2.2–2.8 eV, wherePI.0. It is obvious that such
polarization monitoring of the antireflection region in H
can be used to adjust the technological conditions.

In the absence of antireflection coatings in GaAlA
GaAs HJs, the maximum azimuthal PSF.0.1 A/W•deg
~T5300 K, a0575°) occurs in a wide spectral range from
to 3 eV because of vanishing of the interference antirefl
tion. This motivates the use of such HJs in a new field
these devices—polarization photoelectronics.

FIG. 14. PI spectra for the structure oxide/GaAl0.7As0.3/GaAs (T5300 K,
a0575°, illumination from the oxide side!.
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8. INDUCED PHOTOPLEOCHROISM OF CuInSe 2-BASED
THIN-FILM STRUCTURES

Ternary semiconductor compounds and their solid so
tions are being increasingly used in research as material
high-efficiency radiation-resistant photovoltaic systems.91–95

The most efficient thin-film solar cells~TSCs! have
been produced from Cu~In, Ga! Se2 polycrystalline films
~CIGS!.92 We shall examine the results of investigations
thin film structures based on CuInSe2 ~CIS! and CIGS by
polarized photoelectric spectroscopy.95–98

8.1. Polarized photosensitivity of n -CdS/p -CuInSe2 thin-film
structures

CuInSe2 films with thicknesses 2–5mm were deposited
on a glass surface by magnetron sputtering of a CIS targ99

CdŜ In& films with thicknesses 2–5mm were deposited on
the post-growth CIS surface by vacuum sublimation. T
photosensitivity of the best HJs reached 0.5 mA/W, and
illumination from the CdS side it was observed in the reg
between the band gaps of the components of the HJ.

The angular dependences of the photocurrent are
scribed by the Fresnel formulas. These dependences s
that in the HJs photopleochroism arises only whena0.0°
and follows the law~11!. According to Eq.~10!, the experi-
mental valuePI.64% at a0580° corresponds ton.3.1,
which is higher than the known refractive indexn52.5 for
CdS100 and closer to the valuen53.0 for CIS.36 This gives
us a basis for inferring that the anisotropy of the PS of th
film HJs illuminated from the CdS side is determined main
by transmission of light through the heterojunction and s
sequent absorption in the narrow-gap component. The
served increase ini P with a0 indicates a decrease of refle
tion losses without deposition of an antireflection coat
and simultaneously attests to a high quality of the cadm
sulfide films.

The coefficient IP of CdS/CIS structures fora05 const
remains high in the entire range of photosensitivity and
virtually independent of the photon energy, in agreem
with the analysis in Ref. 34.

The maximum azimuthal PS in HJs of this type isF
55 mA/W•deg (T5300 K, a0580°) and characterize
them as wide-range~0.8–2.5 eV! analyzers for LPL, which
at a050° lose this capability and become sensitive only
the radiation intensity.96,97

8.2. Polarized photosensitivity of ZnO/CdS/CuIn,GaSe 2 thin-
film solar cells

The CIGS films were deposited on molybdenum-coa
glass plates by vacuum thermal evaporation from individ
sources. The composition corresponded to the r
In/~In1Ga!50.25. A CdS film was deposited on the CIG
surface, after which a ZnO film was deposited by magnet
sputtering of a ZnO target. The total thickness of the str
tures is 3–5mm. Under AM-1.5 illumination conditions the
efficiency of the best structures is 15%.

The long-wavelength photosensitivity edge of TSCs
determined by direct transitions in CIGS and two thresho
appear on the short-wavelength side in the PS spectrum
-
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cause of the absorption in CdS and then also in ZnO. T
width of the spectral photosensitivity bands of TSCs,d1/2

.1.3– 1.6 eV, atT5300 K depends on the thicknesses of t
wide-gap films. Equidistant peaks in the PS spectra of
best TCSs were first observed in Refs. 95 and 98. Th
peaks could be due to interference in the ZnO film.

Only IP is characteristic for TSCs in polarized light. A
follows from Fig. 15~curves1 and2!, the inequality between
the photocurrentsi P. i S arises fora0.0°, and the angular
dependences ofi P and i S show a similar behavior. Thes
dependences attest to a high perfection of the front sur
on the one hand and to a simultaneous decrease of thep- and
s-wave reflection losses on the other. Therefore antireflec
is attained in these TSCs for both polarizations. The IP
efficient of the TSCs increases continuously asPI;a0

2 ~Fig.
15, curves3 and4!. Characteristically, the values ofPI with
a05const for different TSCs differed somewhat from o
another and fell into the range 10–20%. An estimate on
from the experimental values ofPI , using Eq.~10!, gives a
refractive indexn.1.2– 1.7, which is less than the know
value for ZnO.36 The observed decrease of the experimen
values ofPI relative to the values estimated from Eq.~10!
using the refractive index for ZnO could be due to interfe
ence of LPL in the ZnO films.

Sharp oscillations arise in the spectrum ofPI for HJs
with the maximum efficiency~Fig. 15, curve5!. These oscil-

FIG. 15. i P(a0) ~1!, i S(a0) ~2!, PI(a0) ~3—PI , 4—PI
1/2 , \v52.0 eV) and

PI(\v) (a0570°) ~5! for a ZnO/CdS/Cu~In, Ga!Se2 thin film solar cell at
T5300 K.
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lations correspond to interference features in the photose
tivity spectrum. As the efficiency decreases, the oscillati
decrease to such an extent that the spectrumPI loses dichro-
ism in a wide spectral range, although the value ofPI re-
mains less than that estimated on the basis of the refrac
index. The oscillations in the experimental values ofPI and
their weak spectral dependence can be explained by the
tireflection effects in the ZnO film. Taking as a measure
antireflectionPI'0, the authors of Ref. 101 concluded th
the strongest antireflection in TSCs was obtained with
proximately 1000 nm thick ZnO films.

Therefore CIGS-based TSCs can be used as wide-b
photoanalyzers, and polarized spectroscopy of their ph
sensitivity can be used for making adjustment in the T
technology.

9. INDUCED PHOTOPLEOCHROISM OF MnIn 2Te4 /Si
HETEROJUNCTIONS

Photosensitive structures produced using semimagn
semiconductors are of great interest because of the poss
ties of extending the functional range of optoelectro
devices.102,103 After the complicated problem of obtainin
thin films of one of such semiconductors, MnIn2Te4 was
solved, the induced photopleochroism of structures base
them was investigated.104,105

Vacuum thermal sputtering was used to deposit 0.1–
mm thick p-MnIn2Te4 films on a ~111! Si wafer. The PS
spectra of these HJs illuminated from the MnIn2Te4 side are,
as a rule, wide-band (d1/2.2.2 eV) with maximum photo-
sensitivity 0.1 mA/W atT5300 K.

The photopleochroism observed in such structures is
its very nature, induced and follows a lawPI;a0

2 ~Fig. 16!.
At a0575° the coefficientPI.55%, which makes it pos
sible to use the method to estimaten.3.0 for the ternary
compound used in films. The authors of Ref. 105 believe
the simply obtainable HJs can be used as photoanalyzer

FIG. 16. PI(a0) ~1, \v51.15 eV) andPI(\v) (a0 , deg: 2—0, 3—50,
4—75! for a n-MnIn2Te4 /p-Si HJ at T5300 K. Illumination from the
MnIn2Te4 side!.
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LPL with azimuthal photosensitivityF.0.2 mA/W•deg at
T5300 K, which can be continuously controlled by th
angle of incidence of the LPL~Fig. 16!.

10. INDUCED PHOTOPLEOCHROISM OF A
HETEROCONTACT OF POROUS AND SINGLE-CRYSTAL
SILICON

A new approach to controlling the fundamental prop
ties of semiconductors that is based on the formation
nanosize clusters in a semiconductor matrix has been u
active development in the last few years.86,106,107 Increas-
ingly, the dimension in semiconductors is lowered.108,109We
shall consider the manifestation of polarized PS in structu
based on porous silicon.110–113

Anodic etching of wafers has been used to obt
HJs.108,110This made it possible to form films of porous sil
con ~PSi! with thicknesses ranging from several to tens
microns. Under illumination from the PSi side, as a ru
wide-band PS obtains in these HJs. The energy position
the long-wavelength PS edge is determined by interband
sorption in Si, and the total band width isd1/2.1.3 eV for
approximately 10mm thick PSi films and increases with de
creasing thickness. For example, in HJs with a.1 mm thick
PSi film the photocurrent was not found to decrease to 3
at all. The photosensitivity spectra of the HJs usually co
tains up to 20 equidistant peaks, which, taking into acco
the refractive index of PSi,114 make it possible to estimat
film thicknesses in agreement with the directly determin
values. The fact that a rich interference pattern is obser
itself indicates very high perfection of the PSi films.110–112

It follows from polarized investigations of the photose
sitivity of PSi/Si HJs that only IP appeared in such stru
tures, since the photoconductivity is isotropic in both co
ponents. The dependences of the photocurrentsi P and i S

even in HJs with a mirror outer PSi plane showed a n
monotonic dropoff fora0.0° ~Fig. 17, curves1 and2! and
differ from the dependences expected from the Fres
analysis of the transmission of LPL through the air/P
interface.2,7 The authors of Ref. 111 were the first to obser
oscillations in the angular dependences ofPI of such HJs. In

FIG. 17. i P(a0) ~1!, i S(a0) ~2!, PI(a0) ~3! at \v51.4 eV, andPI(\v) ~4,
a0575°) for a PSi/Si structureT5300 K.
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their opinion these oscillations are due to the interference
LPL in the PSi films~Fig. 17, curve3!. The growth of the IP
with increasinga0 approximately follows the quadratic law
~11!, and estimates using Eq.~10! and the experimental val
ues PI520– 25% (a0570°) give n'1.7, which differs
from the known values ofn for crystalline Si and makes i
possible to attribute the polarization photosensitivity of H
to phenomena at the air/PSi interface. The spectral de
dences ofPI of the HJ PSi/Si show oscillatory behavior~Fig.
17, curve4!, which is due to the interference of LPL in th
PSi film.

The observed oscillations of IP in the HJ PSi/Si111 are of
fundamental importance and could find application in sel
tive photoanalyzers of LPL. In addition, they demonstr
new possibilities of polarized photoelectric anisotropy
fast diagnostics of the quality of nanostructural films.

11. INDUCED PHOTOPLEOCHROISM OF GALLIUM-NITRIDE-
BASED HETEROJUNCTIONS

Gallium nitride is one of the semiconductor materia
which are now being intensively studied. The substan
progress made in the technology of this wide-gap semic
ductor has made this material promising for use in sh
wavelength and high-temperature optoelectronics, p
totransducers, and so on.115–118 It is of special interest to
solve the problems of integrating GaN with Si and III–
semiconductors. This could open up applications of the c
rent electronics materials not only as substrates for large-
GaN wafers but also for real integration of the unique fun
tional characteristics of such semiconductors. We note
the overwhelming majority of investigations of photoelect
phenomena in GaN and GaN-based structures have been
formed with unpolarized radiation. We shall examine so
results of these investigations of GaN performed using
larized photoelectric spectroscopy.119,120

The GaN layers were grown on the~111! and ~100!
planes ofn- and p-type Si and GaP wafers by chemic
deposition from the gas phase in an open gas-transport
tem. For the GaN/Si structures it was established that the
reaches.0.15 A/W with ~111! Si substrates, and the photo
sensitivity of the HJ is two to four orders of magnitude low
for the ~100! Si orientation. The GaN layers on Si substra
were 10–20mm thick, while the GaN layers on GaP we
only 0.5mm thick. In both types of structures the PS spec
were wide-band~d1/2.1.8 eV in GaN/Si andd1/2.0.7 eV in
GaN/GaP!.

When such HJs are illuminated along the normal to
GaN films, photoactive absorption is isotropic, while und
oblique incidence of LPL the inequalityi P. i S holds in the
entire PS range. For GaN-based HJs the character of
angular dependences of the photocurrentsi P andi S depended
on film quality. In the HJ GaN/Si with a rough outer surfa
of the GaN films, the photocurrents forp- ands-polarization
decreased with increasing angle of incidence, while in
HJs GaN/Si and GaN/GaP with mirror surfaces of the G
films the photocurrentsi P and i S increased witha0 . This
behavior is determined by the decrease of the reflec
losses and is due to interference of LPL in the wide-gap fi
of
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In both types of HJs, as the angle of incidence of the LPL
the GaN surface increases,PI increases according to the qu
dratic law ~11!, i.e., just as in the absence of interferen
phenomena.

Investigations of Ip spectra in the HJs GaN/Si and Ga
GaP~Fig. 18! show that the magnitude of the IP varies fro
sample to sample and in most cases undergoes oscillat
varying within the range of PS. Estimates based on Eq.~10!,
taking into account the known refractive index of GaN36

give PI.35– 40%. This value ofPI is reached at the
maxima of the spectral dependence of IP for only one of
structures and for a definite photon energy~Fig. 18, curve4!.
In this sample, the IP decreases relative to the compu
value PI.35– 40% away from this energy and also o
switching to other structures. This decrease of the photop
chroism can be attributed to changes in the parameters o
GaN films, which changes the antireflection effect.

The induced photopleochroism observed119,120 in HJs
based on gallium nitride films demonstrates that such fi
can be used as selective~Fig. 18, curve4! photoanalyzers of
LPL with maximum azimuthal photosensitivityF510 mA/
W•deg (T5300 K, a0575°), while the dependences esta
lished for the values and spectral contours ofPI can be used
for diagnostics of GaN film quality.

12. GIGANTIC INDUCED PHOTOPLEOCHROISM

A central problem in the fabrication of photodetecto
for LPL is ensuring high photopleochroism.9 It follows from
the expression~12! that the maximum IP coefficient for a
uniform IS is determined by the value ofn and for known
semiconductors falls in the range 55–85%. The experime
data examined above forPI of the most diverse diode struc
tures in isotropic semiconductors and multilayer syste
based on them also demonstrate thatPI

m,100%. In 1993, at
A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, a qualitative brea
through was made in this problem and a new photoelec
effect was observed experimentally—gigantic induc
photopleochroism, where PI increases sharply PI

→6`.50,121–123

The fundamental idea is to get the sign of the photoc
rent to change on switching fromp to s polarization. Then it
is easy to see from Eq.~7! thatPI overcomes the 100% limit

FIG. 18. PI spectra ofn-GaN/p-Si HJ ~1—sample 59.1.1,2—60.1.2.1,
3—60.1.2! and an-GaN/p-GaP HJ~4—sample 106-1r! at T5300 K and
a0575°.
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As follows from the analysis presented above, none of
structural types allowed this to occur. To obtain GIP in Re
121–123 structures with two active regions, which diff
with respect to the direction of the electric fields, were d
veloped on the basis of isotropic semiconductors.

We shall examine the behavior of the GIP for structu
with two n–p junctions on a Si substrate. To obtain such
structure, first a 3–4mm thick n-GaP epitaxial film was
grown on a Si substrate. As a result, the structure contain
a n-GaP/p-Si HJ and ap–n-GaP homojunction accounte
for the inversion of the sign of the photocurrent upon illum
nation with sunlight. The inversion stems from the fact th
in the long-wavelength~relative to the inversion point\v I)
region the PS is determined by the HJp-Si/n-GaP, while in
the short-wavelength region the sign of the total photocurr
is determined by the upper, relative to the LPL beam, hom
junction p–n-GaP.

For structures illuminated from the GaP side by LP
which inverts the sign of the photocurrent, photopleochroi
arises as soon asa0.0°, just as in noninverting structure
Irrespective of the polarity of the photocurrent, the sign
the IP remained positive and the angular dependence o
IP followed the periodic law~11!.

New behavior arises near the wavelength at which
sign inversion of the photocurrent and IP as a result of
change ina0 ~Fig. 19!. For each photocurrenti P andi S there
appears an angle of incidence at which the sign changes
the angular dependences themselves can no longer be
scribed by the Fresnel formulas.2,7 This occurs because th
competition between the photocurrents from eachn–p junc-
tion is also superimposed on the anisotropy of light transm
sion through the air/IS boundary. In accordance with Eq.~7!,
because of the sign inversion ofi P and i S a point of discon-

FIG. 19. i P(a0) ~1!, i S(a0) ~2!, PI(a0) ~3!, andPI(\v) ~4, a0575°) for a
p–n-GaP/p-Si structure atT5300 K. Illumination from the GaP side
1–3—l50.500mm. Inset: Illumination scheme.
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tinuity appears in the angular dependencePI(a0) and pho-
topleochroism approaches infinity,PI→6`, while the ex-
perimental values are at the level6(400– 700)%.

Therefore polarity inversion of the photocurrents at
definite angle of incidence of the LPL gives rise to GI
wherePI→6` ~Fig. 19, curve3!.

Interesting behavior is also observed in the azimut
dependences of the photocurrents, where the ratio ofi P and
i S, as well as the inversion of their polarity at definite valu
of a0 and\v, are controlled by the azimuthal angleQ.

Inversion of the photocurrent polarity occurs in the spe
tral dependencesi P and i S of such structures forp and s
polarizations at different photon energies, and in the reg
between these points there exists an energy at which
photocurrents are equal to one another in amplitude but
fer in polarity. According to Eq.~7!, the GIPPI→6` arises
precisely under these conditions. An example of the spec
dependence ofPI for one of thep–n-GaP/p-Si structures is
displayed in Fig. 19~curve4!. The spectral dependence ofPI

has the form of a hyperbola; the energy position of the
ymptote of this hyperbola is determined from the conditi
that the amplitudes of differently directed photocurrentsi P

and i S are equal. The GIPPI→6` arises precisely near th
asymptote, and the energy position of the asymptote can
displaced continuously by applying an external voltag
thereby accomplishing rapid tuning of the spectral posit
of the narrowly selective GIP.

Gigantic IP has also been obtained in double-bar
structures of a different type, Au/n-GaAs/Au and Au/
n-GaPxAs12x /Au. The possibility of controlling the compo
sition of the solid solution serves as an additional channel
monitoring the spectral range of the GIP.50,122,123

In summary, a new photoelectric effect—GIP, whic
was first predicted and then observed, thus opens up the
sibility of applications of double-barrier structures based
isotropic semiconductors as highly sensitive, tunable, n
rowly selective photoanalyzers for LPL.

13. SIMULTANEOUS APPEARANCE OF NATURAL AND
INDUCED PHOTOPLEOCHROISM

In connection with the fact that the physical factors f
the appearance of NP are absent in isotropic semic
ductors,9,10 in all variants of detection of LPL examine
above the polarization PS was determined primarily by lig
transmission through an interface. It is obvious that for ph
todetectors based on anisotropic semiconductors as soo
the incidence of LPL becomes oblique photopleochroism
caused by the superposition of the photopleochroism indu
by oblique incidence and the natural photopleochroism. T
problem of the summation of the contributions of these d
ferent photoelectric phenomena in an anisotropic med
has been examined in Refs. 9 and 124–126. The main re
of this analysis reduce to the following.

Let a light wave whose polarization planeE is parallel or
perpendicular to the plane of incidenceXZ be incident in the
direction OX on the illuminated surfaceZY of the structure
~Fig. 4!. For oblique incidence of LPL on theZY plane the
amplitude of the refracted wave is determined by the Fres
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formulas.2 Assuming that the change in the state of polari
tion of the incident radiation as a result of being refrac
can be disregarded, the photopleochroism for uniaxial ani
ropy of the medium withciXZ orientation of the tetragona
axis will have the form

Pi5@ i c2 i O cos2~a02c!#/@ i c1 i O cos2~a02c!#, ~17!

and inciYZ orientation

P'5@ i c cos2~a02c!2 i O#/@ i c cos2~a02c!1 i O#,
~18!

where i c5 i E cos2 c1iO sin2 c, c5sin21(sina0 /n), and i O

and i E are the photocurrents observed with illumination
the semiconductor by the ordinary (E'c) and extraordinary
(Eic) light wave. From Eqs.~17! and~18! follows the well-
known relation for NP for illumination of an isotropic me
dium along the normal to the receiving plane (a050°) by an
LPL beam:9,10

PN5~ i O2 i E!/~ i O1 i E!, ~19!

which for an isotropic medium (i O[ i E) givesPN[0.
The typical experimental angular dependences obta

for photopleochroism by illuminatingn–p-CdGeP2 struc-
tures with LPL with several photon energies from the ph
tosensitivity range are compared in Fig. 20~curves1–6! with
the dependences computed using Eqs.~17! and ~18!. The
values of the photopleochroism ata050° are determined
only by the NP, which depends on the fundamental prop
ties of this semiconductor. It is important to note that f
a0.0° the experimental values of the photopleochroi
start to differ fromPN , and the experimental angular depe
dences ofPi and P' correlate satisfactorily with the com
puted curves obtained using Eqs.~17! and ~18!.

The next important law of the superposition of induc
photopleochroism on natural photopleochroism is that w
the PI coincides with the tetragonal axisc of CdGeP2 the

FIG. 20. Experimental curvesPI(a0) ~\v, eV: 1, 2—1.60; 3, 4—1.91; 5,
6—2.00;1, 3, 5—ciXZ, 2, 4, 6—ciYZ, solid curves—calculation using Eq
~17!, dashed curves—calculation using Eq.~18!! and PI(\v) @a0 , deg:
7—0, 8, 9—70; 8—ciXZ, 9—ciYZ, the arrowsA, B, and C mark the
interband transition energies for CdGeP2 ~Ref. 127!#.
-
d
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f

d
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r

-
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photopleochroism increases continuously relative to the p
tive NP as a0 increases. For example, the characteris
valuePN521% for structures with\v51.91 eV can be con-
tinuously increased to 63% (a0580°), i.e., by a factor of 3.
Characteristically, the maximum value ofPi as a0→90°
does not depend on the natural anisotropy of CdGeP2 and is
entirely determined only by the refractive index of the sem
conductor.

Conversely, increasinga0 in ciYZ orientation decrease
P' relative to PN with P' becoming negative. It is also
evident from Fig. 20 that asPN increases, the value ofa0 at
which the photosensitivity of the structure loses the natu
anisotropy and becomes photoisotropic (P50) shifts in the
direction of large angles of incidence of LPL. This occu
because in such an illumination geometry the sign of the
is opposite to that ofPN , and at the point of inversion ofP'

the natural and induced components of photopleochroism
equal in amplitude (PN5PI). The different influence, ob-
served in the course of these measurements, of the rela
orientation of the plane of incidence of LPL relative to th
tetragonal axis in an anisotropic crystal on photopleochro
is due to the fact that forciXZ a light wave withE'c which
is weakly absorbed in CdGeP2 is reflected more strongly
while for ciYZ orientation reflection of the wave withEic
which is strongly absorbed in CdGeP2 dominates.

The spectral contours of photopleochroism for structu
based on anisotropic semiconductors ata050° is entirely
determined by NP.9,50 The maximum of the positive pho
topleochroism of these structures is reached in the regio
direct A transitions, and as theB and C transitions, which
dominate inE'c polarization, of electrons from valence
band subbands split off by the crystal field and spin-or
interaction into the conduction band, the positive photopl
chroism PN decreases virtually to zero in the region\v
.2.1 eV ~Fig. 20, curve7!.9,127 Under conditions of oblique
incidence of LPL~Fig. 20, curves8 and9! photopleochroism
in the entire region of photosensitivity withciXZ increases
and ata0570° it reaches 30–40% in the short-waveleng
region.

The shape of theP spectra remains unchanged und
oblique illumination, because the spectral contour of ph
topleochroism is determined by the energy spectrum and
selection rules for interband optical transitions in the ani
tropic semiconductor, while the observed changes in
magnitude of photopleochroism are determined, right up
sign inversion, by the processes involved in the transmiss
of LPL through the air/semiconductor interface. Since the
processes do not change the spectral contour ofPN , there are
grounds for assuming that they are nonselective. This c
clusion agrees with the analysis in Ref. 34.

The laws of formation of photopleochroism which we
examined forn–p-CdGeP2 structures have also been co
firmed by investigations of the photoconductivity of uniaxi
CdSe crystals with a type of positional ordering of the ato
different from that in chalcopyrite.125

Therefore combining NP with IP opens up new possib
ties for rapid control of the magnitude and spectral cont
of the polarization photosensitivity of phototransduce
based on anisotropic semiconductors.
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14. PRACTICAL CONSEQUENCES OF THE OBSERVATION
OF INDUCED PHOTOPLEOCHROISM

The main practical consequence of the new photoelec
phenomenon—induced photopleochroism—and the su
quent detailed experimental study of its laws on dive
types of phototransducers, which were produced under la
ratory conditions for a specific problem, undoubtedly m
be treated as a polarization sensitization of isotropic se
conductors and structures based on them. This qualita
breakthrough solved the problem, which arose after the
covery of NP,9 of the shortage of anisotropic semiconducto
meeting the technological requirements of semicondu
electronics. In other words, the wide practical applications
anisotropic semiconductors as materials for polarized ph
electronics were held back because the technological bas
these materials had not yet expanded beyond the rese
laboratories. This made it very tempting to use isotro
semiconductors for which the technological base is comm
cially well-developed for the needs of polarized photoel
tronics. The realization of these hopes is completely a
lyzed for the first time in the present review. Induc
photopleochroism is a universal photoelectric phenomen
which is observed in virtually any semiconductor. For th
reason, record-high values of azimuthal photosensitivity,
example, 0.22 A/W•deg in Ni/n-GaAs structures, for semi
conductor photoanalyzers have already been obtained in
totransducers based on the main materials used in sem
ductor electronics—silicon and III–V compounds.

Now that after the discovery of IP polarized photoele
tronics has been supplied with the well-known semicond
tors the problem of a materials shortage in this field can
regarded as solved. For this reason the prospects for ta
semiconductor optoelectronics to the polarized level are n
quite real.

The development of the physical principles of tuning
the magnitude and spectral range of IP is one of the m
important practical consequences of research on IP. S
after the discovery of GIP in IS-based structures the va
PI,100%, the limit determined by the refractive index
the semiconductor and previously thought to be an un
passable maximum value, was surpassed, making it pos
for a photoanalyzer with gigantic induced photopleochroi
to operate in the selective regime.

The development of the method of polarized photoel
tric spectroscopy also opened up new possibilities for di
nostics of the optical quality of photoconversion structu
and thereby for optimizing their fabrication technology.

Finally, it should be noted that the polarization diagno
tics of antireflection is conducted in the region of high P
which makes it possible to determine to a high degree
reliability whether or noti P and i S are equal. Considering
that the conventional method for finding the region of an
reflection by means of optical reflection measurements
conducted for low values of the reflection coefficient (R
→0), the advantages of the polarized photoelectric met
~PPM! become more than obvious. For finished structur
where the front plane of the phototransducer is equip
with a contact grid, the reflection method becomes unusa
ic
e-
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and, as a rule, diagnostics are performed before the con
are deposited, while PPM9,50 is also applicable even if a con
tact grid is present. It is also necessary to take account of
fact that reflection measurements under conditionsR→0 re-
quire quite large areas, while PPM can also be used for a
on the order of 0.130.1 mm. For this reason PPM enabl
diagnostics with a light probe diameter of about 0.2 mm a
thereby yields information about the local uniformity of th
antireflection regions, which reflection measurements can
do. Finally, for relief surfaces the standard method ofR mea-
surements is unsuitable because of diffuse scattering, a
must be made more complicated. For PPM the surface st
ture does not limit diagnostics in any way.

Polarization investigations of the photosensitivity ha
also led to the development of a new approach to increa
the efficiency of photodetectors for LPL, making it possib
to eliminate the complicated and expensive technology
producing antireflection coatings.128 This approach is base
on the fact that when the polarization plane of LPL coincid
with the plane of incidence, the short-circuit photocurre
with a receiving surface of good optical quality exhibits
maximum asa0 increases, just as in the case of a Si pho
diode~Fig. 21, curve1!. The photocurrenti P reaches a maxi-
mum near the Brewster angle, whereR→0.2 As p polariza-
tion continuously transforms intos polarization the increase
on the photocurrent with increasinga0 decreases and van
ishes. For this reason, the observed increase ofi P with in-
creasing angle of incidence on a mirror front surface of a
photodiode is explained by the elimination of reflectio
losses. The increase of the photocurrenti P at the Brewster
angle is achieved in the entire range of photosensitivity~Fig.
21, curves2 and 3!, and the efficiency ata0575° is 47%
higher than that ata050°. This increase corresponds
complete elimination of reflection losses in the entire ran
of photosensitivity. As one can see from the analysis p
sented above, this phenomenon is observed in all phototr
ducers with a perfect front plane, and the efficiency incre
vanished as the quality of the front plane decreased.

Therefore, oblique incidence of LPL makes it possible
eliminate reflection losses in the entire range of photose
tivity of a phototransducer. An important point is that th
phenomenon makes it possible to do away with the sea
for and the complicated technology for producing, as a ru
multilayer antireflection coatings and thereby to decrease
cost and simplify the process of producing phototransduc
It should be underscored that the phenomenon is suitable
all semiconductors. This is especially valuable for new m
terials, for which antireflecting coatings have not been dev
oped at all.

15. CONCLUSIONS

This review shows that in the years after the first obs
vation of induced photopleochroism18 impressive progress
has been made in physicotechnical investigations of the p
nomenon and in its diverse applications, in the control of
parameters of photosensitive structures based on isotr
semiconductor materials, and in finding actual practical
plications. The level that has been achieved for the polar
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tion parameters on Schottky barriers and heterojunctio
consisting of III–V semiconductors and their solid solution
in photodetectors with a narrowly selective GIP now mak
it possible to use these structures in the developmen
semiconductor optoelectronic systems, where together
radiation intensity the orientation of the polarization plane
LPL is also use as an information carrier. Fundamental s
cesses have been achieved in the use of isotropic III–V se
conductors and their solid solutions in photodetectors w
narrowly selective GIP. Further progress in the field of LP
photodetectors with induced photopleochroism requires
development of theoretical models of the phenomenon. T
will increase our understanding of the physics of the p
nomenon and enable computer simulation of a new gen
tion of polarimetric structures.

Investigations of induced photopleochroism and its re
ization in various phototransducers are from our standpo
on the whole, one of the most productive directions of

FIG. 21. i P(a0) ~1! and the spectrai P(\v) ~2! andi S(\v) ~3! and the load
characteristics~4, 5! of a Si photodiode atT5300 K ~1, 4, 5—l
50.63mm; P, mW/cm2: 1—0.9; 4, 5—0.2; a0 , deg:3, 5—0; 2, 4—75!.
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Effect of in situ photoexcitation of n-type Si as a result of ion implantation at low doses
on the formation of radiation defects
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The effect ofin situ photoexcitation of the electronic subsystem of a semiconductor as a result of
implantation of low ion doses on the formation of complexes of radiation defects inn-type
Si is investigated by the DLTS method. Then-type Si samples were irradiated with 150-keV O2

1

and N2
1 ions at the same dose 1011 cm22 and Ar1 ions at doses 731010 and 2

31011 cm22. With the exception of the latter case, the ion energy and dose were chosen so as
to produce approximately the same number of initially displaced Si atoms and the same
depth distribution of such atoms from the target surface. The temperature of then-type Si samples
during irradiation was 300 or 600 K. Photoexcitation of the semiconductor was performed
using UV radiation with various power densities. It is shown that radiative heating of the samples
during ion implantation suppresses the formation of radiation-defect complexes, while
photoexcitation ofn-type Si, in contrast, intensifies their formation. It is found that the effect of
illumination increases with decreasing ion mass and with increasing target temperature.
The effect of UV illumination on defect formation inn-type Si as a function of sample temperature
during ion implantation is established. It is found that the density of divacancies inn-type
Si saturates with increasing illumination intensity. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It has been shown in a number of studies1–6 that expo-
sure to UV light of the surface of Si samples irradiated w
accelerated ions or electrons changes the character o
accumulation of radiation defects produced in the semic
ductor by the particles. Specifically,in situ photoexcitation
of the electronic subsystem of Si under certain conditio
decreases the degree of radiation damage near the surfa
the crystal,2,3 and the effect of the light flux does not redu
simply to additional heating of the target, which gives rise
partial annealing of the simple defects. In Ref. 7 it was
tablished, by comparing the experimental results on ion
plantation in doses 101321014 cm22 in p-type Si samples a
liquid-nitrogen temperature andn-type Si samples at room
temperature, that the UV produces a nonthermal effect.
therford backscattering~RBS! spectra7 of the accelerated
ions show thatin situ photoexcitation affects most strong
the degree of radiation damage of Si at low temperature~77
K! and that the effect of illumination is substantially weak
for a silicon target at room temperature. This depende
cannot be extended directly to substantially lower doses
implanted ions for at least the following two reasons. In t
first place, the character of the radiation damage in
changes greatly. It is known that an individual ion with mo
erate mass and kinetic energy in the range 20–160 keV
duces in Si either very simple defects8,9 or microscopic non-
5041063-7826/99/33(5)/4/$15.00
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amorphous regions of disorder~RD!.10,11 The overlapping
of individual RDs, which causes the regions to grow
size and become amorphous, occurs starting at do
101321014 cm22 ~Ref. 10!. For this reason, substantiall
lower implantation doses make it possible to avoid effect
accumulation of radiation defects as a result of overlapp
of RDs and therefore prevent the formation of anomalou
intense sources for nonequilibrium — photogenerated, in
context of our study — charge carriers.12,13 Secondly, the
spectrum of radiation defects in Si irradiated with low io
doses depends on the type of conductivity of Si and the t
of ion14 ~of course, a comparison can be made provided t
different ions produce the same number of initially displac
target atoms!. On this basis it is obvious that for low implan
tation doses, where there are fewer electrically active def
than dopant atoms, the effect of illumination and of the te
perature ofn- andp-Si samples must be studied separate
In this article we report the results of an experimental stu
of the effectiveness ofin situ UV illumination during im-
plantation on the formation of complexes of radiation defe
in n-Si samples held at two different temperatures dur
implantation of low doses of three different types of ions

2. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

The n-type Si wafers~KÉF-20, ^100&) were irradiated
with O2

1 and N2
1 molecular beams with the same do
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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1011 cm22 and ion current density 2.5 nA/cm2 and by Ar1

ions with doses 731010 and 231011 cm22 and current den-
sity 1 nA/cm2 with the ions accelerated to 150 keV. Ion im
plantation was conducted in samples held at room temp
ture, Ti5300 K, or heated toTi5600 K resistively, i.e.
using a furnace. Photoexcitation ofn-Si was performed using
a high-pressure mercury lamp. The power density of the li
flux on the target surface was 4 mW/cm2, and for implanta-
tion of Ar1 ions high illumination power densities 10, 1
and 25 mW/cm2 were also used. According to Ref. 1, illu
mination increases the Si temperature during ion implan
tion by no more than 15 °C with light power densityW
560 mW/cm2. It is assumed, therefore, that illuminatio
with W<25 mW/cm2 heats the target hardly at all.

According to calculations14 using the TRIM code, O2
1 or

N2
1 and Ar1 ion doses of 1011 and 731010 cm22, respec-

tively, gave approximately the same number of initially d
placed Si atoms (;631018 cm23) with essentially the same
spatial distributions of the primary defects. Since the
doses used in our experiments are low, the molecular effe15

was disregarded in the calculation of the densities of ra
tion defects produced by accelerated molecular ions. Mo
over, low ion current densities allowed us to ignore the
pendence of the production rate of radiation defects in S
the dose accumulation rate~see, for example, Ref. 16!.

The degree of compensation of the irradiated Si layer
radiation defects was determined by the method of cap
tance–voltage measurements. No shift was observed
within the 10–15% accuracy of this method, in the low
plateau of the capacitance–voltage characteristics of the
samples. This shows that the change in the density of
majority charge carriers is small. Correspondingly, the d
sity of electrically active defects in the irradiated samples
not exceed 15% of the dopant density (231014 cm23 for
KÉF-20!; i.e., it did not exceed 331013 cm23.

The parameters of the deep levels produced by radia
defects were determined by deep-level transient spectros
~DLTS!. For the measurements, Schottky barriers were p
duced on the front side of the irradiated samples by vacu
thermal sputtering of Au and ohmic contacts were produ
on the backside. The DLTS spectra were measured wit
22 V constant reverse bias and a12 V carrier pulse ampli-
tude. In the text below and in the DLTS spectra the peaksE1

(Ec20.18 eV), E2 (Ec20.46 eV), andE3 (Ec20.5 eV)
are due to the formation ofA centers (E1), divacancies (E2),
and multivacancy complexes (E3).

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The DLTS spectra ofn-type Si samples irradiated wit
Ar1 ions at room temperature~curve1! and at 600 K~curve
2! are shown in Fig. 1. The normalized values of the div
cancy density~the peakE2) in n-Si irradiated with O2

1 and
N2

1 ions are presented in Table I. We recall that in the la
case a single peakE2 is observed in the DLTS spectra.14 It
follows from these data that the increase in the tempera
of the samples during ion implantation (Ti) results in a de-
a-
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crease in the amplitude of the peakE2 in the DLTS spectra
obtained for these samples, signifying a decrease in the
sity of divacancy complexes.

Photoexcitation ofn-Si was found to have an effect op
posite to that of heating. Comparison of curves2 and 3 in
Fig. 1 (Ar1 ion implantation! and the data in Table I (N2

1

and O2
1 ions! shows that illumination of the samples durin

implantation of different ions increases the peaks in the c
responding spectra.

We note that for implantation of O2
1 ions the amplitudes

of the E1 and E3 peaks, just like the amplitude of theE2

peak, in the DLTS spectra depend on the experimental c
ditions ~heating or illumination of the target!. However, as
one can see from Fig. 1~compare curves1 and 2!, the in-
crease in the temperature of Si during the implantation
Ar1 results in an increase in the amplitude of the peakE3

~though by a small amount! against the background of
decrease in theE2 peak.

The effectiveness of the influence of temperature andin
situ photoexcitation ofn-Si samples on the accumulation o
radiation defects in their interior volume during ion impla
tation can be judged from Figs. 2 and 3. These figures sh
that amplitude ratio of theE2 peaks, which have changed th
most under the action of temperature and light, as a func
of the massM of the ion bombarding the silicon. Curve1 in
Fig. 2 shows that for ‘‘dark’’ implantation the differenc
arising in the density of secondary defects as a result of
different sample temperatures during irradiation decrea

FIG. 1. DLTS spectra ofn-type Si samples implanted with 150-keV Ar1

ions with dose 731010 cm22 at temperaturesTi5300 ~1!, 600 K ~2!, and
600 K with in situ illumination ~3!.

TABLE I. Ratio of the divacancy density (E2 peak! to the electron density
in n-type Si irradiated with 150-keV N2

1 and O2
1 ions with dose 1011 cm22.

Ti , K W, mW/cm2

E2

N2
1 O2

1

300 0 0.102 0.062
4 0.174 0.091

600 0 0.032 0.025
4 0.32 0.060
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monotonically with increasing ion mass, i.e.A300/A600→1.
HereATi

is the amplitude of theE2 peak in the DLTS spec
trum of the sample irradiated at the corresponding abso
temperatureTi . Under photoexcitation conditions with in
creasing target temperature~see curve2 in Fig. 2! the ampli-
tude of theE2 peak increases with the implantation of N2

1

and Ar1 and decreases with the implantation of O2
1 .

In Fig. 3 the amplitude ratio of theE2 peaks during
photoexcitation (Alight) and in the absence of photoexcitatio
(Adark) is plotted along the ordinate. Comparison of curve1
and 2 in this figure shows that photoexcitation acts mo
effectively on the formation of secondary defects at a h
target temperature~in Fig. 3 curve2 lies above curve1!.
Moreover, as the ion mass increases, i.e. as the linear de
of generation of point defects increases (N1 or O1 ions pro-
duce;0.2 displacements/ion•Å, while Ar1 ions produce
four times more displacements14! with the same total numbe

FIG. 2. Amplitude ratio of theE2 peaks in the spectra ofn-Si samples
corresponding to temperatures 300 (A300) and 600 K (A600) versus the ion
massM. 1 — Dark implantation,2 — implantation with photoexcitation of
silicon.

FIG. 3. Amplitude ratio of theE2 peaks in the spectra ofn-type Si samples
with implantation and photoexcitation of the silicon (Alight) and with dark
implantation (Adark). Implantation temperatureTi , K: 1 — 300,2 — 600.
te

t
h

ity

of ions, the effectiveness of UV irradiation decreases ir
spective of the temperature of then-Si samples.

The following should be noted with regard to Figs. 2 a
3. First, in these figures the masses of the O1 and N1 ions,
rather than the masses of the molecular ions, are plo
along the abscissa, following the conventional assump
that molecular ions decompose over a path on the orde
several lattice constants of the irradiated crystal. Secon
the left-most points~curves 2!, which correspond in both
figures to the implantation of N2

1 ions, are separated we
from the other two points which represent the implantat
of O2

1 and Ar1 ions. Clearly, this difference stems from th
fact that upon implantation of N2

1 ions in small doses, diva
cancies are basically the only type of radiation-defect co
plexes encountered here.14 The amplitude of theE2 peak in
the DLTS spectrum, which corresponds to them, is mu
larger than the amplitude of the same peak in the analog
spectra ofn-Si samples implanted with O2

1 and Ar1 ions.
For this reason, even the change produced in the ampli
of the peak by UV illumination of silicon~Fig. 2! or by
heating of the silicon~Fig. 3! as a result of bombardment b
nitrogen ions is greater than the change in the same pea
the spectra ofn-Si samples implanted with either of the oth
two ions.

As shown above, photoexcitation ofn-Si becomes inef-
fective for higher-density cascades of atomic collisions p
duced by the ion stopping in the crystal with a fixed to
number of primary radiation defects introduced by the
ions. For example, illumination ofn-Si has virtually no effect
on the amplitude of the divacancy peak even for Ar1 ions
~see Fig. 3!. However, as the argon ion dose increases t
31011 cm22, the effect of photoexcitation of the semicon
ductor again becomes appreciable. Specifically, theE2 peak
in the DLTS spectrum of silicon irradiated at room tempe
ture in the presence of illumination is 1.8 times greater th
the same peak in the spectrum of Si implanted with ions w
no illumination.

The density of radiation-defect complexes depends
the UV illumination intensity. This dependence is shown
Fig. 4 for implantation of Ar1 ions with dose 7
31010 cm22: the increase in the divacancy density starts
decrease substantially atW;10 mW/cm2 and approaches
zero as the light power density increases further. At the sa
time, the change in the density ofA centers~Fig. 4, curve2!
and multivacancy complexes~Fig. 4, curve3! is of a differ-
ent character: this pair of curves is virtually symmetric w
respect to a line which is parallel to the abscissa and wh
intersects the ordinate at the point corresponding to the h
sum of the amplitudes of theE1 andE3 peaks. If the vacancy
nature of both types of defects is taken into account, i
obvious that the change in the illumination intensity det
mines the change in the number of elementary vacan
minus the vacancies which are used in the formation of
vacancies which are needed to form theA centers and mul-
tivacancy clusters.

The results in Fig. 4 thus show that the process lead
to the formation of defect complexes can be controlled
rectly at the stage of relaxation of cascades of atomic
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placements by adjusting the intensity of photoexcitation
n-Si irradiated with ions.

Finally, we wish to make two points. First, returning
the results of Ref. 7, which are described in the introducti
and comparing them with the results of our study, we c
draw the following conclusion. The action of UV illumina
tion is nonmonotonic with respect to the dose of implan
ions: at low doses (;1011 cm22) illumination of n-Si in-
creases the yield of the reaction leading to the formation
divacancies, whereas at higher doses (;101321014 cm22),
in contrast, it suppresses the yield. Secondly, the results
sented here show that the action of resistive heating and
toexcitation ofn-Si on the formation of divacancy complexe
during ion implantation is additive to some extent. When
sample temperature is raised to 600 K, the amplitude of
E2 peak in the DLTS spectrum of this sample decreases~see,
for example, curves1 and 2 in Fig. 1!. At the same time,
photoexcitation of the heated sample during ion implantat
increases the amplitude of theE2 peak almost to the value
characteristic ofn-type Si implanted at room temperatu
~see curves2 and3 in Fig. 1!.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In our study we established that for implantation of lo
doses (;1011 cm22) of nitrogen, oxygen, or argon ions i
n-Si ~1! the effect of in situ photoexcitation and resistiv
heating of a semiconductor on the formation of radiatio

FIG. 4. Amplitudes (Amax) of the divacancyE2 ~1!, A-centerE1 ~2!, and
multivacancy-complexE3 ~3! peaks in the DLTS spectra ofn-type Si
samples implanted with 150-keV Ar1 ions with dose 731010 cm22 at Ti

5600 K versus the UV illumination power density.
f

,
n

d

f

re-
o-

e
e

n

-

defect complexes does not depend on the type of implan
ions, ~2! resistive heating ofn-Si to 600 K during ion im-
plantation decreases the density of secondary defects, w
photoexcitation of the electronic subsystem of the semic
ductor with UV radiation, in contrast, stimulates their pr
duction, ~3! the action of UV illumination on the formation
of secondary radiation defects is stronger at higher sam
temperature,~4! irrespective of the temperature ofn-Si (Ti

5300 or 600 K), the effect of UV illumination decrease
with increasing mass of the implanted ions,~5! the curve of
the divacancy density versus the UV illumination intens
saturates with increasing light intensity, and~6! for irradia-
tion of n-Si with Ar1 ions the densities ofA centers, diva-
cancies, and multivacancy complexes can be changed
changing the intensity of the UV illumination of the sem
conductor during ion implantation.
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Effect of the irradiation intensity on the efficiency of the production radiation defects
in n- and p-type Si crystals
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The effect of the electron flux densityw on the efficiencyh of the production of radiation
defects inn- andp-type Si samples is investigated. It is shown that the application of an electric
field to the sample during irradiation affectsw(h) only in n-type Si crystals. This is
explained by the charge state of Frenkel pairs at the moment of formation at low irradiation
energies. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!00305-1#
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The reason why the irradiation flux densityw affects the
production efficiencyh of radiation defects has still not bee
determined. Experimental studies of silicon and german
single crystals irradiated with fast electrons org rays either
have been able to observe the existence of such an effe
it was not observed. The quantitieshA , hE , and hV2

in
n-type silicon were found to vary nonmonotically.1 In Ref. 2
it was assumed that the observed dependences are due
effect ofw on the rate of annihilation of primary defects an
not on secondary processes.

In Ref. 3 it was assumed that the dependence ofhA on w
is due to secondary processes — a change in the rate o
capture of vacancies by oxygen as a result of a change in
charge density of the vacancies.

In Ref. 4 it was concluded that the existence of a dep
dencehA(w) is due to a change in the probability of annih
lation of interstitial atoms by intrinsic vacancies asw
changes.

FIG. 1. Volume photovoltage versus the electron flux density inn-type
silicon crystals;1 — E50, 2 — E5110 V/cm.
5081063-7826/99/33(5)/2/$15.00
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In Ref. 5 it was found that there exists a critical valuewc

which separates the region where such a dependence e
from the region wherehA is independent ofw (wc55
31012 cm22

•s21).
In the present work we investigatedn- andp-type silicon

samples obtained by zone melting and doped with ph
phorus and boron, respectively, to the same density;6
31013 cm23. The oxygen content in the samples was;2
31016 cm23. and the density of growth dislocations did n
exceed;1032104 cm22. The samples were irradiated wit
2-MeV electrons.

The investigations were performed by the method of
cal irradiation followed by measurement of the bulk pho
voltage (Uph) along the irradiated region of the sample. Th
method is described in detail in Ref. 6.

It is known thatUph;]r/]x, and the gradient]r of the

FIG. 2. Volume photovoltage versus the electron flux density inp-type
silicon crystals;1 — E50, 2 — E5110 V/cm.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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resistivity depends not only on the density ofA centers but
also on the total concentration of a wide spectrum of defe

In n-type Si samplesUph increases in a definite range o
w ((225)31012 cm22

•s21) ~Fig. 1, curve1!. This shows
that in contrast toA centers5 h for other radiation defects
sharply increases in this interval, passes through a maxim
at wc5531012 cm22

•s21, and then sharply decreases.
The application of an electric field (E5110 V/cm) to

the samples during irradiation does not change the valu
wc , and the curveUph(w) shifts in the direction of large
values ofUph ~Fig. 1, curve2!.

In p-type Si samples, the dependenceUph(w) and the
value ofwc remain the same~Fig. 2!. The curvesUph(w) for
samples irradiated with and without an external electric fi
are virtually identical.

As known from Ref. 6, inn-Si crystals vacancies ar
negatively charged at the moment of formation and inter
tial atoms are positively charged. Inp-Si crystals Frenkel
pairs are positively charged.7

As one can see from the experimental data, the appl
s.

m

of

d

i-

a-

tion of an electric field to the sample during irradiation i
fluencesUph(w) not only in n-type Si samples. This show
that at low irradiation energies the charge state of the
mary radiation defects must be taken into account in orde
explain the observed behavior.
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Spontaneously forming periodic composition-modulated InGaAsP structures
N. A. Bert, L. S. Vavilova, I. P. Ipatova, V. A. Kapitonov, A. V. Murashova, N. A. Pikhtin,
A. A. Sitnikova, I. S. Tarasov,* ) and V. A. Shchukin

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted October 23, 1998; accepted for publication November 2, 1998!
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InGaAsP epitaxial layers, which are obtained in the instability region on InP~001! and GaAs
~001! substrates, are investigated by photoluminescence and transmission-electron-
microscopy methods. The results are discussed on the basis of the theory of spinodal
decomposition of solid solutions. It is established experimentally that in certain temperature and
composition ranges the solid solutions InGaAsP are a system of charged, alternating~in
mutually perpendicular directions@100# and @010#! domains of a solid solution with two different
compositions and different lattice constants. The domain structure is very clearly defined at
the surface of the epitaxial film and becomes blurred in the film near the substrate. The data
obtained very likely show spinodal decomposition of the solid solutions InGaAsP in the
test samples. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!00405-6#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Experimental studies~see, for example, Ref. 1! have
shown that in certain temperature and composition ran
homogeneous solid solutions of semiconductors based
III–V compounds are unstable and decompose into perio
structures with alternating composition. The first experim
tal studies of this subject were of an accidental charac
since their main goal was to obtain a stable homogene
solid solution. The latest investigations of the instability
solid solutions suggest that this phenomenon can be use
obtain spontaneously forming nanoheterostructures.

To describe this instability of multicomponent solid s
lutions Stringfellow2 employed the theory of spinoda
decomposition3,4 developed for metal alloys. A simila
analysis of the instability of quaternary solid solutions5 has
been performed using the model of regular solid solution6

This made it possible to obtain more realistic values of
critical decomposition temperatures.

Our work7–10 on the photoluminescence and x-ray m
crostructural properties of the solid solutions InGaAsP in
instability region made it possible to demonstrate agreem
between the experimental results and the proposed theo

In the present paper we make a detailed compariso
the results of theoretical and experimental studies of the q
ternary solid solutions InGaAsP in the instability region. T
experimental samples were obtained by liquid epitaxy on
~001! and GaAs~001! substrates under technological cond
tions that stimulate spinodal decomposition.

2. THEORY

Solid solutions of semiconductors are disordered s
tems in which the composition fluctuates from point to poi
For a quaternary solid solution of the type A12xBxC12yDy

such fluctuations aredx(r ) and dy(r ), determined by the
relationsx(r )5 x̄1dx(r ) andy(r )5 ȳ1dy(r ), wherex̄ and
ȳ correspond to the average composition. A homogene
5101063-7826/99/33(5)/4/$15.00
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solid solution decomposes into a composition-modulated
riodic structure as a result of instability with respect to co
position fluctuations. Instability means that the free energy
the modulated solid solution with such a composition is le
than the free energy of a homogeneous solid solution wit
composition corresponding tox̄1 ȳ.

The change produced in the chemical free energy a
result of fluctuations of the composition of the solid soluti
can be written as

dFchem5E $@H„x~r !,y~r !…2TSmix„x~r !,y~r !…#

2@H~ x̄,ȳ!2TSmix~ x̄,ȳ!#%dV. ~1!

Here H(x(r ),y(r )) is the enthalpy of the system
Smix(x(r ),y(r )) is the mixing entropy, andT is the tempera-
ture. A homogeneous solid solution is unstable when
formation enthalpy of the solid solution A12xBxC12yDy

from the binary components AC, AD, BC, and BD is pos
tive, i.e. when the difference

DH5~12x!~12y!HAC1~12x!yHAD1x~12y!HBC

1xyHBD2Hmulti ~2!

is positive. Here the sum of the first four terms is the e
thalpy of a homogeneous solid solution, andHmulti is the
enthalpy of a multiphase system. This means that a cer
amount of energy must be expended to produce a hom
neous solid solution. AtT50 the free energy of a
composition-modulated mixture of the pure materials A
AD, BC, and BD is less than that of the uniform solid sol
tion A12xBxC12yDy . At TÞ0 the contribution of the mixing
entropy Smix to the free energy gives rise to mixing of th
components and stabilizes the homogeneous solid solu
despite the composition fluctuationsdx(r ) anddy(r ). In ad-
dition, according to Vegard’s rule, the lattice constant of t
solid solution depends on its composition
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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a~r !5a@x~r !,y~r !#. ~3!

As a result of the composition fluctuationsdx(r ) anddy(r ),
the lattice constant is different in different regions of t
solid solution. Joining of the regions requires elastic def
mation of the medium, which possesses a correspon
elastic free energydFel . In a homogeneous solid solution th
elastic free energy due to the composition fluctuations is z
— dFel50, while in an inhomogeneous solutiondFel.0.
This elastic energy also stabilizes a solid solution with co
position x̄ and ȳ. Since the chemical energies of the mix
components AC, AD, BC, and BD are close, the chan
dFchem in the chemical energy on mixing is small, comp
rable in magnitude to the elastic energydFel . This is why
the ratio of the chemical energy, which contains the mix
entropy, and the elastic energy plays a determining role
the formation of a modulated structure. The change in
total free energy of a system whose stability is to be analy
consists of the chemical contribution~1! and the elastic free
energy

dF5dFchem1dFel . ~4!

An investigation2,5 of the stability of a quaternary solid
solution of the type A12xBxC12yDy showed that at tempera
tures above a critical temperature,T.Tc , quaternary solid
solutions are stable for any values ofx andy; i.e., the con-
tribution of the mixing entropySmix is so large that the com
position fluctuations cannot decrease the total free energy
temperaturesT,Tc there exists a region of composition
where a homogeneous solid solution is absolutely unsta
i.e., it is unstable even with respect to infinitesimal comp
sition fluctuationsdx(r ) and dy(r ), which decrease the
chemical free energy. The composition fluctuationsdx(r )
and dy(r ) in a solid solution are the order parameter
spinodal decomposition.

Figure 1 shows a composition diagram for InGaAs
The diagram shows regions of absolutely unstable~1!, meta-
stable ~2!, and stable~3! solid solutions, calculated a
T5900 K ~Ref. 12!. Solid solutions belonging to the regio
of metastable states are unstable with respect to compos
fluctuations with finite amplitude.

In Refs. 2, 5, 11, and 12 it is shown that the final state
a thermodynamic phase transition is a system of stressed
compressed and stretched, layers with alternating comp
tion, which are called elastic concentration domains. T
system of layers is formed by an inelastic ‘‘soft mode
~composition fluctuation! with wave vector parallel to the
direction of the weakest compression. In III–V semicondu
tors, as a result of the elastic anisotropy of the crystal, th
directions are@001#, @010#, and@100#. Such an orientation o
the elastic domains, which is observed in the experime
samples, very likely indicates the possibility of spinodal d
composition of the solid solution.

To bring the analysis closer to a real object, in Re
13–15 the stability of epitaxial films of the solid solutio
A12xBxC, coherently joined with the~001! substrate consist
ing of a cubic crystal, was investigated. In this case the
mode is a surface soft mode, whose amplitude is maxim
near the growing surface and decreases exponentially
-
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the volume of the film (z direction!. The theoretically com-
puted equilibrium composition profile of an epitaxial film fo
the solid solution A12xBxC is shown in Fig. 2. Since ther
are no elastic stresses on the freely growing surface, the e
tic energy of the soft mode (Fel

film) is ;1/3 of the volume
elastic energy (Fel

vol):

Fel
film5

C11

2~C111C12!
Fel

vol'
1

3
Fel

vol . ~5!

The critical temperatures of the spinodal decomposition
the films of quaternary solid solutions are therefore less t
the critical decomposition temperatures of bulk crystals a
lie in the range 400–1200 K. This corresponds to real grow

FIG. 1. Composition diagram for the solid solution In12xGaxAs12yPy . The
dashed straight lines show the solid solutions InGaAsP, isoperiodic to
substrates InP~001! and GaAs~001!. Calculation atT5900 K ~Ref. 12!:
1 — region of absolutely unstable solid solutions;2 — region of metastable
solid solutions;3 — region of absolutely stable solid solutions. Two regio
of spinodal decomposition, which were experimentally determined for
GaAsP samples grown at temperaturesTg51023 K ~Ref. 10! ~solid seg-
ment! andTg51063 K~Ref. 16!~hatched segment! are shown on the straigh
line of the solid solutions isoperiodic with GaAs~001!.

FIG. 2. Theoretically computed equilibrium composition profile of the so
solution A12xBxC in an epitaxial film~2! on the substrate~1!. D — com-
position modulation period;h — epitaxial film thickness.
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and decomposition temperatures of epitaxial films of III–
solid solutions~the computed value ofTc for the solid solu-
tions InGaAsP is12 1275 K!.

3. EXPERIMENTS

In Refs. 7–10, which are devoted to photoluminesce
and x-ray microstructural investigations, the boundaries
existence of the region of spinodal decomposition were
termined for the solid solutions InGaAsP which are isope
odic with the substrates InP~001! and GaAs~001!. The ep-
itaxial InGaAsP layers, prepared by liquid epitaxy at grow
temperatures below the critical temperature (Tg,Tc), have
in the region of spinodal decomposition a characteristic p
toluminescence~PL! spectrum consisting of two bands. A
an example, such a spectrum is presented in Fig. 3 fo
InGaAsP sample grown on a GaAs~001! substrate at tem
peratureTg51023 K. The existence of the two bands in t
PL spectra of such samples suggests that the epitaxial l
is inhomogeneous and consists of two solid solutions w
different compositions. Those samples were investigated
ing transmission electron microscopy~TEM!. Figure 4a
shows a typical image of such a sample in diffraction co
trast in a TEM investigation in a planar geometry. Here
intensity modulation is observed in the mutually perpendi
lar directions@100# and @010#, which correspond to the di
rections of the weakest compression of the cubic crys
which is an indication of the possibility of spinodal decom
position of the solid solution. The epitaxial InGaAsP laye
grown in the region of absolutely stable solid solutions ha
one peak in the PL spectra. Periodic modulation of the int
sity is not observed in the corresponding TEM images
these samples. These two facts show that such epitaxia
GaAsP layers are homogeneous solid solutions.

Figure 1 shows two experimentally determined regio
of spinodal decomposition of the solid solutions InGaAs

FIG. 3. Photoluminescence spectrum at 300 K of an epitaxial InGaAsP l
grown on a GaAs substrate in the region of unstable quaternary solid
tions.
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which are isoperiodic with GaAs~001! and were grown at
temperaturesTg51023 K ~Ref. 10! and 1063 K~Ref. 16!.
Increasing the growth temperature substantially decrease
region of compositions of the solid solutions InGaAsP whi
have~first! two bands in the PL spectra~Fig. 3! and~second!
a periodic TEM pattern of intensity modulation~Fig. 4a!.
This shows that the growth temperature is close to the c
cal temperature of spinodal decomposition.

TEM investigations in a planar geometry of InGaAs
InP ~001! epitaxial layers grown in the instability region e
tablished the presence of elastic stresses at the boundar
regions with different compositions. The samples were
vestigated in two reflections — 220 and 200. The image
Fig. 4b was obtained in the 220 reflection, where the cont
reflects local deviations from Bragg conditions in regio
where the structure is enriched with and depleted of the
oms of the heavier element, as well as at the bounda
between them. This leads to the appearance of periodic
alternating black–white stripes in the image. The obser
period is;3565 nm. The image of the same region of th
experimental sample in Fig. 4a was obtained in the reflec

er
lu-

FIG. 4. TEM images of an InGaAsP sample. The images were obtaine
planar geometry in the reflections: a — 200~sensitive to the composition o
the solid solution!; b — 220 ~sensitive to the stresses in the sample!. The
InGaAsP epitaxial layer was grown on an InP~001! substrate in the region
of instability of the solid solutions withTg5867 K.
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200, which is sensitive to the chemical composition, a
intensity modulation is also seen. The period observed
Fig. 4a is;6266 nm. Therefore, the repetition period of th
alternating regions in the reflection 220 is almost two tim
smaller than in the reflection 200. Hence it follows that t
sign of the deformation changes at the boundary of regi
with different compositions. The quantum efficiency of t
PL of the stressed periodic structure is close to 100%, wh
rules out residual deformation~dislocations produced by th
mismatch of the lattice parameters of the two solid so
tions!. This result is completely consistent with the idea o
soft mode which forms alternating elastic domains with d
ferent compositions.

The TEM investigations of the transverse section
InGaAsP/InP~001! epitaxial layers showed the presence o
periodic structure predominantly at the surface of the fi
The periodic structure washes out in a direction into the la
and it is completely absent at the interface with the subst
~Fig. 5!, in qualitative agreement with the computed depe
dence shown in Fig. 2~Ref. 15!.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Our investigations have shown that quaternary solid
lutions with positive formation enthalpy become unstable
a certain critical temperature. Such an instability gives rise
a system of stressed alternating domains with two differ
compositions in the solid solution and different lattice co
stants. The domains alternate in two mutually perpendic
directions@100# and @010#, which correspond to the direc
tions of weakest compression of cubic crystals of III–
semiconductors. The elastic concentration domains are

FIG. 5. TEM image of an InGaAsP sample in the transverse section.
InGaAsP epitaxial layer was grown on an InP~001! substrate in the region
of instability of solid solutions withTg5870 K.
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ticularly well defined at the film surface and wash out in
direction toward the substrate. The quantum efficiency of
PL of the stressed periodic structure is close to 100%.

In summary, comparing the results of theoretical inve
tigations of the spinodal decomposition of the solid solutio
of III–V semiconductors with the experimental data f
InGaAsP samples grown by liquid epitaxy in the instabil
region enabled us to conclude that in our experimen
samples we have very likley observed spinodal decomp
tion of InGaAsP solid solutions.
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ELECTRONIC AND OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF SEMICONDUCTORS

Absorption of infrared radiation by free charge carriers in n-type Cd 12xZnxTe

A. I. Belogorokhov,* A. G. Belov, V. M. Lakeenkov, and N. A. Smirnova

Institute of Rare Metals ‘‘Giredmed,’’ 109017 Moscow, Russia

L. I. Belogorokhova

M. V. Lomonosov Moscow State University, 119899 Moscow, Russia
~Submitted June 24, 1998; accepted for publication July 28, 1998!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.33, 549–552~May 1999!

The infrared transmission spectra of single-crystal samples ofn-type CdTe andn-type
Cd12xZnxTe at 295 and 77 K were investigated. The experimental data are analyzed under the
assumption that the observed spectral dependences of the transmission coefficient are due
to absorption of infrared radiation by free charge carriers. It is shown that the computational results
agree satisfactorily with the experimental data. The electron densities and mobilities
calculated from the transmission spectra are close to their values obtained from electric
measurements. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!00505-0#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Interest in cadmium telluride and the solid solutio
Cd12xZnxTe has recently increased appreciably because
two basic reasons. First, the solid solution Cd12xZnxTe is the
most promising substrate material for CdxHg12xTe/CdTe ep-
itaxial heterostructures. Secondly, it has a number of adv
tages over other semiconductors for use as a materia
nuclear-radiation detectors. However, it is obvious that t
compound has not been adequately studied. Only its op
properties have been partially investigated. Ivestigation
the electric properties encounter great difficulties, especi
in performing measurements at liquid-nitrogen and liqu
helium temperatures, i.e., in the cases where the most v
able information can be obtained about the density of f
charge carriers, the ionization energies of impurity levels,
ratio of the donor and acceptor densities, and so on.

Analysis of existing published data shows that the
thors generally report very little about the results of elec
measurements and only rarely discuss the difficulties wh
they encounter in performing low-temperature measu
ments. Obtaining contacts to cadmium–zinc telluride, wh
are ohmic in a wide temperature range, is a difficult techn
problem which is yet to be solved.

The lack of ohmic contacts is an obstacle for Hall me
surements. However, optic measurements are comple
free of this problem. In the cases where optic and elec
measurements can be performed on the same sample
information obtained is much more valuable. In our study
attempted to determine the density of free charge carrier
n-type Cd12xZnxTe crystals by two methods — from the I
transmission spectra and from electric measurements —
to compare the results of two fundamentally different expe
ments.
5141063-7826/99/33(5)/4/$15.00
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2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE. SAMPLE PREPARATION

Single-crystal n-type Cd12xZnxTe (0<x<0.06)
samples were investigated~the parameters of some sampl
are presented in Table I!. The crystals, which were obtaine
by the Bridgman method, consisted of two or three sing
crystal blocks which were oriented in the~111! direction and
cut into 1.4 to 1.6-mm-thick wafers.

For optical measurements the wafers were ground
both sides and then chemicomechanically polished using
polishing etchant Br2 :HBr:ethylene glycol. These operation
made it possible to remove the damaged layer comple
and to obtain a close-to-mirror surface.

The structural perfection of the samples was investiga
by the metallography method. To reveal the dislocat
structure on the A~111! surface, the samples were treat
with a selective etchant consisting of a 50% water solution
CrO3 and HF ~3:2 parts by volume!. In our experimental
samples the dislocation density was (426)3104 cm22, and
there were no small-angle boundaries or inclusions of a s
ond phase.

The measurements of the electric parameters were
formed at room temperature (T5295 K) and liquid-nitrogen
temperature (T577.3 K) by the van der Pauw method; th
Hall coefficient was measured with magnetic inductionB
50.5 T. The measurements were performed on close
rectangular samples with dimensions not exceeding
310 mm2. A sample was chipped out from a plate, a
contacts were soldered to fresh cleavage surfaces usin
dium. No more than 5 min elapsed between the cleaving
the soldering of the contacts, so that there was not eno
time for the cleavage surfaces to become contaminated.
current–voltage characteristics were used to check ohm
of the contacts. It was established that our method for p
paring the contacts gives satisfactory results. As the sam
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. Parameters of the experimentaln-type samples.

Sample
No. Material

Sample
thicknessd, mm

Temperature
T, K

Electron density Electron mobility

Nopt , cm23 Nel , cm23 mopt , cm2/(V•s) mel , cm2/(V•s)

1 Cd0.96Zn0.04Te 1.07 295 6.631016 6.331016 770 740
77.3 4.031016 3.931016 1300 1200

2 Cd0.96Zn0.04Te 1.01 295 1.931016 2.731016 870 810
77.3 1.631016 1.331016 900 1200

3 Cd0.97Zn0.03Te 0.67 295 8.231015 8.931015 670 630
77.3 4.331015 4.531015 960 970

4 Cd0.94Zn0.06Te 0.92 295 1.131015 1.131015 970 890
77.3 8.231014 8.031014 8800 8900

5 CdTe 1.20 295 1.931014 2.331014 960 760
77.3 1.331014 1.231014 5200 5100
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temperature decreased, deviations of the current–vol
characteristics from linearity were observed, especially
samples withn<1015 cm23, but these deviations were neg
ligible and had virtually no effect on the electric measu
ments. For samples withn.1015 cm23 the contacts were
ohmic at all temperatures.

The optical spectra in the wave number ran
3000– 300 cm21 were obtained on an IFS-113v Fouri
spectrometer~Brüker Company, Germany!. The spectral
resolution was 0.5 cm21 in the entire range. A continuous
flow helium cryostat, manufactured by the Oxford Instr
ments Company~Great Britain!, was used for the low-
temperature measurements. The light spot was no more
2 mm in size.

The mathematical analysis of the transmission spe
consisted of making a least-squares fit of the computed c
to the experimental spectrum by varying two independ
variables: the densityN and the mobilitym of the free charge
carriers. The fitting method which we used can be descri
as follows.

Cadmium telluride is a wide-gap semiconductor with
;1.5-eV gap, so that for an electronic sample the holes h
no influence because of their small number. In this case~mo-
nopolarn-type semiconductor! the dependence of the absor
tion a on the frequencyv can be expressed as1

a5
4peNoptmopt

cn@11v2~moptmopt/e!2#
. ~1!

HereNopt, mopt, andmopt are, respectively, the density, e
fective mass, and mobility of the free charge carriers~the
subscript ‘‘opt’’ means that these parameters are all de
mined from the transmission spectra!, n is the refractive in-
dex of the material,e is the electron charge, andc is the
velocity of light in vacuum.

Using the minimum wave number in the experimen
spectral range (n5300 cm21) and the typical mobilities for
our samples@mopt'103 cm2/(V•s)#, we find the second
term in the denominator in Eq.~1! to be 40~minimum esti-
mate!. Therefore the number 1 in the denominator can
ignored, and sincev52pnc, we can write Eq.~1! in the
form
ge
r

-

-

an

ra
ve
t

d

ve

r-

l

e

a5
Nopte

3

pc3nmoptmopt
2 n2

. ~2!

The electron effective mass was determined from
relation2

mopt5
3h2Eg

16p2Pcn
2

. ~3!

Hereh56.62310234 J•s is Planck’s constant, andPcn is the
matrix element of the interaction of the valence and cond
tion bands@assumed to be independent of temperature
zinc concentration and equal to 9.031028 eV•cm ~Ref. 3!#.
For the solid solution Cd12xZnxTe the band gapEg was
calculated from the relation given in Ref. 4 forT55 K; the
thermal coefficient of variation of the band gap was assum
to be temperature-independent in the interval 5–300 K
equal todEg /dT524.531024 eV/deg~Ref. 5!. Using Eq.
~3! for pure cadmium telluride (x50) we obtainEg51.468
eV, mopt50.103m0 at T5295 K and Eg51.566 eV, mopt

50.110m0 at T577.3 K (m0 is the free electron mass!.
If the value ofa is known, then the transmission coe

ficient can be easily determined from the relation1

T̃5
~12R!2e2ad

12R2e22ad
, ~4!

whereR is the single-reflection coefficient,

R5
~n21!21k2

~n11!21k2
, ~5!

andk5a/4pn is the extinction coefficient.
The computed curvesT̄(n) were obtained using the re

lations ~2!–~5! by varying the parametersNopt and mopt in
Eq. ~2!. The refractive indexn was assumed to be indepe
dent of the wave number and taken to be 2.70 atT5295 K
and 2.65 atT577.3 K ~Ref. 6!. The values obtained forNopt

andmopt are presented in Table I, which also gives the valu
of the densityNel and mobilitymel calculated from the elec
tric measurements.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Typical transmission spectra ofn-type CdTe andn-type
Cd12xZnxTe samples atT5295 and 77.3 K are shown in
Fig. 1. As one can see from the figure, the transmission
efficient increases in the entire spectral interval as the t
perature of the sample is lowered. Since the experimenta
range lies far from the region of intrinsic transitions (Eg

corresponds ton'12500 cm21), and since there are no dis
tinct absorption bands in the transmission spectra, we
sumed that the monotonically increasing functionT̃(n) ~Fig.
1! is attributable to IR absorption by free charge carrie
Using the fitting procedure described above, we obtained
values ofNopt andmopt which are presented in Table I. How
close the theoretical curve is to the experimental curve
be judged from Fig. 1, which shows the computed and
perimental transmission spectra of sample 1 atT577.3 K.
As one can see from Fig. 1, the agreement between the c
puted and experimental data is completely satisfactory.

Figure 2 shows the spectral dependence of the trans
sion coefficient as a function of the density of free cha
carriers atT5295 K. We see that as the electron dens
decreases, the spectrum shifts leftward into the region
smaller wave numbers and the transmission coefficient
creases. Curve 4 corresponds to a sample withNopt51.1
31015 cm23. For such electron densities the IR absorpti
by free charge carriers has an effect only in the lon
wavelength part of the spectrum (n<1000 cm21). In the
region n.1000 cm21 the transmission coefficient is esse
tially independent of the wave number. The features

FIG. 1. Typical experimental transmission spectra of the solid solu
Cd12xZnxTe ~sample1! at T577.3 ~1! and 295 K ~2!. Dashed line —
computed transmission spectrum of sample1 at T577.3 K.
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served on the curve 4 in the intervaln,500 cm21 are due to
multiphonon processes and are not related to IR absorp
by free charge carriers.

Comparison of the optic and electric measurements~see
Table I! shows thatNopt and Nel differ by no more than a
factor of 1.5 andmopt and mel differ by even less; the ob
served difference is in either direction~i.e., there is no sys-
tematic error!.

The results obtained by us show unambiguously that
observed spectral dependences of the transmission co
cient ofn-Cd12xZnxTe samples can be described complet
satisfactorily by IR absorption by free charge carriers. Th
were no tellurium-based inclusions in our samples, so t
the hypothesis of the existence of tellurium precipitates7,8

which lead to dependencesT̃(n) of the form 1 and 2~Fig. 1!,
seems to us to be incorrect, since it is incomprehensible w
the dependencesT̃(n) incease as a result of scattering
radiation by certain inhomogeneities in the material. It fo
lows from general considerations that the opposite situa
should occur.

For p-type cadmium telluride–zinc samples, absorpti
due to hole transitions between valence subbands is add
the IR absorption by free charge carriers, making it diffic
to interpret the transmission spectra. Both absorption mec
nisms lead to an increasing functionT̃(n). The study of the
optic and electrical properties ofp-type material is a subjec
for a separate investigation.

This work was performed as part of a Russian Fund
Fundamental Research Project No. 96-02-18853.

nFIG. 2. Transmission spectra of Cd12xZnxTe samples with different elec-
tron densities atT5295 K. The numbers on the curves correspond to
numbers of the samples in Table I.
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Optoelectronic effects in semi-insulating CdTe single crystals and structures based
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The authors describe a gas-transport reaction method they recently developed using the
compounds NH4Cl (Br, I) as transport agents. Using this method, they were able to grow semi-
insulating cadmium telluride single crystals with carrier concentrationsp510821010

cm23 at T5300 K. These crystals were used to fabricate In–CdTe surface-barrier structures with
peak voltaic photosensitivities of;105 V/W. Their investigations of the emission properties
of homogeneous crystals atT577 K and distinctive features of their photosensitivity spectra
revealed that these material characteristics derive from the use of Cl, Br, and I as dopants.
By illuminating their In–CdTe structures with linearly polarized light at oblique incidence, they
generated induced photopleochroism, which was measured and used to determine the
refraction index of the material, which is found to ben52.8. The paper concludes with a
discussion of how these structures can be used as photodetectors of natural and linearly polarized
light. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!00605-5#
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Cadmium telluride is one of several promising semico
ductor materials derived from the solid solution CdxHg12xTe
that can be used for solid-state detectors of nuclear ra
tion,1,2 solar energy converters, and optoelectronic modu
tors of laser light. For these materials, the growth conditio
impurities introduced, and lattice defects generated du
fabrication have a decisive influence on the parameters o
crystals and devices based on them.2,3 Although group-VII
elements of the periodic table can be used as dopant
make semi-insulating single crystals of CdTe, rec
papers3–9 have only discussed one of these elements to da
chlorine. In this paper we investigate the physical proper
of uniform single crystals of CdTe grown by a new chemic
transport reactions technique we have developed10–14 that
uses NH4Cl ~Br,I) as transport agents. We also investiga
how illumination by laser light15 during the growth proces
stimulates doping by the halogens: chlorine, bromine,
iodine.

SAMPLES AND MEASUREMENT METHODS

The single-crystal semi-insulating CdTe sample crys
which we investigated were grown by the method of che
cal transport reactions. In these experiments an argon l
was used to stimulate the growth process~radiation wave-
length l50.44mm, powerP51 W) in the cw regime. The
electrical properties of these crystal samples, which a
growth were naturally faceted in the form of parallelepipe
with average dimensions 0.530.535.0 mm, were investi-
5181063-7826/99/33(5)/5/$15.00
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gated using weak electric and magnetic fields. Hall-eff
measurements made atT5300 K revealed that carrier con
centrations in these crystals were 10821010cm23 and their
mobilities were;50 cm2/(V•s). Analysis of the signs of the
Hall effect and thermoelectric power implies that in the ov
whelming majority of our samples conductivity takes pla
via holes. The electrical properties of these crystals were
same for all three transport agents used. In our photolu
nescence~PL! studies we used focused light from a helium
neon laser (l50.4mm, P515 mW), which is strongly ab-
sorbed in CdTe, as an optical excitation source with a pr
diameter of;0.1 mm. The photoluminescence emission w
analyzed using an MDR-3 monochromator based on a
fraction grating with 600 lines/mm, and a PEU-62 photom
tiplier. The PL was recorded from the side of the sample
which the excitation light was incident. The PL intensiti
and line shapes were quite reproducible as the surface o
single crystal under study was scanned, indicating consi
able uniformity. The crystal surfaces were not subjected
any processing prior to the PL measurements. In–Cd
surface-barrier structures were prepared by thermally de
iting indium layers with thicknessd.1mm on mirror-
smooth surfaces of CdTe single crystals in vacuum~residual
pressurep51025 Torr). Chemically deposited Au layer
were used as ohmic contacts. No thermal processing
used either in making the contacts to the structure or su
quently. A SPM-2 monochromator with a SiO2 prism was
used to measure the spectral dependence of the photos
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Spectral dependence of th
steady-state photoluminescence~I! at
T577 K for CdTe crystals grown by the
method of chemical transport reactio
using various transport agents:1, 18,
19 — NH4Cl; 2, 28, 3, 38 — NH4Br;
4, 48 — NH4I without activation (1, 18,
19, 2, 28, 4, 48) and with activation of
the growth medium by a laser (3, 38).
The spectra are normalized to maximu
intensity. The excitation intensityL/L0 :
~1–4! — 1.0, (18–48) — 0.15, 19 —
0.05. Energy maxima are shown in eV
The spectral width of the slit was 1 meV
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tivity of these CdTe structures. Under the experimental c
ditions, the photoresponse was proportional to the inten
of the incident light.

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT AND DISCUSSION

Measurements of the kinetic coefficients of CdTe sin
crystals obtained by our new chemical transport reacti
technique led us to conclude that our fabrication conditio
resulted in semi-insulating material independent of the p
ticular halogen used~chlorine, bromine, or iodine!. We
therefore feel justified in asserting that all the group-VII im
purities provide a high degree of compensation in CdTe. O
conclusion agrees with well-known results of doping ca
mium telluride with chlorine.6,8 By analogy with those
studies6,8 these results are attributable to compensat
of shallow hydrogenic donors~with ionization energy
ED'0.014 eV) by intrinsic acceptors that form in cadmiu
telluride as a result of halogen incorporation. These acc
tors are associated with singly charged vacancies in the
mium sublattice VCd8 ~ionization energy EA50.06 eV).
Hence, as in the case of CdTe^Cl& crystals,6,8 our gas-phase
process allows us to obtain strongly compensated sin
crystals because the majority of isolated impurities and
fects are in electrically inert states, ensuring ‘‘se
purification’’ of the material.16

Typical spectral dependences of the steady-state PL
our CdTe single crystals are shown in Fig. 1. This figu
shows that the spectral dependences of CdTe crystals g
using various transport agents, both without and with use
laser light to activate the growth processes, turn out to
similar. All consist only of a single rather broad band. T
parameters of the PL spectra are listed in Table I. From
-
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table we see that the total half-width of the bands at h
heightd1/2 is practically insensitive to the chemical comp
sition of the transport agent, and also is independent
whether laser light was used or not in the chemical transp
reaction process. The large valued1/2'90 meV indicates that
the emission process is nonelementary in character. The
bands were asymmetric for all the CdTe crystals we
tained; as a rule, the short-wavelength half-widthdsw was
smaller than the long-wavelengthd lw . Figure 1 shows that
decreasing the power density of the PL excitation lightL
leaves the spectral line shape of the recombination light
tually unchanged for all our single crystals. However, t
line shape can shift as a whole towards the long-wavelen
region of the spectrum~curves2 and3!, or exhibit changes
only in the wings of the band while keeping the ‘‘centers’’
the PL band maxima unchanged~curves1 and 3!. The fact
that in all the samples the energy\vm at which the spectra
dependence of the PL is a maximum is found to be sma
than the value of the bandgap widthEg for cadmium

TABLE I. PL parameters of CdTe^VII & single crystals at 77 K.

Transport \v, d1/2 , d lw , dsw , D\vm , I
agent eV meV meV meV meV

NH4Cl 1.440 92 50 42 0 0.08
NH4Br 1.432 90 55 35 12 1.00
NH4Br* 1.425 92 50 42 0 0.85
NH4I 1.400 90 50 40 16 0.30

Note: D\vm is the shift in the maximum of the PL bands as the excitati
power decreases by an order of magnitude.I is the PL intensity normalized
by the intensity of PL in single crystals obtained using NH4Br without
activating laser light; the conditions for excitation of PL are standa
* Activating laser illumination was used during the growth process.
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telluride,17 and also the experimental influence of the pow
density on the PL parameters~Fig. 1 and Table I!, allows us
to assert that radiative transitions in these CdTe crystals
caused by donor-acceptor recombination.18 In this case, ob-
served differences in the rates of shiftD\vm of the bands
towards longer wavelengths~Table I! from one crystal to
another as the PL pump power density decreases mus
associated with differences in the concentrations of don
acceptor pairs and the way in which the group-VII ato
enters into a pair. The fact that CdTe samples grown us
NH4I as a transport agent exhibit the most rapid shifts of
PL spectral band probably indicates that the concentratio
donor-acceptor pairs that form during the growth proces
highest in this material.

The overall similarity of the PL spectral dependences
our CdTe crystals could be a reflection of similar microstru
tures of the radiating centers, which consist of don
acceptor pairs made up of a group-VII substitutional atom
a tellurium atomic site and the cadmium vacancy closest
in the Cd sublattice. From Table I it also follows that th
most intense PL is observed in CdTe crystals grown with
laser activation in the presence of the transport agent NH4Br.

Our PL investigations were supplemented by experim
tal studies of the photovoltaic effect in In–CdTe^VII & struc-
tures. Upon illumination, all these structures exhibited a p
tovoltaic effect, whose sign was independent of the incid
photon energy or where the structure was illuminated by
excitation light. This suggests that the photovoltaic effec
caused by separation of photogenerated charge by the
tric field of a single energy barrier. For all the structures
made, the photovoltaic effect was largest when the illumi
tion was from the side of the indium contact, which in a
cases was charged negative with respect to the CdTe.
found that the structures with maximum voltage photose
tivity ( Sv

m5105 V/W at T5300 K) were typically those
based on single crystals grown using NH4Br as a transport
agent and without activation of the growth process by la
light. The lowest values ofSv

m ~see Table II! were observed
for structures made from CdTe crystals grown using iodi
containing transport agents. On comparing the voltage p
tosensitivity with the PL~Tables I and II!, we note that that
these effects are largest in CdTe crystals grown using
bromine-containing transport agent NH4Br and without acti-
vation of the growth process by laser light. This fact pro
ably implies that compensation of the group-VII donors
intrinsic acceptorsVCd, i.e., the self-purification effect, is
maximized in cadmium telluride when the gas-transport p

TABLE II. Photosensitivity parameters for CdTe^VII & surface-barrier struc-
tures at 300 K.

Transport \vm , S, Sv
m , w1/2 , Fu

m ,
agent eV eV21 V/W meV V/W•deg

NH4Cl 1.475 35 93104 120 13105

NH4Br 1.450 33 105 75 1.23105

NH4I 1.360 35 63103 60 73103

Note: Fu
m is the maximum value ofFu . w1/2 is the width of the band at

half-height.
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cess is implemented using NH4Br. Figure 2 shows typical
spectral dependences of the relative photoconversion q
tum efficiency (h) for several In–CdTêVII & structures,
and some of their photosensitivity parameters are listed
Table II.

The photosensitivities of these surface-barrier structu
exhibit the following regularities. The photosensitivity spe
tra of the structures~Fig. 2, curves123! are found to be
similar to the PL spectra of the original CdTe single cryst
~Fig. 1!. In all the structures, the long-wavelength edge of
photosensitivity is exponential in form with a very larg
slope, i.e.,S5d(lnh)/d(\v)'32235 eV21. This is charac-
teristic of direct interband optical transitions, which are t

FIG. 2. Spectral dependences of the quantum efficiency of In–CdTe^VII &
photoconversion structures based on single-crystal CdTe obtained u
various transport agents: NH4Cl ~1!, NH4Br ~2, 4, 5!, NH4I ~3! at
T5300 K. The curves are normalized to their absolute maxima. No act
tion of the growth medium was used. Curves5 and4 are shifted along the
ordinate axis. The energy maxima are shown in eV. The spectral widt
the gap was 1 meV.
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expected transitions in CdTe.18 In all these surface-barrie
structures, the exponential increase in photosensitivity ter
nates in a rapid decrease at short wavelengths, which c
be due to the influence of surface recombination.

A second characteristic feature of the photosensitiv
spectra of these structures is the shift in the absolute m
mum ~energy\vm) towards longer wavelengths of the spe
trum as bromine replaces chlorine as the transporting ag
and is then replaced by iodine~Fig. 2, curves123!. The
same kind of sensitivity to transport agent is observed in
PL spectra~Fig. 1!. This circumstance probably indicates
relation between the energy position of the absolute m
mum and the nature of the doping impurity. In this case
should point out that the spectral positions of the abso
maximum of the photosensitivity\vm of structures based o
single crystals of CdTe grown using chlorine- and bromin
containing agents are close to the width of the CdTe b
gap.19–21 This fact serves as an additional argument in fa
of highly effective self-purification of CdTe~Ref. 4! when
the specific agents NH4Br and NH4Cl are used in the fabri-
cation process. When we go to NH4I, the photosensitivity
maximum is located at energies considerably lower thanEg ,
and the spectrum exhibits a broad band in the long-wa
length region of the spectrum starting with a sharp incre
in h at \v'0.7 eV. We assign this band to transitions
acceptors from the valence band to a levelVCd9 localized in
the middle of the band gap.8 Based on the data of Fig.
~curves123! we can conclude that the concentration of su
centers is highest when the CdTe crystal is grown in
presence of NH4I.

Several surface-barrier structures based on CdTe si
crystals grown using NH4Br exhibited an additional featur
in the spectra ofh ~Fig. 2, curves4 and 5!: an additional
photosensitivity peak in addition to the short-waveleng
peak. We measured the ratio of these peak heights from
structure to another. This feature could be due to weaken
of the self-purification effect, resulting in a new long
wavelength peak in the photosensitivity, in addition to t
short-wavelength peak. The new peak indicates photoac
absorption with the participation of levels from a new set
lattice defects. Consequently, the spectral dependence o
photovoltaic effect can be used to monitor the quality
semi-insulating single crystals of CdTe before they are u
to make nuclear radiation detectors.

Studies of the photosensitivity of these structures in
early polarized light showed that when the barriers were
luminated along the normal to the surface, changing the
entation of the electric fieldE of the light wave relative to
the principal crystallographic planes of the CdTe substra
had virtually no effect on the magnitude of the photocurr
over the entire photosensitivity range, regardless of the w
the substrates were grown. On the one hand, this is a co
quence of the fact that the probability for interband opti
transitions in cubic CdTe crystals does not depend on
polarization of the light; on the other hand, it also allows
to conclude that our fabrication conditions do not lead to
appearance of directed strain in these samples.

Figure 3 shows angular dependences of the short-cir
photocurrent that are typical of all of our structures, when
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light wave is polarized in the plane of incidenceEiPI ~pho-
tocurrent i P) and perpendicular to it (E'PI) ~photocurrent
i s), and the coefficient of induced photopleochroism

PI5
i p2 i s

i p1 i s
.

These quantities are plotted versus the angleu at which the
linearly polarized light is incident on the structure surfac
The method of polarization studied was well described
Ref. 22. From Fig. 3 it is clear that the photocurrenti p first
increases with increasing angle of incidence, passes thro
a maximum nearu'60°, and then decreases foru.60°. At
the same time, the photocurrenti s decreases as soon a
u.0°. These regularities are in agreement with analysis
the optical processes based on the Fresnel formulas23,24 for
oblique incidence of linearly polarized light on an air–CdT
boundary. In this model, the increase in photocurrenti p at-
tests to effective elimination of scattering losses upon refl
tion of light with polarizationEiPI, which has a maximum
in the vicinity of the pseudo-Brewster angleuB'60° ~Fig. 3,
curve1!. In the structures we studied, the ratioi p(uB)/ i p (u
50°) usually lies in the range 1.2–1.3, which is consiste
with the elimination of scattering losses during reflection.

FIG. 3. Dependence of the short-circuit photocurrentsi p ~1!, i s ~2! and the
coefficient of induced photopleochroismPI ~3, 4! on the angle of incidence
u of linearly polarized light on the surface of In–CdTe structures
T5300 K for photon energies\v51.48 eV. The CdTe crystal was obtaine
using NH4Cl without laser illumination of the growth medium. The angul
resolution was 1°.
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Another characteristic detail worth noting~Fig. 3, curves
3 and 4! is the way the induced photopleochroism curv
‘‘leave’’ the origin. Because of the isotropic character
photoactive absorption in CdTe atu50°, as soon as the
angle of incidence of the linearly polarized light becom
nonzero, we see the appearance of an induced photop
chroism, which increases according to a quadratic lawPI

}u2, consistent with the analysis of Ref. 25. In all cas
where we grew a crystal and made a barrier structure,
quantity PI555258% at angles of incidenceu580°. An
estimate of the index of refraction based on these va
gives a value of 2.8, in good agreement with known valu
of this parameter.21

A typical spectral dependence of the induced photopl
chroism from one of these surface-barrier In–CdTe^VII &
structures is shown in Fig. 4. Foru5const, the induced pho
topleochroism is found to be nearly constant over the en
range of photosensitivity, which confirms the conclusions
Ref. 25.

The most important figure of merit of a polarimetric d
tector is its azimuthal photosensitivityFu52SuPI .22,26 In
light of the nonselective character ofPI ~Fig. 4! and the
spectral dependence ofh ~Fig. 2!, we can assert that whe
u5const, the maximum value ofFu ~Table II! is determined
by the spectral position of the maximum ofh ~Fig. 2!. The
values ofFu exhibited by surface-barrier structures based

FIG. 4. Spectral dependence of the coefficient of induced photopleochr
for In–CdTe structures atT5300 K. The CdTe crystal was grown usin
NH4Cl without activation of the growing medium.u580°.
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the CdTêVII & single crystals we have grown indicate th
they could be used as high-sensitivity wide-band photoa
lyzers of linearly polarized light, whose photogeneration
gime can be expressly changed from polarization insensi
(u50°) to polarimetric (uÞ0°).
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Photoluminescence of Si 3N4 films implanted with Ge 1 and Ar 1 ions
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The room-temperature photoluminescence emission and excitation spectra of Si3N4 films
implanted with Ge1 and Ar1 ions were investigated as a function of the ion dose and temperature
of subsequent annealing. It was established that the implantation of bond-forming Ge atoms
during annealing right up to temperatureTa51000 °C stimulates the formation of centers emitting
in the green and violet regions of the spectrum. Implantation of inert Ar1 ions introduces
predominantly nonradiative defect centers. Comparative analysis of the photoluminescence spectra,
Rutherford backscattering data, and Raman scattering spectra shows that the radiative
recombination is due not to quantum-well effects in Ge nanocrystals but rather recombination at
the defects[Si–Si[, [Si–Ge[, and[Ge–Ge[. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~99!00705-X#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The investigation of thermally grown silicon dioxid
films on silicon crystals implanted with Si1 or Ge1 ions,1–4

as a material which emits at room temperature in the vis
region of the spectrum and which is most compatible w
silicon integrated technology, has been attracting increa
interest in the last few years. Si3N4 layers are also widely
used for fabricating silicon devices. This insulator posses
a variety of remarkable properties that enable its use,
example, for masking films, in LOCOS technology~local
oxidation of silicon!, and for other applications where th
penetration of various impurities into the active region of t
silicon wafer must be decreased.5 The study of the optica
properties of silicon nitride films grown by various metho
has revealed several photoluminescence~PL! bands in the
visible region of the spectrum. The intensity and energy
sition of these bands differed somewhat, depending on
film-deposition method employed. In Refs. 6–8 a wide
band was observed in the wavelength rangel54502600
nm ~photon energy\v52.7522 eV!. This band is excited
in silicon nitride films, grown by various methods, at roo
temperature. When the energy of the exciting photon is
creased from\vex54 eV ~wavelength 310 nm! to \vex

55.3 eV(;230 nm), the relative intensity of the green lin
increases compared with the violet line.9 The excitation
maximum of the violet band is observed at energies
24.6 eV (2602270 nm) and that of the green band
shifted to higher energies — near 5.2 eV~240 nm!. A red PL
line is also excited at energies;4.6 eV (;270 nm). The
nature of these PL bands has still not been determined.
short relaxation times of these PL bands (102721028 s!
indicate that the transitions are of a intracenter characte
the literature it is assumed that these PL bands are all du
5231063-7826/99/33(5)/6/$15.00
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Si–Si defects in silicon nitride.7,10 However, further experi-
mental studies are needed to confirm this hypothesis.

The opinion that Si3N4 films have advantages over SiO2

films for producing silicon-based light-emitting materials
sometimes stated in the literature.11 However, there are vir-
tually no data on the production of such materials and vir
ally no information about their properties. In our previo
study, we observed an intense band of violet photo- and e
troluminescence of SiO2 films implanted with Ge1 ions,12

and we attributed this band to[Si–Si[ and [Ge–Si[
centers in the silicon dioxide framework. There is virtua
no published information on the modification of the optic
properties of silicon nitride by ion bombardment. Such
vestigations would make it possible, on the one hand,
obtain information about possible practical applications
such films as radiation sources and, on the other, to cla
the nature of the observed photoluminescence bands. To
termine the contribution of intrinsic defects generated by
implantation and the contribution of bond-forming atoms
the process leading to the production of light-emitting ce
ters in silicon nitride, we investigated the room-temperat
PL of Si3N4 films grown on single-crystal Ar1- and
Ge1-implanted silicon wafers.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The starting substrates consised of single-crystaln-type
silicon wafers with resistivity 3210 V•cm and$100% orien-
tation. Si3N4 layers, 300 nm thick, were deposited in a low
pressure reactor from a NH31SiH2Cl2 mixture at tempera-
ture 775 °C. Prior to the deposition of the silicon nitride,
25-nm-thick transitional oxide layer was grown on the s
con wafers. Implantation of the silicon nitride films was co
ducted with 150-keV Si1 ions or 100-keV Ar1 ions. In each
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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case the ion dose was 0.531016 cm22 ~low dose — LD!,
1.431016 cm22 ~medium dose — MD!, and 4.231016 cm22

~high dose — HD!. The parameters of the ions were chos
so that the maximum of the ion distribution would be locat
inside the silicon nitride film, and the maximum densities
the implanted atoms with the corresponding doses would
equal. Cooling with liquid nitirgen maintained the substra
temperature during irradiation at2(1452155)°C in
all cases. The ion current density was 0.5–1.0mA/cm2.
Subsequent anneals were performed at temperat
Ta5400–1300 °C for 30 min in an N2 atmosphere. The PL
spectra and the PL excitation spectra were measured at r
temperature on the Spex Fluoromax setup. An ultravio
lamp served as the source of excitation radiation; the
quired wavelength was separated with a monochroma
The distribution of the implanted atoms was investigated
Rutherford backscattering~RBS! of 1.7-MeV He1 ions. The
structural changes in the ion-implanted layers were mo
tored by Raman scattering.

3. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the PL spectra of Si3N4 films implanted
with LD Ge1 ions and annealed at temperatures 60
1200 °C. The figure also shows the PL spectrum from
initial, unimplanted silicon nitride. The spectra were excit
by radiation with wavelengthlex5350 nm (\vex.3.5 eV!.

FIG. 1. PL spectra of Si3N4 films before~dashed line! and after implantation
with 150-keV Si1 ions with dose 0.531016 cm22 ~LD! and 30-min anneals
at Ta5600 ~1!, 1000~2!, and 1200 °C~3! in an N2 atmosphere. The wave
length of the excitation radiation islex5350 nm.
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It is evident that visible-range PL is excited at room tempe
ture even in the unimplanted silicon nitride. The main P
peak lies in the violet region of the spectrum with a ma
mum nearl5380 nm (\vex.3.2 eV!. A wide peak is also
observed in the green region of the spectrum nearl5520
nm (\v.2.4 eV!. The intensity of this peak is only two
times lower than that of the violet PL band. Ion implantati
of Ge1 suppresses these PL bands. Subsequent annea
stored the intensity of the violet and green PL. Thus,
effect of annealing Ge1-implanted layers was that even aft
Ta5600 °C the intensity of both the green and violet pea
was higher than their initial values and continued to incre
with Ta to 1000 °C. The energy position of the green P
peak remained virtually unchanged, while the violet pe
exhibited a small short-wavelength shift. A further increa
of Ta to 1200 °C again caused the PL intensity to drop bel
its initial value and to further shift the violet peak in th
direction of short wavelengths. The PL spectra
Ar1-implanted silicon nitride films show a somewhat diffe
ent behavior as a function ofTa ~Fig. 2!. In this case anneal
ing restored only the intensity of the green PL band to
initial value; the effect reached its peak atTa5600 °C. The
violet PL remained suppressed in this case. The PL spe
of Ar1-implanted silicon nitride exhibited such behavior as
function of Ta , irrespective of the ion dose~see the inset in
Fig. 2!. At the same time, for Si1 implantation increasing the
ion dose suppressed the PL intensity in the entire experim
tal wavelength range. Figure 3 shows the PL spectra for th
Si1 doses after annealing at 1000 °C. Similar dependen
were observed before and after anneals at various temp
tures.

Figure 4 shows the excitation spectra of the violet a
green PL peaks of the initial silicon nitride, as well as t
nitride implanted with LD Si1 ions and annealed at 1000 °C
It is interesting to note that the excitation spectra of both
violet and green PL bands have the same form for both
implanted and implanted Si3N4. In all cases indicated
maxima are recorded in the PL excitation spectra nearlex

5270 nm (\vex.4.6 eV!, 310 nm (;4.0 eV!, and 390 nm
(;3.2 eV!.

To determine the mechanisms leading to the format
of light-emitting centers, we investigated by the RBS meth
the distribution profiles of implanted germanium over t
depthd before and after anneals atTa5400–1300 °C. These
profiles are shown in Fig. 5 for the case of HD Ge1 ions. It
is obvious that up toTa51200 °C there is no diffusion dis
placement of implanted atoms in silicon nitride, and on
annealing atTa51300 °C induces redistribution of germa
nium over the entire thickness of the film. The main ma
mum of the distribution shifts to a depth corresponding to
projected rangeRp , to depth;170 nm, which correspond
approximately to the boundary between the initially im
planted and unimplanted regions of the Si3N4 film. Germa-
nium accumulates partially at the SiO2 /Si interface.

We used Raman scattering to study the structural pr
erties of the layers. Figure 6 shows the spectra fr
Ge1-implanted films after 30-min anneals at temperatu
600, 1000, 1300 °C. These spectra were measured in the
ometry Z~XY !Z̄, where X, Y, and Z are axes correspondin
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FIG. 2. PL spectra of Si3N4 films before
~dashed line! and after implantation with 100-
keV Ar1 ions with dose 1.431016 cm22 ~MD!
before ~solid line! and after 30 min anneals a
Ta5400 ~1!, 600 ~2!, 1000~3!, and 1200 °C in
an N2 atmosphere. The wavelength of the exc
tation radiation islex5350 nm. Inset: PL inten-
sity at the maximum withl5520 nm (I 520) ver-
sus annealing temperature for doses 0.531016

cm22 ~LD! and 1.431016 cm22; horizontal
dashed line — intensity of the PL of unim
planted Si3N4.
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to the directions~100!, ~010!, and~001!. The Raman scatter
ing spectra were featureless, compared with the spectr
the initial unimplanted Si3N4, up to Ta51000 °C. Only an-
nealing at 1300 °C gives an asymmetric peak with a princ
maximum near 300 cm21, which corresponds to crystallin
germanium, and a shoulder, whose nature is not comple
understood, in the wavelength interval2(2952280) cm21.
There are three possible reasons for the shoulder: 1! the pres-
ence of a phase of amorphous Ge inclusions; 2! formation of
smaller germanium nanocrystals; and 3! a nanocrystalline
germanium–silicon nitride interface.

4. DISCUSSION

The violet and green PL bands which we observed w
previously observed in unimplanted Si3N4 synthesized by
various methods. However, as mentioned in the introduct
the nature of these bands remains undetermined. In our
periments ion bombardment with Ar1 and Ge1 ions sup-
pressed these PL bands, and subsequent annealing res
or even increased their intensity. This means that ion imp
of

l

ly

e

n,
x-

red
n-

tation of silicon nitride in combination with subsequent a
nealing introduces radiative and nonradiative recombina
centers. These centers could be associated with defects
erated by ion bombardment and with the presence of h
concentrations of excess Ge atoms in the Si3N4 host. An
important experimental result is that the excitation spectra
the violet and green PL bands are the same and that
behavior of the bands after Si1 implantation followed by
annealing is the same. The observed similarity of the exc
tion spectra cannot be attributed to, for example, interfere
in the silicon nitride films. Similar peaks have also be
observed previously6,13 in the excitation spectra of violet
green, and red PL bands of unimplanted Si3N4 films which
were grown by other methods with various thicknesses
our experiments the intensity of the green and violet
peaks increases at the same time asTa increases right up to
1000 °C. Their excitation spectra also remained essenti
unchanged in the process. This indicates that the bands
linked with the same recombination center. On the ot
hand, there is no doubt that Ge atoms play a role in
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formation of these centers. Comparing the data on the1

dose dependence of the PL intensity~Fig. 2! and the Raman-
scattering results~Fig. 4! shows that the centers emitting
the violet and green regions of the spectrum are not ass
ated with Ge nanocrystals and that they may contain on
minimum number of germanium atoms. Moreover, the R
data show that these light-emitting centers are formed no
a result of diffusive contraction of Ge atoms, but rather
restructuring of the short-range order in the Si3N4 host, for
example, via restructuring of the bonds between the nea
atoms. It is unlikely that hydrogen atoms play a role,
indicated in Ref. 10, in the structure of this center. This
supported by the fact that the intensity of the violet and gr
PL peaks continues to increase right up toTa51000 °C. It is
also unlikely that hydrogen is present in Si3N4 films at such
high temperatures. The most likely source of the PL ba
that we observed could be, for example, a center which
analogy with an oxgyen vacancy in SiO2 , can be associate
with the center[Si–Si[ in the silicon nitride structure. The
existence of such centers was articulated in Ref. 14 in
investigation of nonstoichiometric silicon nitide with exce
Si, as well as in Ref. 15 in a study of the optical absorpt
edge of silicon nitride implanted with boron ions. These ce
ters are formed as a result of recombination of triply coor
nated atoms [Si• at subsequent anneal temperatu
Ta'600 °C. At these temperatures the most efficient proc

FIG. 3. PL spectra of Si3N4 films before~dashed line! and after implantation
with 150-keV Ge1 ions with doses 0.531016 cm22 ~LD!, 1.431016 cm22

~MD!, and 4.231016 cm22 ~HD! and 30-min anneal atTa51000 °C in an
N2 atmosphere. The wavelength of the excitation radiation islex5350 nm.
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should be the formation of[Si–Si[ bonds16 and a corre-
sponding increase in the intensity of green and violet P
However, in our experiments, after implantation of Ar1 ions,
when there are no excess bond-forming atoms in the nit
matrix, we observed restoration of only the green PL in
process of annealing of the defects; the violet PL was
restored. This fact could be interpreted in favor of green a
violet PL having different natures, but a different explanati
of the observed effect is also possible. The atoms or co
plexes of atoms which are present in the silicon nitride a
which are not associated with the host atoms, such as th
atoms and bubbles, could introduce additional nonradia
recombination levels, which decreases primarily the pr
ability of radiative transitions leading to violet PL. At th
same time, the presence of bond-forming Ge atoms in
Si3N4 host gives rise with annealing to the formation
largely radiative recombination centers. It is interesting
note that in unimplanted silicon nitride films annealing ev
at Ta5900 °C for 30 min results in a factor of 2 decrease
the intensity of the green PL peak (l.520 nm).17 The pro-
cess leading to the formation of light-emitting centers w

FIG. 4. Excitation spectra of the violet~1, 2! and green~3, 4! PL peaks of
Si3N4 films before~1, 3! and after~2, 4! implantation of 150-keV Ge1 ions
with dose 0.531016 cm22 ~LD! Ta51000 °C and30-min anneal in an N2
atmosphere. PL wavelengthl, nm: 1 — 380,2 — 368,3 — 520,4 — 510.
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FIG. 5. Profiles of the germanium distribution in Si3N4 films implanted with 150-keV Ge1 ions with dose 4.231016 cm22 ~HD! before~1! and after 30-min
anneals atTa5600~2!, 800~3!, 1000~4!, 1200~5!, and 1300 °C~6! in an N2 atmosphere. The profiles were obtained by Rutherford backscattering of 1.7-
He1 ions.
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the participation of excess Ge atoms is found to be shifte
the direction of higher annealing temperatures and can
ceed according to the scheme

[Si2N5→ [Si•1•N5, ~1!

[Si•1•Ge[→ [Si2Ge[. ~2!

The formation of[Ge–Ge[ centers can also occur in
similar manner. However, it is still surprising that upon i
plantation of Ge atoms in the silicon nitride framework t
green PL peak is not shifted along the energy scale as
pared with the PL peak from unimplanted silicon nitride a
from silicon nitride implanted with argon ions. This sugge
that there is a possible relation between the localized s
of the centers[Si–Si[, [Si–Ge[, and [Ge–Ge[ and
the levels due to, for example, the nitrogen complexes.
hypothesis was previously advanced in Ref. 7. In our c
this hypothesis could also explain not only the fact that
energy of the green PL peak is constant but also the fact
the intensity of this peak increases in the presence of ex
Ge atoms in the Si3N4 framework, which in the process o
formation of[Si–Ge[ and[Ge–Ge[ centers also result
in an increase of the purely nitrogen complexes. It has b
assumed15 on the basis of ESR data, which show that th
are no paramagnetic centers during annealing of irradi
amorphous silicon nitride, that the defects5N• also pair
with one another according to the reaction

5N•1•N5→5N2N5. ~3!
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FIG. 6. Raman-scattering spectra of Si3N4 films implanted with 150-keV
Ge1 at doses 4.231016 cm22 ~HD! after 30-min anneals atTa5600 ~1!,
1000 ~2!, and 1300 °C~3! in an N2 atmosphere.
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However, the N–N bond in silicon nitride is unstable even
temperatures 700–800 °C~Ref. 10!, while in our experi-
ments the PL peak was observed aboveTa51000 °C. The
most likely explanation of the fact that the energy position
the green PL peak remains constant when bond-forming
atoms are introduced into the Si3N4 host could be that the
germanium atoms, which upon annealing replace the sili
atoms in the silicon nitride framework according to t
scheme~1! and~2!, give rise to an increase in the number
unbound silicon atoms which then form the bonds[Si
–Si[, which are responsible for the PL bands that we o
served. However, this assumption requires additional exp
mental confirmations.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The room-temperature PL and PL excitation spectra
Si3N4 films implanted with Ge1 and Ar1 atoms were inves-
tigated as a function of ion dose and temperature of the s
sequent anneal. Together with the optical properties, the
cesses leading to the redistribution of the implanted ato
and the associated structural changes in the implanted si
nitride films were studied by RBS and Raman-scatter
methods. It was established that ion implantation in com
nation with subsequent annealing leads to the formation
both radiative and nonradiative recombination cente
The implantation of Ar1 ions results in the formation o
only nonradiative defect centers, which are annealed
Ta.600 °C. The presence of bond-forming Ge atoms in
Si3N4 host stimulates the formation of centers emitting in t
green (l.520 nm! and violet (l.380 nm! regions of the
spectrum. The PL intensity decreases with increasing1

dose and increases with annealing temperature up
1000 °C. The character of the dose dependence and the
sence of redistribution of Ge atoms and changes in
Raman-scattering spectrum for annealing temperat
Ta<1000 °C shows that the centers of green and violet
are not associated with Ge nanocrystals and are formed
result of restructuring of the bonds between nearest-neigh
atoms. Their most likely source are[Si–Si[, [Si–Ge[,
and[Ge–Ge[ centers. The possible recombination mech
nisms leading to the observed growth in the intensity of
green PL band with the energy position of its maximu
remaining unchanged compared with Si3N4 films which have
not been implanted with Ge1 are discussed.
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Slow photoconductivity relaxation due to radiation defects in p-type Si
S. E. Mal’khanov

St. Petersburg State Technical University, 195251 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted July 2, 1998; accepted for publication October 14, 1998!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.33, 567–568~May 1999!

Data on photoconductivity relaxation due to one of the radiation defects inp-type silicon
employed in radiation technology are analyzed on the basis attachment levels. Defects formed by
divacancies in a positive charge state (W1), l54 mm, are investigated. It is shown that
this defect is an attachment level with respect to deeper levels of radiation defects, for example,
a K center~which appears clearly after preliminary short-wavelength irradiation!. As a
result, processes with short relaxation times appear in the photoconductivity. It is also shown that
fast photoconductivity relaxation can be obtained in this material either by increasing to 15
MeV the energy of the electrons used to introduce a given radiation defect or by increasing the
intensity of the irradiation with 1-MeV electrons. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~99!00805-4#
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Investigations of photoconductivity~PC! relaxation are
necessary, for example, for the development of photode
tors as well as devices where fast recombination of cha
carriers is critical.1–3 In the present paper we report the r
sults of an experimental study of slow relaxation of PC
KDB-10 silicon irradiated with 1- and 15-MeV electrons an
60Co g rays.

The experimental samples consisted of 53230.2 mm
parallelepipeds. Ohmic contacts were produced by grad
deposition and thermal compression of aluminum along
edges of the flat face. Irradiation with 15-MeV electrons w
performed in a linear electron accelerator at doses up
1016 cm22 and irradiation with 1-MeV electrons was pe
formed in a RTE´ -1V accelerator. The irradiation intensit
was varied in the range 101321014 cm22

•s21. The compen-
sation of silicon by radiation defects~RDs! to observe PC
was close to 1~the concentration ofK centers — the main
impurity compensating RDs — is estimated to
1015 cm23, while the concentration of RDs that determin
the slow relaxation is an order of magnitude smaller!. The
photoconductivity investigations were performed with
IKS-21 infrared spectrometer with an NaCl prism. A lig
beam was focused on the flat face of the sample in a cryo
at liquid-nitrogen temperature. The experimentally measu
power of the infrared~IR! radiation was of the order o
1024 W/cm2 at a wavelength of 4mm. The slit-covering
time was 0.2 ms with 20-Hz modulation of square lig
pulses.

Figure 1a shows the relaxation of photoconductivity
ter the 3.9mm IR radiation was switched off once in
sample irradiated with 1-MeV electrons. Figure 1b shows
same relaxation with periodic action of light with the cove
ing time of the entrance slit equal to 0.2 ms. Analysis of
figure shows that the decay of the photoconductivity is
scribed very accurately by an exponential dependence
time constant 1.9 s. Such behavior could mean that this
laxation is due to charge transfer on one level. This le
~referred to below as the ‘‘working’’ level! is known to be-
5291063-7826/99/33(5)/2/$15.00
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long to a divacancy in a positive singly-charged state wit
resonance-type characteristic photoionization cross sec
and has been observed previously.4 ~For this level the maxi-
mum photoionization cross section at 3.9mm is 4
31016 cm2.) If carriers can fill this level by complicated
schemes, then it can be emptied via an optimal path with
carriers being transferred to the valance-band edge.

Figure 2 shows the photoconductivity relaxation curv
measured for the same sample at time intervals after
sample was first irradiated with IR radiation with waveleng
corresponding to half the band gap in silicon. As follow

FIG. 1. Kinetics of growth and decay of stationary photoluminescence
irradiated silicon (l53.9 mm): a — single switching on and switching of
of the light, the covering time of the entrance slit of the spectrometer is
ms; b — periodic action by square light pulses, the covering time of
entance slit of the spectrometer is 0.2 ms.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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from the figure, such preliminary illumination sharply sho
ens the trailing edge of the relaxation curve. If it is assum
following Ref. 2, that the working level in this situation
essentially entirely filled with holes and the relaxation p
cess for such a stimulated filling of the working level
described well by an exponential function,1! then the work-
ing level is an attachment level with respect to deeper lev
~for example, a level belonging to aK center — a RD with
the highest concentration!. The time constant of this proces
is estimated to be 390 s. In estimating the time constan
the process of stimulated filling of the working level~see
Fig. 2!, a very short~noninfluential! and long~strongly in-
fluential! relaxation, which we calculate to be 390 s, we
observed. Disregarding the short component can resu

FIG. 2. Kinetics of growth and decay of stationary PC in irradiated silic
(l53.9 mm) after preliminary irradiation atl52 mm with the time elapsed
after irradiation, s: a — 5, b — 30, c —100, d — 500.
d,

-
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of
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underestimation of the relaxation time constant. In oth
words, stimulated filling of the working level remains for
substantial time.

The energy level spectra and, in part, defect formation
silicon bombarded by high-energy electrons have been in
tigated in detail in a previous work.5 The energy level spectra
in silicon irradiated with 1, 4–8, and 15-MeV electrons a
largely similar to one another. However, the fraction
deeper levels increases with decreasing electron energy.
effect of this behavior is that the kinetics of PC
l53.9 mm in p-type Si exhibits long relaxation of photo
conductivity, such that the operation of devices based
these RDs becomes unacceptable. A working level with
essential concentration cannot be obtained withg irradiation.

In conclusion, I call attention to the fact that quite sho
photoconductivity relaxation times can be obtained by
creasing the electron irradiation intensity. Note also that
present analysis is based on model ideas about the me
nisms of the attachment levels, described, for example
Refs. 1–3.

In summary, the existence of slow relaxations of PC
l53.9 mm is essentially determined by the electron energ
and by the intensities of electron irradiation ofp-type silicon
with the introduction of the essential spectrum of ener
levels of RDs into it.

1!Our analysis, which was performed by comparing the experimental
theoretical dependences~except for the initial section!, shows that this is
indeed so.

1S. M. Ryvkin, Photoelectric Phenomena in Semiconductors~Fizmatgiz,
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4N. V. Kolesnikov, A. A. Lebedev, and S. E. Mal’khanov, Fiz. Tek
Poluprovodn.13, 812 ~1979! @Sov. Phys. Semicond.13, 479 ~1979!#.
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Dependence of the properties of Cd 12xZnxTe crystals on the type of intrinsic point
defect formed by oxygen

N. K. Morozova, I. A. Karetnikov, V. V. Blinov, V. K. Komar, V. G. Galstan,
and V. S. Zimogorski 

Moscow Energy Institute (Technical University), 111250 Moscow, Russia
~Submitted September 25, 1998; accepted for publication October 14, 1998!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.33, 569–573~May 1999!

Coordinated investigations of cathodoluminescence spectra, microstructure, specific resistance
and presence of oxygen in Cd12xZnxTe crystals are used to identify how the electrical
properties and degree of perfection of the crystal lattice of these materials are affected by the
form in which oxygen is present as an intrinsic point defect. It is found that oxygen,
which is the main background impurity in Cd12xZnxTe, forms different types of point defects at
different positions in the lattice, depending on the ratio@Cd#/@Zn#. The optimum composition
for making detectors of ionizing radiation, for which the crystal resistance is highest, is
Cd0.77Zn0.23Te. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!00905-9#
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Detectors of ionizing radiation can now be made fro
high-resistivity (109 V3cm! CdTe that operate at room tem
perature; however, their resolution does not exceed 2%1,2

Improving their resolution requires crystals with resistiviti
higher than CdTe. It has been reported1,3 that detectors of
ionizing radiation have been made with energy resoluti
down to 1% at 300K using high-resistivity~up to
1011V•cm! Cd12xZnxTe crystals with a certain composi-
tion. Komar et al.3 grew these crystals by the Bridgma
method, using a considerable excess of metal in the sta
chemical mix. The crystals as grown hadn-type conductivity
and resistivities up to 101021011V•cm. Since excesses o
metal above the stoichiometric composition cause intrin
donors, this should have produced a rather low intrinsic
sistivity for the crystals, and the reason for their high res
tivity is unclear.

Our goal in this study was to obtain new informatio
regarding the nature of the defects responsible for the p
erties of solid-solution Cd12xZnxTe crystals, based on com
bined investigation of the cathodoluminescence spectra,
resistivity, the content of ordinarily unmonitored backgrou
oxygen impurities, the microstructure, etc. Identifying t
type of defect formation in these crystals would allow us
intentionally control the process of crystal growth.

Cathodoluminescence~CL! spectra were investigated a
excitation levels of 1022cm233s21 in the 500 to 2700-nm
range. The method of CL investigation was described in R
4. The concentrations@Cd#, @Zn#, @Te# were determined by
quantitative x-ray microanalysis.5 The microstructure and
micro-uniformity were monitored by a scanning electron m
croscope~SEM!. Gas-chromatographic analysis was used
study the content of oxygen in the crystals.6

The resistivity was measured by a contact method. P
contacts were used in the form of needles~0.1 mm! made of
fused-on indium.

The crystal properties were studied on fresh cleaves
Cd0.8Zn0.2Te crystals grown from a melt using the Bridgma
technique.3 This regime ensures single-crystal growth ov
5311063-7826/99/33(5)/5/$15.00
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two-thirds of the length of the bar, after which a transition
polycrystalline material is observed with an abrupt change
the properties and a sharp boundary~see what follows!. Fig-
ure 1 shows a sketch of the bar with a curved single-cryst
polycrystal boundary~see the inset!. In this figure we also
show where the cleaves were made. Microanalysis at a
the cleaves with respect to lengthl and radiusr of the bar
indicates an excess of metal over tellurium—the quan
@Cd1 Zn#–@Te# , which correlates1! with departures from
stoichiometry. This quantity, which does not change mu
along the bar, is;(528)31020cm23 in the ‘‘nose’’ region,
631020cm23 over the entire central region, and 7
31020cm23 at the end of the single-crystal portion of th
bar. As we enter the polycrystalline region, it decrea
slightly ~to 431020cm23). In addition to measurements a
the cleaves, we used the same microanalysis method on
gitudinal slices of the bar in the directions ofl andr ~see the
inset in Fig. 1!, mapping the concentrations of@Cd# and@Zn#
in steps of 1 mm. The results are in agreement with e
other.

Changes in the composition along the bar correlate
rectly with changes in the width of the band gap
Cd12xZnxTe; therefore, we investigated the exciton spec
whose bands shift considerably with small changes in co
position~Fig. 1!. Figure 1 shows the exciton spectra for va
ous sections of the bar: the front~1, 18!, the main single-
crystal middle section~2, 28!, and the polycrystalline end
~3, 38!. The distribution of intensity of the exciton bands ov
the crystal is shown in Fig. 2~curve 1!. The spectra were
taken at fresh~110! cleaves at 80 and 300 K. Empirical de
pendencesEg(x) for Cd12xZnxTe can be found in the
literature.7–9 The calculated values ofx based on the data o
Refs. 8 and 9 agree closely with one another. For estima
x we use the function9

Eex~Cd12xZnxTe!5Eex~CdTe!10.525x10.26x2, ~1!

where the energyEex is in eV, Eex(CdTe)5 1.579 eV is the
energy of the maximum of the observed exciton band
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Excitonic spectra of cathodoluminescen
along the length of a bar of Cd12xZnxTe at the
beginning of the single-crystal portion~1, 18!, in
the middle~2, 28!, and in the polycrystalline zone
~3, 38!. 1–3 and18–38 are for the central portion
of the crystal,4 is for near the crucible. Wave-
lengths of the maxima are expressed in nm. In t
inset we sketch the bar, defining its dimensio
and the position of the cleaves.
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cathodoluminescence of CdTe at a temperature of 80
Eex(CdTe)5 1.510 eV is the same forT5 300 K, andx is
the mole fraction of zinc. It turns out that the computed va
of x obtained from the exciton spectra is in satisfacto
agreement with the results of microanalysis.

Investigations of the exciton spectra showed that in
regions of the crystal that were the first to solidify from t
preset composition of the melt the exciton band was shi
towards short wavelengths, indicating an increase in the c
centration@Zn#. These are the regions close to the coni
bottom and wall of the crucible. The maximum content
ZnTe in the solid solution reached 27 mole % for these
gions, for which the exciton band position is 713–714 n
~80 K!. In the central portion of the bar the position of th
exciton bands is 720–723 nm, which corresponds to; 24
mole % ZnTe. Thus, the composition of the bar changes
the r direction and in thel direction in the range 2–3%
These results agree with the microanalysis data. The re
for these changes in composition could be the different m
ing temperatures of ZnTe~1300 °C! and CdTe~1100 °C!.
Initially, as the crucible cools, the temperature is lower in
outer regions than it is at its center. In these regions the m
refractory material crystallizes out, and the resulting so
solution is enriched with ZnTe, while the liquid phase
enriched with CdTe. The center portion of the bar solidifi
later, which leads to formation of a curved crystallizati
front. Due to the increased conversion of ZnTe to the so
phase, the amount of zinc gradually decreases along
length of the bar, i.e., the ratio@Cd#/@Zn# increases. However
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FIG. 2. Comparison of the distribution of primary characteristics
Cd12xZnxTe down the length of the bar:1—intensity of the exciton bandI ex

at 300 K,2—resistivityr, 3—intensity of the band atl5 1200~1500! nm at
T5 80 K, 4—intensity of self-activated luminescence~l5 800 nm! at
T5 80 K, 5—total concentration@O# of oxygen. The intensities of the band
are calculated from the area under the curve.
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the central portion of the bar (l . 30–50 mm! has a compo-
sition close to 23 mole % ZnTe.

At the point where the initially preset growth regime
disrupted and the transition to polycrystalline growth begi
we observed an enhancement of the edge emission~l5 755
nm in Fig. 1, curve3!. It is well known10 that this emission
is associated with the presence of shallow acceptors ca
by group-I elements.

Enhancement of the edge emission line is also obse
in the single-crystal portion of the bar at the wall of th
crucible ~l5 735 nm in Fig. 1, curve4!. In this case the
intensity increases and the half-width of the exciton ba
decreases, probably due to the appearance of a bound ex
at the same impurity centers.

The half-width and intensity of the exciton bands can
used to characterize the degree of crystal perfection of
structure.11 Let us compare these quantities for our bu
solid-solution single crystals with those of CdTe,12 for which
the half-width of the exciton bands is 23 meV~at T5 80 K!
and ; 50 meV ~at T5 300 K!. A rapid increase in the
half-width of the exciton bandsDEex is observed in the poly-
crystalline portion of the bar. In this case the high emiss
intensity I ex for the polycrystalline region attests to the pe
fection of its structure. Studies in the SEM showed that
crystallites are quite large~the average grain size i
;1502200mm!, and their composition is uniform; therefor
the broadening of the bands is not associated with overla
lines from fine grains of differing composition. However,
this portion of the bar the oxygen concentration@O# increases
sharply~Fig. 2, curve5!. We may assume that the increase
the half-width of the exciton bands is determined by e
hancement of the exciton-phonon interaction and the con
bution of LO-satellites, as was observed in Ref. 13 at la
concentrations of isoelectronic centers~background impuri-
ties of oxygen at lattice sites!. In fact, the content of this
impurity in the semicrystalline part reaches (223)
31020cm23.

The half-width of the exciton bands for cleaves from t
single-crystal portion of the Cd12xZnxTe bar was smaller o
comparable to that of CdTe.12 Along the axis of the bar, the
smallest half-width of the exciton bands corresponds
cleaves at a distancel of about 50 mm. For cleaves of thi
region, the intensity of the exciton bands also passes thro
a maximum~Fig. 2, curve1!. As is clear from Fig. 2, the
resistivity along the length of the bar increases monoto
cally from the start of the bar (104 V• cm!, and passing
through a maximum atl'50 mm (1010V• cm!, rapidly falls
off as the single-crystal–polycrystal boundary is approach
and in the polycrystalline portion of the bar comes
102102 V• cm.

Our previous investigations of the behavior of oxygen
II–VI crystals11–16 lead us to suspect that the reason for
high resistivity of Cd12xZnxTe crystals grown in the pres
ence of excess metal in the starting chemical mix is the p
ence of background oxygen impurities. The concentration
oxygen was of order 1019cm23 over the entire single-crysta
portion of the bar. The oxygen interstitial Oi is an acceptor.
However, we cannot associate the increase in resisti
along the length of the single-crystal portion of the bar w
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accumulation of oxygen impurities, because the concen
tion @Oi# is roughly constant over the entire length of th
single-crystal portion of the bar. We even observed a
crease in the total oxygen content in the region of high
resistivity as the number of ZnCd defects decreases in th
composition of the solid solution. This corresponds to
increased value of the ratio of concentrations@Cd#/@Zn#,
which in the high-resistance region is on the order of 3.

Figure 3 shows the change in the CL spectrum ove
wider spectral range for ‘‘typical’’ cleaves along the leng
of the bar. Spectra were measured for the central sin

FIG. 3. Change in the cathodoluminescence spectra down the length o
Cd12xZnxTe bar: a—middle of the high- resistance portion, b—end of
single-crystal portion, c—polycrystalline region. Wavelengths of t
maxima are expressed in nm along with intensities of the correspon
bands ~in brackets!. Measurement temperature: solid curves—T580 K,
dashed—T5300 K.
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crystal portion of the bar~a!, the boundary between single
crystal and polycrystalline material~b!, and the end of the
polycrystalline portion~c!. As we showed in Ref. 12, the CL
spectra of Cd12xZnxTe characteristically exhibit not only ex
citonic bands but also two other groups of bands in the
gions; 800 and 1200–1500 nm. The change in intensity
these bands along the length of the bar is plotted in Fig.

Investigation of thel5 1200~1500!-nm band shows tha
it does not shift either with Cd12xZnxTe composition or with
temperature, since it is determined by intracenter transiti
with the participation of vacancy defectVTe levels.12 The
formation ofVTe defects is determined by the large excess
metal in the starting chemical mix. The high intensity of t
band at 1200~1500! nm over almost the entire initial lengt
of the single-crystal portion of the bar attests to the prese
of VTe in considerable concentrations~Fig. 2, curve3!. The
large excess of metal in these crystals, which is confirmed
microstructural data, probably implies the presence of
defectVTe rather than shallow intrinsic donors like Cdi . The
fact that VTe coexists with oxygen in concentrations
1019cm23 is evidence that the oxygen is not filling lattic
sites occupied by the vacancyVTe. The observed concentra
tion @O#.1019cm23 is typical of solid solutions of oxygen
in II–VI compounds.11,14,15 In this form, oxygen can ente
during the growth of solid-solution crystals of Cd12xZnxTe
as an Oi defect (1DV), which compensates for the volum
discrepancy generated by the electrically neutral ZnCd center
(2DV). In the lattice, the oxygen Oi acceptor compensate
for the intrinsic donors, probablyVTe ~see Ref. 11!; as the
VTe concentration in the central portion of the bar decrea
slightly ~Fig. 2, curve3!, the electrical resistance rapidl
increases. The disruption of single-crystal growth with d
creasingVTe takes place quite rapidly. As is clear from Fi
2, the high-resistance portion of curve2 is replaced by an
abrupt decrease in the resistivity toward the end of
single-crystal region, at which point all the data indicate
change in the defect type in the crystal. Even at the sin
crystal–polycrystal boundary the resistivity decreases, an
we enter the polycrystalline region it falls rapidly by 7 or
orders of magnitude. It is clear from Fig. 2 that in this ca
the intensity of thel5 1200~1500!-nm band also decrease
rapidly ~i.e., the @VTe# concentration decreases!, while the
concentration@O# increases~curve5! and the intensity of the
band atl5 800 nm increases~curve4!.

According to Refs. 11–16, the 800-nm band is asso
ated with the presence of oxygen at lattice sites, i.e., OTe.
This defect is isoelectronic, and hence electrically neutral.
our work in Ref. 12 showed, the observed band atl. 800
nm is by its nature analogous to self-activated emission
ZnSe : Te caused by nearest-neighbor Frenkel pairs~A-
centers! stabilized by oxygen at lattice sites.13,16 The band
does not exhibit the recombination properties that are typ
of donor-acceptor recombination, because it is determi
not by a set of~D–A! pairs with differing values of the
distance between donors and acceptorsr D2A , but rather by
only one type of pair with a constant value ofr D2A .

Our investigation of the 800-nm band in the CdTe–Zn
system, in particular, its solid solutions, showed that
spectral position of these bands depends on the compos
-
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the band shifts towards long wavelengths with increas
CdTe, as does the width of the ban gapEg . The intensity of
this emission, which is high only when there is an excess
Cd, increases rapidly in Cd12xZnxTe with high concentra-
tions of OTe. Under these conditions, the center is stabiliz
when it includes both OTe (2DV) and Cdi (1DV). As
shown in Refs. 10 and 12, this band consists of a se
LO-satellites and does not shift spectrally with temperatu
and we observe only an enhancement of the sh
wavelength component with increasing temperature~from 80
to 400 K!.

It is clear from Fig. 2~curve 4! that the self-activation
luminescence band atl.800 nm in the spectrum o
Cd12xZnxTe is very weak in the main single-crystal portio
of the bar that we investigated~when the oxygen is located a
interstitial sites!. The luminescence intensity in the 800-n
region begins to increase with decreasing intensity of thl
5 1200~1500!-nm band, i.e., with decreasing@VTe# concen-
tration, and with the abrupt decrease in the resistivityr ~Fig.
2, curves2 and 4!. In this case the oxygen concentratio
discontinuously reaches the solubility limit for this impuri
in the substitutional solid solution with a large excess of Ci

~Fig. 2, curve5!, while at the same time thel.800-nm band
undergoes an abrupt enhancement~Fig. 2, curve4!.

All of these data confirm the assumption we made p
viously regarding a change in the type of defect at the end
the single-crystal growth zone of the bar, with oxygen tra
ferring to lattice sites Oi→OTe by filling the vacanciesVTe.
The excess metal in the crystal now appears as Cdi defects.
The main reasons for this change in the type of defect
the conversion Oi→OTe are a decrease in the number of ZnCd

centers, which initially keep the oxygen in interstitial site
and an accumulation of Cd in the melt. The resistivity of t
bar falls sharply when the Oi acceptors, with their initial
concentration of 1019cm23, disappear as the oxygen atom
enter lattice sites, and shallow intrinsic Cdi donors replace
the VTe.

Analysis of these results lead us to the following conc
sions.

— Single-crystal Cd12xZnxTe with excess metal con
centrations on the order of 631020cm23 or greater~based
on microanalysis data! and high resistivities up to 1010

V• cm can be grown as long as the ratio of concentrati
@Cd#/ @Zn# &3. In these materials, intrinsic donors are co
pensated by interstitial oxygen@Oi# with concentrations on
the order of 1019cm23.

— When the ratio@Cd#/@Zn# becomes greater than 3, th
type of dominant point defect changes, i.e.,VTe→Cdi , and
the concentration and nature of the primary background
purity oxygen changes as well, i.e., Oi→OTe; as a result, the
resistivity drops by eight orders of magnitude.

The results of our studies of the cathodoluminesce
spectra can be used to optically monitor the quality
Cd12xZnxTe crystals intended for use as detectors of ion
ing radiation. This monitoring presupposes the presence
the high-intensityl51200 ~1500-nm band in the CL a
T580 K and low intensity of the self-activated luminescen
nearl. 800 nm. The ratio of band intensities atl51200
(I 1200) and 800 nm (I 800), i.e., I 1200/I 800, should be*102.
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For the optimal composition Cd0.77Zn0.23Te the position of
the exciton band corresponds tol5 722–723 nm atT580 K
or l5 754–755 nm atT5300 K.

1!Microanalysis studies only the primary components of Cd12xZnxTe crys-
tals.
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Low-temperature anomalies exhibited by the photoelectromagnetic effect in p-type
CdxHg12xTe
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Whenp-type crystals of CdxHg12xTe (x50.20– 0.30) are placed in a magnetic field in the
temperature range where holes freeze out onto acceptor states (T, 30 K!, the current associated
with the photoelectromagnetic effect~PEME! is found to exhibit sign changes. It is shown
that the reason for this anomalous behavior of the PEME is the changing ratio of concentrations
of equilibrium and nonequilibrium current carriers. The theoretical model derived here,
which takes into account the dependence of the effective ambipolar diffusion length on this
concentration ratio, gives a good description of the PEME anomalies observed in experiment.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!01005-4#
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INTRODUCTION

The semiconducting solid solution CdxHg12xTe ~MCT!
has long been used as a material for making infrared ph
detectors. As a rule, MCT photodetectors are operated co
(T577– 100 K!. Although the current view is that the phys
cal properties of MCT are sufficiently well studied, this
mainly true ofn-type material. When it comes to MCT wit
hole conductivity, it is well known that at low temperatur
the electrical and galvanomagnetic properties ofp-type ma-
terial exhibit a number of anomalies~see, e.g., the review
article in Ref. 1!, some of which have not yet been convin
ingly interpreted.

The fact that nearly all the anomalies in the physi
properties ofp-MCT appear at low temperatures is obvious
connected with the rapid decrease in the concentration
free holes whenT,20– 30 K as the latter freeze out on
localized acceptor states. One manifestation of this chang
the appearance of competing channels forn-type conductiv-
ity. These channels appear because of the large ratio of e
tron mobility to hole mobility and the presence of vario
kinds of extended nonuniformities in MCT crystals. The
nonuniformities are associated with distinctive features
the growth technology and thermal processing of MCT so
solutions and with the formation of inverted surfa
layers.2–4 The photoelectric and photomagnetic phenome
can turn out to be quite sensitive to the presence of sp
nonuniformities in these crystals or epitaxial layers. Init
results of these investigations were reported in Ref. 5.

In this paper we report on low-temperature anomalies
the photoelectromagnetic effect~PEME! in p-MCT. We use
field, temperature, spectral, and stress measurements o
PEME to derive a theoretical model that gives a good exp
nation of its primary features in this material.

EXPERIMENT

The samples ofp-CdxHg12xTe we investigated had
compositions in the rangex50.20– 0.30 and concentration
of uncompensated impuritiesNA2ND523101521018
5361063-7826/99/33(5)/5/$15.00
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cm23. The samples were made from MCT single cryst
obtained by directed crystallization and annealed in satura
mercury vapor atT5400 °C. The concentration of activ
impurities was determined from the value of the Hall coe
cient RH at the impurity freezout temperatureT578 K. In
this case, the concentration of free holes was determined
measuring the quantityRH at rather strong magnetic field
H.3 – 5 kOe, in order to exclude the contribution of lig
holes to the Hall coefficient. Particular attention was paid
processing the sample surfaces. Samples that had been
viously polished by chemical-mechanical means were fi
etched in a 5% solution of bromine in methanol and th
washed in isobutyl alcohol just before making the measu
ments. In certain cases, an anodic oxide was deposited o
sample surface, causing ap-type inversion layer, i.e., with
n-type conductivity, to form in the skin layer of the sampl
Electrical contacts were deposited using fused-on indiu
The linear dimensions of the samples were 0.420.631.5
223628 mm3.

The PEME measurements were made by the stand
method of modulating the excitation light. As light sourc
we used a glowbar in the wavelength rangel51214mm and
an LG-126 laser~at l53.39mm!. For the samples we stud
ied, the weak-excitation conditionDp!p ~whereDp is the
concentration of nonequilibrium holes! was satisfied for light
from the glowbar at all the temperatures investiga
T54.2– 100 K, while for the unattenuated light from the LG
126 ~power of order 5 mW! it held for T520– 30 K.

Figure 1 shows typical temperature dependences of
resistivity r and Hall coefficientRH for the p-type samples
we investigated. These dependences will be useful in help
us understand the origins of the low-temperature photoe
tric anomalies. The exponential growth ofr and RH as a
function of 1/T in the low-temperature range of impurit
conductivity (T,30 K! is connected with freezing-out of th
free holes onto acceptor levels located in the gap at ener
EA5527 meV from the top of the valence band. In th
case, for samples with a freshly etched surface~curves1 and
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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2! the quantityr has such a large value at very low tempe
tures that it is not possible to reliably measure the value
RH . For certain samples we observed a second change i
sign ofRH in this temperature range. The temperature dep
dences ofr andRH were observed to be qualitatively simila
for all thep-type samples with freshly etched surfaces. Af
a sufficiently long time in an atmosphere of air~; 10 h!, an
oxide film forms on the surface of the crystal, allowing ele
trons to accumulate in the skin layer. As a result, the segm
of rapid increase in the functionr(1/T) ends with saturation
at small values ofr. This effect is enhanced by deposition
an anodic oxide on the freshly etched surface of the sam
in this case, the hole conductivity is shunted at low tempe
tures by the conductivity of electrons in the inversion lay
near the surface. This causes the exponential segments o
functionsr(1/T) andRH(1/T) to virtually disappear, andRH

remains negative in the entire temperature range of inte
~Fig. 1, curve18!.

Field dependences of the photomagnetic current
shown in Fig. 2 for various values of the sample temperat
‘‘Normal’’ behavior of the functionI PEME(H) as the mag-
netic field intensityH increases consists of an increasing s
ment that is characteristic ofp-type crystals, followed by
saturation of minority carriers in the strong-field range,
this case electrons~for mnH/c@1). It is clear from the figure
that this pattern is observed only atT.30 K: whenT54.2 K
the PEME is negative over a significant range ofH ~in what
follows, we will refer to this sort of PEME as anomalous,
analogy with Refs. 6 and 7!. At slightly higher temperatures
(T56 – 8 K!, it is observed to change sign twice. Finally,
the rangeT515– 30 K it has normal sign in the entire tem
perature range, but the contribution of the anomalous~nega-

FIG. 1. Temperature dependences of the Hall coefficientRH ~1, 18! and
resistivity r ~2, 28! for a p-CdxHg12xTe sample~x5 0.205! and two states
of the surface:1, 2—a freshly etched surface,18, 28—a surface with an
oxide. The quantityRH was measured atH5 5 kOe. Sample parameters a
T5 77 K: p53.2731015 cm23, mp53.113102 cm2/~V•s!.
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tive! component to the field dependenceI PEME is still signifi-
cant, giving rise to a characteristic kink on the curve in t
field rangeH51 – 4 kOe.

The data in Fig. 1 indicate that in the temperature ran
of interest to us~4.2–30 K! the concentration of free hole
decreases rapidly with decreasing temperature. Therefor
is natural to assume that one of the main reasons for
appearance of PEME anomalies is a change in the rati
nonequilibrium to equilibrium carrier densities. In fact, at 4
K the samples we investigated exhibited a decrease in
concentration of free holes by 3 or 4 orders of magnitu
compared to its original value, dropping as low as 111

21012cm23. On the other hand, the lifetime of holes in
creases in this same temperature range.8 Therefore, even
relatively weak light intensities@ I 51015– 1016kW / ~cm2

•s)#
are sufficient to satisfy the strong-excitation conditi
Dp/p@1.

In order to confirm these conclusions, we measured
field dependence of the PEME at a constant temperatur
4.2 K and at various excitation intensitiesI, and also at sev-
eral values of uniaxial stress while keepingT5 const, I 5
const. In the first case, the change in the ratioDp/p is due to
a decrease in the quantityDp, while in the second case it i
due to an increase inp. In the latter case,p increases becaus
uniaxial strain decreases the ionization energy of the acc
tor level in MCT.9 It is clear from Fig. 3 that in both case
the field dependences of the PEME exhibit the same feat
as in Fig. 2. It thus follows that PEME anomalies manife
themselves only whenDp@p, i.e., under strong excitation
However, we emphasize that the condition for strong exc

FIG. 2. Field dependence of the photomagnetic currentI PEME measured for
the following values of temperatureT, K: 1, 18 — 4.2,2 — 7, 3 — 10, 4 —
20, 5 — 60. The sample is the same as in Fig. 1. The intensity of excita
light was I 0.431016 kW / ~cm2

•s); the wavelengthl5 3.39 mm. The
dashed line is the functionI PEME(H) after anodic oxidation.
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tion for p-type MCT at low temperatures can be achieved
very moderate light intensities.

Even with other conditions fixed, the ratio of normal
anomalous PEME components can change due to the sta
the sample surface. The relative magnitude of the anoma
PEME component is increased by the formation of a natu
oxide film on the crystal surface after a long period in whi
the crystal is held in air. When an anodic oxide with thic
ness 150–200 Å and containing a high surface density
positive charge of 53101121012cm22 is deposited, the
PEME atT5 4.2 K has a negative sign over the entire ran
of H investigated~Fig. 2, curve18!.

THEORY

We know a number of cases10,11 in which semiconduc-
tors exhibit anomalous PEME, where the direction of curr
flow and voltage polarity are opposite to their ordinary v
ues. Based on their physical origins, we distingu
diffusion-driven and field-driven PEME anomalies.

Diffusion-driven PEME anomalies occur in thin sem
conducting films, where the penetration depth of the ligh
large. In this case, carriers are generated almost unifor
throughout the volume of the semiconductor, and recomb
primarily at the surface with a high surface recombinat
velocity. When the rate of recombination at the illuminat
surface is appreciably larger than it is in the dark, the dif
sion current of carriers will be directed primarily toward th
illuminated surface, and the sign of the PEME becomes
posite to its ordinary sign. A theory of this effect was co
structed in Ref. 7, and generalized in Ref. 12 to the cas
crossed electric and magnetic fields.

Conversely, field-driven PEME anomalies occur in thi
films (ad@1) when a layer depleted of majority carriers
present near the surface. In this case, the electric field in
space-charge region pulls minority carriers towards the i
minated surface. A review of work on PEME anomalies c
be found in Ref. 13.

FIG. 3. Field dependence of the photomagnetic currentI PEME for a sample
of p- CdxHg12xTe ~x5 0.210!: a—for values of the excitation light intensity
~l53.39mm!: 1 —I 0.531016 kW/~cm2

•s), 2 — 0.2 I 0, 3 — 0.01I 0 ; b—
for elastic strain in kilobars:1 — 0, 4 — 1.7, 5 — 2.2, 6 —3.0. Sample
parameters atT577 K: p53.9431015 cm23, mp52.883102 cm2/~V•s!.
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Since the absorption coefficient in MCTa.104 cm21

for the wavelengths used in our experiment, and the sam
are quite thick, it is obvious that the PEME anomalies in t
case cannot be diffusion-driven but rather must be fie
driven, and should be associated with the presence of a n
surface space-charge electric field.8 The results of many
studies2–4 have shown that the presence of an oxide film
the surface ofp-MCT crystals leads to inversion of the su
face layer, which is then depleted of majority carriers~i.e., a
blocking layer!.

We note that previous theoretical analysis of the PEM
was based on the assumption that the effective diffus
lengthL is independent of the carrier concentrationsn andp.
This assumption is well justified for wide-gap materials li
Ge and Si, where the values of the electronmn and holemp

mobilities differ by a factor of 2 or 3. However, in narrow
gap semiconductors like InSb and MCT these quantities
differ from one another by an order of magnitude, which,
we will show below, leads to important structural changes
the anomalous PEME in the temperature range where h
are ‘‘frozen out.’’

Following Ref. 6, let us write the expression for th
PEME current in the presence of a space-charge laye
thicknessw:

I PEME5qhI ~mn1mp!
H

c F2wS 12exp~2aw!

aw

2
exp~2aw!

11aL D1
L

11s* L/D

aL

11aLG . ~1!

Hereq is the electron charge,h is the quantum yield,I is the
intensity of the absorbed light,D is the ambipolar diffusion
coefficient, ands* is the effective surface recombination v
locity, which takes into account the surface band bendi
The first term in the square brackets in Eq.~1! describes the
field-driven ~‘‘anomalous’’! component of the PEME, while
the second term describes the ordinary ‘‘diffusion-drive
PEME. From the form of Eq.~1! we easily see that when th
first term exceeds the second in absolute value, the PE
current changes sign and becomes field-driven, i.e., ano
lous.

It is important to note that Eq.~1! was obtained unde
certain approximations. Most importantly, it was assum
that L@w. This condition ensures quasi-equilibrium of th
charge carriers in the bulk at the boundary with the spa
charge layer independent of the method used to generate
nority carriers. Moreover, it was assumed that the sampl
thick and that the concentration of excess carriers is zero
a darkened surface.

The ratio of field-driven to diffusion-driven componen
in Eq. ~1! was investigated in Ref. 14 for narrow-gapp-InSb.
It was shown there that at liquid-nitrogen temperatu
samples with a large value ofs exhibited the ordinary
diffusion-driven PEME over a range of comparatively sm
H. However, when increasingH decreases the diffusion
length L to a certain critical value, the anomalous fiel
driven PEME begins to dominate and the PEME curr
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changes sign. In the previous studies, in particular, in Ref
use was made of the following expression to analyze
function I PEME(H) from Eq. ~1!:

L~H !5L/@~11~mnH/c!2!#1/2. ~2!

This expression is the limiting case of a more general exp
sion forL(H) @Eqs.~16! and~18! of Ref. 10# at low levels of
injection Dn!n0 ,p0 and for extrinsicp-type semiconduc-
tors, wheren0!p0. However, by virtue of the strong asym
metry of values of the electron and hole mobility, the a
proximation~2! for narrow-gap semiconductors requires,
we will show, a considerably stronger criterion for applic
bility.

Let us write the general expression for the effective d
fusion length10 in a form that is convenient for later use:

L25tDn

11n/p

nmn /pmp111~mnH/c!2~11mpn/mnp!
. ~3!

Heren5Dn1n0 , p5Dp1p0, andt is the lifetime of car-
riers in the bulk~we assume that under all injection cond
tions the rate of recombination in an extrinsic semiconduc
remains linear with respect to the concentration of exc
minority carriers!, whereDn5kTmn /q is the diffusion coef-
ficient for electrons.

It is easy to see that Eq.~2! is a limiting case of the
general expression~3! if the conditionnmn /pmp!1, which
is considerably stronger for narrow-gap semiconductors
satisfied~the electronic conductivity can be disregarded o
when this relation holds!. However, since in a narrow-ga
semiconductor we havemn@mp , the ratio of the field-driven
to diffusion-driven terms in Eq.~1! generally can be ana
lyzed using the functionL(H,n/p) from Eq. ~3!.

We used Eq.~3! in our calculations, along with Eq.~1!,
for a narrow-gap material with the parameters of MCT:Dn

' 100 cm2 / s, t'1028 s, mn /mp' 100, a'104 cm21, s*
'105 cm / s, andw'1024 cm. Figure 4 shows the results o
this calculation for various ratiosn/p. It is clear that at suf-
ficiently high levels of injection (n'Dn'p'Dp) and
depletion band bending, for allH at which the approximation
L@w holds, the field-driven term dominates in Eq.~1! and
the PEME is anomalous. Numerical estimates of the ra
@Eq. ~3!# show that for MCT with the parameters give
above this approximation is satisfied even for smallH with a
rather small margin. However, in the range of smallH the
photomagnetic effect turns out to be normal even wh
n/p50.5, and the PEME does not change sign untilL and
the diffusion-driven term in Eq.~1! have decreased suffi
ciently, i.e., until a certain critical value ofH is reached. We
note that a similar dependence is found inp-InSb.14 Finally,
for n/p. 0.05 the diffusion term in Eq.~1! dominates for all
H for which the conditionL@w holds, and the PEME is
normal.

Thus, at low temperatures where freeze-out of ho
takes place and the relationn5p is easy to implement eve
at rather low injection levels in the entire range ofH for
which Eq. ~1! is applicable, the PEME is anomalous. How
ever, asn/p decreases, we first encounter the case where
PEME is normal for small values ofH but for higher values
4
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is anomalous, and then upon further decreasingn/p we en-
counter the case where the PEME is normal in the en
range ofH. In a p-type semiconductor with initially frozen
out holes this can be achieved by three methods: lower l
intensity, accompanied by lowerDn andDp; increased tem-
perature, accompanied by an increase inp0; and the applica-
tion of uniaxial compression, which increasesp0 by decreas-
ing the binding energy of shallow acceptors.9 We
encountered the latter situation experimentally~Figs. 2
and 3!.

As we have already mentioned, the criterion for applic
bility of Eq. ~1! is satisfaction of the relationL(H)@w.
However, estimates based on Eq.~3! show that for narrow-
gap semiconductors with a high ratio of electron to ho
mobilities this criterion is clearly not satisfied even for com
paratively smallH. Conversely, when the opposite conditio
L(H)!w is realized and the additional relationaw!1
holds, minority carriers are generated and recombine pri
rily outside the space-charge layer. In this case the PE
current is given by the standard expression for the diffusi
driven component of the PEME effect in Eq.~1!. Heres* is
a modified effective surface recombination rate, which d
scribes the rate at which electrons and holes are supplie
the boundary of the space-charge layer, and is analogou
form to the expression fors given in Ref. 14. Hence, for
samples thick enough that recombination of excess carr
at the surface can be ignored in the dark, the PEME is n
mal for the range of magnetic fieldsH under study. In the
range of temperatures corresponding to freeze-out of ho
and hence sufficiently high values ofn/p, the PEME is
anomalous at moderate values ofH. However, as soon asH
increases to a value determined by the relationL(H)'w, the
PEME switches sign and becomes normal.

FIG. 4. Field dependence of the photomagnetic currentI PEME calculated for
a semiconductor with the parameters of narrow-gapp-MCT based on Eq.~1!
for L(H)!w ~region I! and based on the expression that takes into acco
only the diffusion component in expression~1! for L(H)@w ~region II!.
Values of the concentration ration/p: 1 — 1, 2 — 0.5, 3 — 0.05. The
dashed curves show the assumed functionsI PEME(H) in the intermediate
regime.
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CONCLUSIONS

We have experimentally observed a number of featu
of the anomalous photoelectromagnetic effect inp-CdHgTe
at low temperatures, in particular, two changes in sign w
increasing fieldH. Our theoretical model allows us to unam
biguously relate these features to freeze-out of free h
onto acceptor states. Because of the marked asymmet
values of the electron and hole mobility, this allows the el
tronic component of the photomagnetic current to beco
significant. The PEME converts from anomalous to norm
as the magnetic fieldH increases because the field decrea
the effective ambipolar diffusion length until it is comp
rable to the linear dimensions of the space-charge reg
The value ofH for which this transition takes place can b
used to determine the thickness of the space-charge la
These results also lead us to conclude that estimating
recombination parameters of semiconductors likep-CdHgTe
at low temperatures based on PEME data should be d
only under conditions of weak excitation.
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The effect of fields due to charge centers at random locations in a semiconductor
crystal on the electronic structure of neutral acceptors and on the polarization
of luminescence generated by Šconduction band ‹-acceptor transitions

E. B. Osipov, O. V. Voronov, N. O. Sorokina, and B. V. Borisov

Cherepovets State University, Cherepovets, Russia
~Submitted December 30, 1997; accepted for publication November 4, 1998!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.33, 580–582~May 1999!

Random fields in semiconductor crystals created by charged impurities and other defects give
rise to an additional splitting of acceptor levels, which by virtue of the random direction
of these fields leads to a decrease in the degree of polarization of luminescence from the
semiconductor when the latter is under uniaxial strain. In this paper, the usual description
of depolarization of the luminescence based on the effective- temperature mechanism is
generalized to include the influence of the Coulomb field of randomly located charge
centers on the ground state of an acceptor in an external uniaxial strain field. It is possible to
estimate the concentration of charge centers by comparing the polarization characteristics
of luminescence calculated within this model from a semiconductor under pressure along the@100#
axis with experimental data at low temperatures. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~99!01105-9#
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External uniaxial strain causes a splitting of fourfol
degenerate acceptor levels in semiconductors.1 When the
thermal populations of the split sublevels are unequal,
luminescence generated by conduction band-acceptor tr
tions is polarized. Naturally, the polarization of this lumine
cence decreases with increasing temperature. However,
dom fields in these crystals created by charged impuritie
compensated semiconductors and by other defects give
to additional splittings which by virtue of the random dire
tions of these fields also decrease the degree of polariza
of the luminescence. The effect of these random fie
should be largest when the magnitudes of the splittings t
create are on the average comparable to the splitting ca
by uniaxial strain and the average energy of thermal mo
kT.

Depolarization of light under the action of the rando
fields is usually described by introducing an effective te
perature which exceeds the experimental temperature by
eral degrees.2 The legitimacy of this procedure, however,
questionable. The fact is that when acceptor levels in a n
degenerate semiconductor are split by a fixed amount
uniaxial strain field, the hole populations of the sublevels
related by an exponential Boltzmann factor which affects
integrated polarization of the luminescence. However, w
the centers are distributed with respect to the additional
dom splitting, the dependence of the integrated polariza
ratio on external stress cannot be a simple exponential of
kind.

In this paper we derive a model for the depolarization
which we take into account the influence of the Coulom
field of the randomly located charge centers. We find t
when these fields act on an acceptor in an external unia
strain field, they affect the ground state most strongly.
comparing the polarization characteristics of the lumin
5411063-7826/99/33(5)/3/$15.00
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cence in the external strain field calculated within this mo
with the experimental data, we can estimate the concen
tion of charge centers.

The effect of the random field on the acceptor cen
~i.e., the Coulomb interaction of a charged impurity cen
with a hole bound to a neutral acceptor! is described by the
operator

Ĥr52
e2

4p««0uR2r 8u
, ~1!

whereR(R,u,w) andr 8(r 8,u8,w8) are the radius vectors o
the charged acceptor and hole bound to the neutral acce
respectively. Using an expansion of 1/uR2r 8u in spherical
harmonics,3 we rewrite the matrix for the energy operator
the hole, taking into account the effect of a charged cen
with coordinatesR,u,f on the acceptor in an external stre
field p applied along the axiszi@001#, in the form

S A Be2 iw Ce22iw 0

Beiw 2A 0 Ce22iw

Ce2iw 0 2A 2Be2 iw

0 Ce2iw 2Beiw A

D . ~2!

This matrix, which is calculated within the approxima
tion R@r 0, does not include the electrostatic interaction e
ergy, which does not split theG8 level. We introduce the
notation

A5b«11
3

10
D~3 cos2 u21!

r 0
2

R3
,

B5D
3A3

5
~sinu cosu!

r 0
2

R3
,

© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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C5D
3A3

10
~sin2 u!

r 0
2

R3
, D5

e2

4p««0
, «15

p

c112c12
,

~3!

whereb is the deformation potential constant,c11 andc12 are
elastic moduli of the crystal,r 0 is the radius of a bound stat
of a hole at a neutral acceptor, and« is the dielectric constan
of the material~for GaAs we have used«53.4 in our nu-
merical calculations!.

For the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian we obtain t
expression

E1,256A~b«1!21Db«1

3

5
~3 cos2 u21!

r 0
2

R3
1D2

9

25

r 0
4

R6
.

~4!

The effect of strain and the random field is to split the a
ceptor level into two sublevels whose wave functions can
written in the form of an expansion with respect to ba
functions:

C8E1 ,E2
5

1

N1,2
~2Be2 iwC3/2 , 3/21~A2E1,2!C3/2 , 1/2

2Ce2iwC3/2 ,2 3/2!,

CE1 ,E2
9 5

1

N1,2
~2Ce22iwC3/2 , 3/21~A2E1,2!C3/2 ,2 1/2

1BeiwC3/2 ,2 3/2!,

N1,25AB21C21~A2E1,2!
2. ~5!

We chose the distribution function for the random fiel
with respect to magnitude and directiondW in the following
way. LetN charged centers be distributed in the crystal q
sicontinuously with a density

r5
N

V
5

N

~4/3! pR0
3

.

Here V5(4/3)pR0
3 is the crystal volume~a sphere whose

center is at the origin of the coordinate system, which is a
the point where the neutral center is located!. Let us assume
that the strongest splitting of the neutral acceptor is cau
by the acceptor center closest to it. In this case, since
acceptors are so far apart, we can ignore the action of o
charge centers.

Consider a spherical volume element~a spherical shell!
@R, R1dR#. The probability that one of theN charged cen-
ters lies within this volume element, and that none of
other centers lie within the volume 0<r<R, is determined
by the expression

dW5S 12E
0

Rr

N
4pr 2dr D N r

N
4pR2dRN.

Assuming that the charge centers occupy any given on
the identical volume elementsR2dRsinu du dw within the
spherical shell with equal probability, we obtain
-
e

s

-

o

d
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e

of

dW5F12S R

R0
D 3GN N

4pR0
3

3R2dRsinu du dw. ~6!

When the numberN is sufficiently large, taking into accoun
the fact that

N

R0
3

5
4

3
pn,

wheren is the concentration of charge centers, it is not d
ficult to obtain the relation

dW5e2 ~4/3! pnR3
2pnR2sinududR. ~7!

The integrated polarization ratio for luminescence is d
fined as follows:

r 5
I i

I'

. ~8!

Here I i and I' are the intensities of light with electric field
vectors parallel and perpendicular to the strain axis, resp
tively.

The intensity of the radiation is directly proportional
the square of the modulus of the matrix elements for tran
tions of electrons from the bottom of the conduction band
sublevelsE1 andE2 of the split acceptor level, as well as th

FIG. 1. Dependence of the integrated polarization ratior on the magnitude
of the splitting of the levelb«1 for stress along the@100# axis: 1–4—
calculations; the points are experimental values from Ref. 2. The conce
tion of charge centersn, 1016 cm23: 1 — 0, 2 — 1, 3 — 2, 4 — 3.
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populations of these sublevels. Assuming that the hole po
lations of these split levels of the acceptor obey the Bo
mann distribution, we obtain the expressions

dI'5VS 1

N1
2

B21
~A2E1!2

3
1C2

11e2
d

kT

1
1

N2
2

B21
~A2E2!2

3
1C2

11e2
d

kT

e2
d

kTD dW, ~9!

dI i5VS 1

N1
2

4

3
~A2E1!2

11e2
d

kT

1
1

N2
2

4

3
~A2E2!2

11e2
d

kT

e2
d

kTD dW.

~10!

Here d5E12E2 , k is the Boltzmann constant, andV is a
constant that contains the square of the interband matrix
ement modulus. Carrying out the integrations in Eqs.~9! and
u-
-

l-

~10!, we find the integrated intensity of the polarization com
ponents that determine the polarization ratio~8!.

Figure 1 shows the results of this calculation of the ra
r in Eq. ~8! atT5 2 K for various values of the concentratio
of charged impurities.

It is clear from Fig. 1 that for values of the concentratio
n5231016cm23 the dependence we obtain is in good agre
ment with the experiments from Ref. 2. The slight deviati
of the experimental points from the calculated curve can
explained as a manifestation of the electron-phonon inte
tion which leads to a Jahn-Teller distortion of the neut
acceptor complex.

1G. L. Bir and G. E. Pikus,Symmetry and Strain Effects in Semiconducto
@Wiley, New York, 1975; Nauka, Moscow, 1972#.

2N. S. Averkiev, Z. A. Adamiya, D. I. Aladashvili, T. K. Amirov,
A. A. Gutkin, E. B. Osipov, and V. E. Sedov, Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.21,
421 ~1987! @Sov. Phys. Semicond.21, 262 ~1987!#.

3L. D. Landau and E. M. Lifshitz,Quantum Mechanics: Nonrelativistic
Theory@Pergamon Press, Oxford, 1980; Nauka, Moscow, 1989#.
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The effect of intense laser light on the absorption-edge region of the spectrum
of a CdCr 2Se4 ferromagnetic semiconductor

L. L. Golik and Z. É. Kun’kova

Institute of Radio Engineering and Electronics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 141120 Fryazino, Russia
~Submitted October 8, 1998; accepted for publication November 10, 1998!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.33, 583–585~May 1999!

The effect of intense incident laser light on the spectral dependence of the absorption of
circularly polarized light is investigated in single crystals of CdCr2Se4 in the neighborhood of
the absorption edge for temperatures in the range 100–130 K. The observed large changes
in the shape of the edge are related to peaking of the exciton resonance, which is caused by
photoexcited charge carriers that screen the internal electric fields in the crystal. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!01205-3#
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The ferromagnetic semiconductor CdCr2Se4 is one of
the few compounds that exhibit a strong nonlinear Fara
effect.1,2 This nonlinear effect, which occurs at temperatu
below 150 K, is observed both in the ferromagnetic and pa
magnetic phases. In Ref. 2 we showed that the nonlin
Faraday rotation takes place within a narrow band of en
gies close to the intrinsic absorption edge. We claimed th
that the increase in Faraday rotation with increasing inten
of incident laser light is due to peaking of the exciton res
nance, which in turn is caused by photoexcited charge ca
ers that screen internal electric fields associated with
fluctuation potential.2 In order to test this assumption, w
have investigated the effect of incident light intensity on t
spectral dependence of the absorption of circularly polari
light in single crystals of CdCr2Se4 in the neighborhood of
the intrinsic absorption edge. We note that the effect of hi
power laser illumination on the absorption of light
CdCr2Se4 at T5 300 K was studied in Ref. 3. However, it i
believed that the levels that make up the bottom of the c
duction band of CdCr2Se4 undergo a change atT> 200 K,
along with the electronic transitions responsible for the
sorption edge.4,5

The films we investigated, with dimensions 1.5 mm32
mm and thickness 12mm, were obtained by cleaving an
polishing single crystals. A one-beam method was used.
light source was a tunable laser based onF2

1 color centers in
LiF, excited by the second harmonic of a neodymium las
The range of laser tunability was 830–1030 nm, the p
power generated at the maximum of the tuning curve was
kW, the length of the light pulse was 9 ns, and the repetit
frequency was 10 s21. After being attenuated by a combina
tion of neutral optical filters, the laser beam was focus
onto the surface of the sample, which was placed in
vacuum cryostat, into a spot with a diameter on the orde
1 mm. The measurements were made using the autom
apparatus described in Ref. 2. The infrared detector we u
was an 18ELU-FK photomultiplier. The studies extend
over the temperature range 110–130 K in a magnetic fi
H5 4.8 kOe, which saturated the sample in the ferrom
netic phase. The CdCr2Se4 samples we used were the sam
5441063-7826/99/33(5)/3/$15.00
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as those in Ref. 2, to investigate the nonlinear Faraday r
tion. The optical density at low light intensities (DL) was
computed from values of the photodetector signals with a
without the sample in the path of the laser beam, taking i
account its passage through the corresponding optical fi
and reflection from the sample surface. The optical densit
high light intensities (DH) was calculated using the expre
sionDH5DL1 ln(IL /IH), whereI L andI H are the magnitudes
of the signals when the same combination of optical filt
was placed in front of and behind the crystal under stu
respectively. The dependence of the reflection of the sam
on the radiation intensity was disregarded.

The spectral dependences of the optical density
CdCr2Se4 for right- and left- handed circularly polarize
light (D1 andD2 , respectively, are shown in Fig. 1! for two
intensity levels of the incident light measured atT5 110 K.
The inset shows the spectral dependence of the optical po
P(hn) from the laser we used. The low-level light intensi
~curves1, 18! correspond to an optical power density at t
maximum of the functionP(hn), Pmax510kW/cm2. The
functionsDL1(hn), DL2(hn), measured using a monochro
mator and an incandescent lamp, coincide within the lim
of measurement error with the functions1, 18 ~Fig. 1!. For
the functions2, 28 the optical power density incident on th
sample at each wavelength was 47 times larger (Pmax5 470
kW/cm2). As Fig. 1 shows, a considerable distortion of t
spectral dependences of the optical density is observe
high incident light power. The absorption edge of the fun
tion DH1(hn) ~curve 2! becomes sharper, and is accomp
nied by bleaching of the sample at low energies and dark
ing of the sample at high energies. The functionDH2(hn)
~curve28! exhibits increased absorption, along with a bare
discernible peak at the absorption edge. At higher temp
tures the changes in the absorption of circularly polariz
light with increasing laser intensity are analogous to
functions 2, 28 ~Fig. 1!; however, the magnitude of th
changes decreases with increasing temperature. Becaus
absorption edge of CdCr2Se4 undergoes a strong shift to
wards lower energies at lowT,6,7 where the intensity of the
light from the laser decreases sharply, the temperature ra
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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for the measurements was limited from below byT5100 K.
Figure 2 shows oscilloscope traces of signals that are pro
tional to the light intensity passing through the CdCr2Se4

crystal and the optical filter when the optical filter is locat
in front of ~1! and behind~18! the crystal. These oscilloscop
traces extend over the range in which the sample bleac
Here we also plot the magnitude of the nonlinear portion
the Faraday rotation versus the time at which the meas
ment was made within the duration of the optical pulse. I
clear that the relative values of change in transparency
nonlinear Faraday rotation increase with the length of
light pulse. The similar time dependences of the nonline
ties in the Faraday rotation and in absorption are evide
that these effects have a common cause. The funct
DH1,2(hn) andDL1,2(hn) ~Fig. 1! were measured at tim
T56 ns on the oscilloscope traces.

In Ref. 7 we observed no resonance peaks at the abs
tion edge in the functionsDL1,2(hn), which probably indi-
cates that the crystal we investigated in that study was
lower quality. Further evidence of this conclusion is the d
ferent values of specific Faraday rotation at weak light int
sities measured at the maximum of the Faraday rotation b
in Refs. 2 and 7. In analyzing the functionsDH1,2(hn) the
following factors must be taken into account. First of all,

FIG. 1. Spectral dependence of the optical density~1, 18, 2, 28; left-hand
coordinate axis! and absorption coefficient~1, 18, 3, 38; right-hand coordi-
nate axis! for right-handed~123! and left-handed circularly polarized ligh
~18238! measured at various intensities of light incident on the sam
Pmax, kW/cm2: 10 ~1, 18! and 470~2, 28, 3, 38!; the measurement tempera
ture wasT5 110 K. The inset shows the spectral dependence of the op
power from the laser.
r-

es.
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accordance with curveP(hn) ~Fig. 1!, the different intensi-
ties of the incident light correspond to different photon e
ergies. The lack of bleaching of the crystal when illuminat
with left-circularly polarized light is probably connecte
with inadequate intensity of the laser light near the lon
wavelength edge of the tunability range. Secondly, the qu
tity DH1,2.1 over the larger part of the spectral region w
studied, and the density of photoexcited charge carrier
strongly nonuniform with respect to the sample thickne
An estimate of the diffusion length (LD) using mobility val-
uesmn.mp. 10 cm2/~V•s! taken from Refs. 8 and 9 an
lifetimes of nonequilibrium charge carrierst.102821027

s, which are realistic for the high-resistance compensa
crystal CdCr2Se4, gives LD.1mm. Consequently, nonuni
formity is not eliminated by diffusion. If the nonlinear Fara
day rotation and nonlinear absorption in CdCr2Se4 are attrib-
utable to the appearance of nonequilibrium charge carrie2

then the absorption at high incident light intensities (aH1,2)
is nonuniform over the sample thickness, and determin
them from the ratioDH1,2 /d ~whered is the sample thick-
ness! gives only an effective value. Assuming that the me
sured functionsDH1,2(hn) are the sum of the optical den
sities of layers with varying (aH1,2) and unvarying
(aL1,2) absorption coefficients, and assuming that the i
portant change in the absorption takes place within a laye
thicknessdNL51/aH , we can calculateaH1,2(hn) from the
relation DH5aHdNL1aL(d2dNL). The functions
aH1,2(hn) obtained in this way are shown in Fig. 1~curves
3 and38!. It is clear that a sharply expressed resonance p
appears in the neighborhood of the absorption edge.

e

al

FIG. 2. Oscilloscope traces obtained for right-handed circularly polari
light with hn5 1.246 eV at low~1! and high~18! intensities of light incident
on the samplePmax, kW/cm2: 10 ~1! and 470~18!; 2—dependence of the
nonlinear part of the Faraday rotation (DF) on the measurement time fo
hn5 1.265 eV ~shifted to the left by 1.5 ns relative to the oscilloscop
traces1, 18!. Measurement temperatureT5 110 K.
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functions aL1,2(hn) coincide with the functions
DL1,2(hn) ~see curves2 and28 in Fig. 1!, and their values
are plotted against the right-hand ordinate axis.

These results confirm our assertion in Ref. 2 that
nonlinear Faraday rotation in CdCr2Se4 is connected with
nonlinear absorption caused by peaking of the exciton re
nance, which in turn is due to the screening of internal el
tric fields by photoexcited charge carriers.
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Saturated vertical drift velocity of electrons in silicon carbide polytypes
V. I. Sankin and A. A. Lepneva

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted October 8, 1998; accepted for publication October 12, 1998!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.33, 586–589~May 1999!

Saturated drift velocities of electrons in the direction parallel to the crystal axis have been
determined for the first time for a number of silicon carbide polytypes (4H, 6H, 8H, and 21R)
by investigating the current-voltage characteristics of novel three-terminaln12p2n1

structures intentionally designed for the purpose. The values of these velocities are 3.33106,
23106, 13106, and 43103 cm/s respectively. These results are in qualitative agreement
with a picture involving the miniband electronic structure caused by a natural superlattice in SiC.
Experiments confirm the correlation between drift velocity and width of the first miniband
in the various polytypes. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!01305-8#
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INTRODUCTION

The most important device-related characteristic o
semiconductor crystal is its saturated drift velocity, whi
determines the frequency limits of semiconductor devi
and consequently the range of their most efficient use. T
remains true for the case of silicon-carbide crystals as w
At this time, saturated drift velocities are experimenta
known for two SiC polytypes~4H and 6H) in the directions
perpendicular to the crystal axis.1,2 According to these data
the velocities coincide in both polytypes, a circumstance t
is also characteristic of many other parameters in these c
tallographic directions. However, for the direction along t
crystal axis this is usually not so, and the semiconduc
parameters of various polytypes exhibit characteristic diff
ences. It is well known that in noncubic SiC polytypes, w
the exception of 2H-SiC, the crystal axis is also the axis of
natural superlattice, which induces a miniband structure
the electronic spectrum of these polytypes. The presenc
this structure should affect the values of the saturation
locities; i.e., a correlation should be observed between
velocities and the parameters of the miniband spectrum.
dependence of the drift velocity on the width of the fir
miniband was obtained analytically in Ref. 3 and observed
various systems with artificial superlattices, where chang
the width of the miniband caused the velocity to vary fro
106 cm/s for a relatively wide miniband4 to less than 104

cm/s for a narrow miniband.5

In a series of prior papers6–8 we described a number o
effects in SiC polytypes 4H, 6H, and 8H that we interpreted
as Bloch oscillations, electron-phonon resonances, comp
localization in the first miniband, and inter-miniband tunn
ing. According to our interpretation, these effects are a c
sequence of, and, therefore confirm, the miniband chara
of the electronic spectrum, which in turn arises from t
natural superlattice. Drift velocity data could provide yet a
other argument for or against this picture. Until now, su
5471063-7826/99/33(5)/4/$15.00
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data have not been published in the literature, probably
cause experimental difficulties associated with fabricat
microstructures in the direction of the axis of the natu
superlattice have kept researchers from making the appro
ate measurements. However, many devices, including h
power high-frequency transistors, are being designed to
erate in exactly this geometry, so that identifying the role
the superlattice is a problem of practical interest.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Our measurement method is based on the following c
siderations. If an experimental structure admits both a reg
of space-charge-limited current flow and a drift current
gime, we can obtain the saturated drift velocity by analyz
the current-voltage characteristics. For the one-dimensio
problem this regime is described by the equations

d2V/dX25r/«s , ~1!

J5rv, ~2!

whereV, X, J, r, «s , andv are the voltage across the stru
ture, the coordinate along the current direction, the curr
density, the space-charge density, the dielectric constan
the semiconductor, and the drift velocity, respectively. W
the help of standard transformations we thus obtain the
pression for the I–V characteristics of the structure

J52«svV/w2, ~3!

wherew is the width of the active region of the structure. W
can show that the I–V characteristic obtained in this w
consists of two regions. In the first region, the drift veloc
depends on the field, and in the second region it is satur
and does not depend on the field. If we assume that in
first region the velocity varies as follows:
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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v5mV/w, ~4!

then the I–V characteristics in this region will be describ
by the expression

J52«smV2/w3. ~5!

Here m is the mobility of the charge carriers. It should b
noted that the mobility that appears in Eq.~4! can itself be a
function of field; in this case the real I–V characteristics w
have a dependence different from Eq.~5!.

The I–V characteristics of the second region wherev
5 const are described by the expression

J52«svsV/w2, ~6!

where vs is the saturated velocity. Accordingly, when th
drift velocity is saturated, we should observe a linear reg
on the I–V characteristic.

EXPERIMENTAL STRUCTURE

For our investigations we used a specially designed
novel three-terminaln12p2n1 structure. The structure
consists of three regions which in accordance with transi
terminology we give the names emitter, base, and collec
For purposes of investigation, the material of the base
chosen to be a polytype of silicon carbide doped by a d
acceptor~scandium! in order to obtain minimum concentra
tion of free holes~less than 1010cm23 at 300 K!. It is obvi-
ous that this is a paradoxical way to make an effective tr
sistor. However, as we show below, this structure provi
the necessary environment for addressing the problem
pose here. Because the concentration of free holes in the
is so low, virtually any current through the base injects
concentration of electrons that exceeds the concentratio
holes, which ensures that the current in the base is sp
charge limited.

However, because thep-region of thep2n junction is
doped by deep acceptors, the operation of then12p junc-
tion has certain features which we should pause to disc
Whenp.1010cm23, the characteristic de-ionization time fo
these deep acceptors in the space-charge region exceed22

s. This implies that the forward-biased emittern12p junc-
tion can be turned on only by a dc voltage or by pulses w
duration t.1022 s. However, once the potential barrier
lowered, injection, which is a noninertial process, can
implemented by short pulses of lengtht,1026 s.

Let us now consider the collectorp2n1 junction. When
it is reverse biased, the establishment of an electric field
the base is determined by the ionization of deep acce
impurities, whose time is also rather long. Therefore, if t
reverse bias is applied in sufficiently short pulses, the acc
tor levels in the base remain neutral. Now, as we said ab
the concentration of holes in the base does not exc
1010cm23, which corresponds to no screening of elect
fields over distances less than 1021 cm. Then when the bas
width is 5–10mm, screening in the base will be extreme
weak and the field in the base may be treated as nearly
form. Its value there will be given byF5V/w, whereV is
the magnitude of the voltage pulse, andw is the width of the
base region. Thus, the motion of electrons and the curren
l
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the base will be drift-like, which will ultimately satisfy the
conditions under which Eqs.~1! and ~2! are valid.

This method differs significantly from traditional meth
ods of saturating currents, in which the measurements
place in a regime of extremely high current density. T
latter makes it necessary to take special measures to rem
heat and fabricate high-quality contacts. For the method
scribed here these difficulties can be avoided, since the
rent densities do not exceed 102 A/cm2. The difference is in
the fact that the electrons are located not inn-, but rather in
p-type material, although in this case the impurity concent
tion ~on the order of 1017cm23) is roughly the same as in th
n-type material used in Refs. 1 and 2. The latter fact is no
important, since saturation of the velocity, which is the fu
damental quantity, is determined not by impurity scatter
but rather by scattering by optical phonons.

The principles of operation of this structure are as f
lows. A reverse-bias pulseVp with period tp.1027 s is ap-
plied between the collector and the emitter. A forward
biasVb is applied to the emitter-base junction. The emitte
base current associated with it has virtually no effect on
value of the injection due to the high resistance of thep-type
region (107– 108V). The purpose of this bias is to decrea
the height of the contact barrier. The pulse voltage app
between the collector and the emitter ensures a uniform e
tric field, which propagates through the base, reaches
open emitter junction, and causes injection. The inject
current increases together with the value ofVp ; however, it
can be limited by changes inVb . The resistance of the bas
region as the current pulse flows through it decreases b
factor of 1032104 because electrons injected into the ba
are swept up by the field and once they have drifted thro
the base reach the collector. Thus, this experimental struc
admits an injection-drift mechanism for current flow. Th
electric circuit that we describe corresponds to a transi
connected in common-emitter configuration.

FIG. 1. The I–V characteristics of a three-electrode structure based
4H-SiC.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figures 1–4 show the I–V characteristics of microstru
tures made with SiC polytypes 4H, 6H, 8H, and 21R. All
the I–V characteristics except for those of 21R-SiC consist
of a nonlinear initial region followed a linear segment. A
cording to Eq.~5!, the nonlinear region should correspond
a square-law dependence of the current on voltageJ;V2.
However, in real I–V characteristics the current follows
power-law dependenceJ;V1.6. We asserted above tha
square-law behavior need not be observed when the ca
mobility depends on field. In our case, its field depende
can probably be writtenm;V20.4, which cause the initial
portion of the I–V characteristic to deviate from the squa
law.

The absence of a nonlinear initial portion on the I–
characteristics of the 21R-SiC sample occurs for the follow
ing reason. The very high internal resistance of these st
tures, a consequence of the low electron mobility
21R-SiC, prevents us from recording a nonlinear initial se
ment of the I–V characteristics due to the low values of

FIG. 2. The I–V characteristics of a three-electrode structure based
6H-SiC.

FIG. 3. The I–V characteristics of a three-electrode structure based
8H-SiC.
-

ier
e

e
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f
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e

current. Therefore, the I–V characteristics obtained by
have only a linear segment, which begins before the fi
becomes high enough to ensure a minimum current level
detection. Analysis of the I–V characteristics allows us
determine the saturation drift velocity of electrons in the s
perlattice of 21R-SiC . Its value turns out to be an extreme
low, 43103 cm/s, which is a consequence of the high deg
of localization of carriers within the very narrow miniban
Of all the polytypes we discuss, 21R-SiC has the most com
plicated and longest-period superlattice. This latter charac
istic accounts for the narrow minibands.

In the series of polytypes 4H, 6H, and 8H, the magni-
tude of the superlattice periodd increases with the polytype
number from 5 to 10 Å. We estimated the width of the fir
minibandE1 in polytype 6H-SiC based on experimental da
from studies of Wannier-Stark localization in the regim
where the first miniband is completely localized by an ele
tric field.8 Starting from the relationE1;kd

25p2/d2, we can
estimate the width of the first miniband in polytypes 4H and
8H, which have analogous superlattices. According to
values of the superlattice periods cited above, the value oE1

for 4H-SiC is 2.25 times larger and for 8H-SiC roughly 1.9
times smaller than for 6H-SiC. The values obtained for th
saturated drift velocity of electrons are: for polytyp
8H, 106, for 6H, 23106, and for 4H, 3.33106 cm/s,
which qualitatively confirm the relationvs;1/d.3 Quantita-
tive agreement of these data with the dependence g
above is not expected for two reasons.

1. The simplicity of the theoretical representation
which are based on a quadratic dispersion law.

2. Experimental errors, one especially noteworthy e
ample of which is inaccuracy in determining the width of t
basew. Errors here can be as large as6~15–20!%, implying
an error in determining the velocity according to Eq.~5! of
6~30–50!%.

The threshold fields at which the drift velocity saturat
for polytypes 4H, 6H, and 8H are the following: 1.55
3105, 1.43105, and 1.353105 V/cm, respectively. The
rather small difference among these values could be a re
either of differences in objective characteristics of the po
types or of errors of the kind mentioned above. According
Ref. 3, the drift velocity in the miniband transport regime
given by the expression

FIG. 4. The I–V characteristics of a three-electrode structure based
21R-SiC.
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Vd5AFB21@11~F/B!2#21, ~7!

whereA5dE1/2\, B5\/edt, d is the natural superlattice
constant,E1 is the width of the first miniband, andt is the
scattering time. The width of the first miniband is determin
experimentally for 6H-SiC and isE15256 meV ~Ref. 8!.
The natural superlattice constant for 6H-SiC is d57.5 Å.
The scattering time obtained from Eq.~4! is t55310213 s;
this time coincides with data from our Ref. 7, which w
calculated from the threshold field criterion for Bloch osc
lations.

Because of the practical impossibility of recording a
gion of transition from nonlinear to linear segments on
I–V curve of polytype 21R, all we can say regarding th
threshold field is that it is no larger than 1.63105 V/cm.
Among the polytypes investigated, 21R-SiC is characterized
by an extremely low value of the saturation drift velocity
electrons, almost three orders of magnitude below values
the remaining polytypes. This is impossible to explain with
the framework of a common mechanism of electron tra
port. If, according to what we said above, the velocities
polytypes 4H, 6H, 8H can be reasonably explained b
miniband transport, then the value of the velocity f
21R-SiC is two orders of magnitude smaller than the va
expected from miniband transport. As we noted earlier,
cause of the extremely narrow miniband, the electronic sp
trum of polytype 21R becomes discrete even at rather lo
fields (1 – 2)3105 V/cm. Note that for polytype 6H this
field is at a minimum 63105, for 8H it is about 43105, and
for 4H it is about 106 V/cm. For this reason, miniband tran
port at these fields is not possible in 21R-SiC, and in all
probability, the mechanism for electron transport is a h
ping mechanism, which would also explain the rapid fallo
of the drift velocity in this polytype.

To summarize our data, we can say that for polytyp
d

-
e

or

-
r

e
-

c-

-
f

s

4H, 6H, and 8H we have observed a dependence of the d
velocity on natural superlattice parameters that is in qual
tive and quantitative agreement with the simple theory
Esaki and Tsu.3 This result is also independent confirmatio
of miniband transport at fields on the order of (122)3105

V/cm in these polytypes, which corroborates with the pictu
set forth by us previously in Refs. 6–8.

The anomalously low value of drift velocity in polytyp
21R-SiC indicates that the drift mechanism is changed by
large change in parameters of the miniband spectrum. In
ticular, as we noted in Refs. 6 and 7, the narrowing of
miniband causes the condition for strong localization to
satisfied in weaker fields, followed by suppression of mi
band transport and the likelihood of a transition to a mec
nism of tunneling hopping between individual unit cells
the natural superlattice.
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Multiple Andreev reflection in hybrid AlGaAs/GaAs structures with superconducting
NbN contacts

A. A. Verevkin, N. G. Ptitsina, K. V. Smirnov, B. M. Voronov, G. N. Gol’tsman,
and E. M. Gershenson

Moscow State Pedagogical University, 119435 Moscow, Russia

K. S. Yngvesson

University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 01003, USA
~Submitted October 12, 1998; accepted for publication October 15, 1998!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.33, 590–593~May 1999!

The conductivity of hybrid microstructures with superconducting contacts made of niobium
nitride to a semiconductor with a two-dimensional electron gas in a AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructure
has been investigated. Distinctive features of the behavior of the conductivity indicate the
presence of multiple Andreev reflection at scattering centers in the normal region near the
superconductor-semiconductor boundary. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~99!01405-2#
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1. An interest in investigating electron transport in sem
conductors with high-mobility two-dimensional electron g
~2DEG! confined between two superconducting~S! contacts
~i.e., an S-2DEG-S structure! has recently increased mark
edly. The interest is driven by a desire to understand
many mesoscopic phenomena observed in these struc
and by the possibility of applications.1

The main problem that arises in making these structu
is the need for a transparent boundary between the supe
ductor ~S! and the semiconductor~Smc! with a 2DEG. This
problem is solved by choosing suitable superconducting
semiconducting materials such that the Schottky barrier
junction between them is low. In the overwhelming major
of papers of this kind, the authors investigate the proper
of structures in which the high-mobility 2DEG is formed in
symmetric quantum well~using InAs and InGaAs as th
2DEG channel! between Nb contacts~see, e.g., Ref. 2!. In
this case the superconductor is deposited on a mesa stru
after removing the topmost layer~one of the three that mak
up the quantum well! while preserving the lower donor laye
This approach makes it possible to avoid problems w
depletion of the edge regions of the semiconductor m
structure.

However, the most attractive semiconductor material
creating such a system is the AlGaAs/GaAs heterojunct
at whose boundary a 2DEG can be obtained with the hig
mobility known to date@up to m.107 cm2/~V•s! at liquid-
helium temperatures#, which makes it possible to realize ba
listic transport in these structures over distancesL. 10 mm
or, alternatively, to record the distinctive features of this ty
of transport more definitively over smaller distances. Ma
et al.3 were the first to observe a supercurrent in these st
tures with contacts made of fused-on superconducting
dium. In their papers, these authors discuss in detail the
sibility of creating high-transparency boundaries between
superconductor and the semiconductor with a 2DEG in
AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructure by introducing artificial diso
5511063-7826/99/33(5)/4/$15.00
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der in the form of a thin~a few nm! layer of normal metal,
e.g., titanium.4 Studies of such structures with contacts ma
of fused-on superconducting Sn-Pd alloy,5 however, revealed
the presence of a series resistance that greatly exceed
computed resistance of the 2DEG channel. In papers
other authors the possibility was demonstrated of obtainin
high-transparency barrier between bulk GaAs with ad-doped
layer and aluminum,6 bulk GaAs and tin,7 and also niobium.8

We note that the superconductors ordinarily used as cont
have low critical temperatures. Therefore, the majority
experimental studies were carried out in the tempera
rangeT< 3 K.

2. We have made S-2DEG-S structures and studied th
experimentally. The S-2DEG-S structures are based on
isolated GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure and NbN as the
perconductor, which normally is strongly disordered in film
and which possesses a high superconducting transition
perature (Tc5 15.8 K in bulk samples!. The increased trans
parency of the S/Smc barrier in this case makes it poss
for values of the Fermi velocity in NbN (;2.53105 m/s! to
be close to their typical value in the 2DEG. Such a struct
with high values ofTc is clearly of interest from an applica
tions point of view; it is one of several promising types
superconducting transistor that could be used as a basi
making mixers and detectors in the teraherz region. The
liminary results of this experimental study were presen
elswhere.9

3. The structures we fabricated had the topology sho
in the inset in Fig. 1. A mesa structure with nearly vertic
walls, whose height was 200 nm and width 2mm, was fab-
ricated by photolithography on a substrate with a hete
structure formed by a doped layer of AlGaAs with conce
tration.1018cm23, a spacer layer of AlGaAs with thicknes
12 nm, and a layer of pure GaAs~the heterostructures wer
grown by deposition from the gas phase!. The depth at which
the 2DEG was located was about 110 nm from the surfa
We determined the parameters of the 2DEG@concentration
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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ns51.531011cm22, mobility m51.83105cm2/~V•s! at 4.2
K# from the period of the Shubnikov-de Haas oscillatio
and from Hall measurements in the dark, using samp
made from the same substrate as the structures which
investigated, but with ohmic contacts. The NbN conta
were made in the form of long ‘‘banks’’—strips of width 1
mm and length 100mm each, which overlapped the me
structure up to a distance of about 0.5mm from the center,
leaving a gap between the strips of width 1mm. Thus, the
NbN strips form symmetric end contacts with the mesa str
ture of widthw510mm, with a distance between contacts
L52mm.

Magnetron reactive sputtering in a mixture of nitrog
and argon was used to deposit 10-nm-thick NbN contacts
a substrate heated to 200 °C after chemical removal of
surface oxide layer.~Note that the NbN films have a hig
and stable critical temperature of about 9 K even at thick-
nesses of 3.5 nm; see Ref. 10.! The superconducting struc
ture was fabricated by lithography and ion etching with lo
energy Ar ions to a depth of 15 nm, so that only a sm
fraction ~no more than 5 nm! of the GaAs surface cappin
layer was left on the upper portion of the bridge of the me
structure, in addition to the film of superconductor. The
sistance of the NbN contacts in the normal state atT5 15 K
is roughly 8 kV. They exhibit a superconducting transition
T'11 K ~with a transition width of about 0.5 K!. As the
temperature is further lowered, the resistance of the struc
drops to a valueRmin535V at 4.2 K, which is close to the
calculated resistance of the 2DEG channel~45 V!. This in-
dicates that the current through the two-dimensional la
flows in the diffusive regime, corresponding to the conditi
L> l 51.6mm ~wherel is the mean-free path!.

4. The temperature dependence of the resistance o
structure for a current of 0.1mA in the temperature rang
4.2–15 K ~Fig. 1! shows that after the NbN strips becom
superconducting the resistance of the structure rem
nearly constant in the temperature range from 9 to 11
~.180V!, while below 8.7 K it follows a dependence of th
form R;exp(2D/kBT), whereD' 1.6 meV ~herekB is the
Boltzmann constant!. If we use the standard relation 2D(0)

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the resistance of the structure
current of 0.1mA. The inset shows the AlGaAs/GaAs structure with sup
conducting contacts made of NbN.
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54.1kBTc for NbN, then this value ofD exactly corresponds
to a temperatureTc15 8.7 K, i.e., the temperature at whic
the resistance starts to become temperature-dependent.
temperature rangeT, 8.7 K the I–V characteristics indicat
the presence of an excess current~Fig. 2!, whose value in-
creases with decreasingT, while the voltage dependence o
the differential resistanceRd(U)5dU/dI(U) exhibits a
number of characteristic features~Fig. 3!. In these latter
curves we observe a deep minimum atU50, whose depth
decreases with increasing temperature. AsU increases, plots
of these same functionsRd(U) clearly exhibit a knee at
U'2D/e. 3.5 mV ~the position of this knee, denoted i
Fig. 3 by the pointA, changes slightly asT varies, while the
knee itself is smoothed out asT increases!. At significantly
higher voltages~on the order of 14 mV atT5 4.2 K! a
second clearly defined feature is observed: a maxim
~point B in Fig. 3!, whose position almost exactly follows th
relationUmax;(Tc12T)1/2. The I—V characteristics with fea
tures that exhibit similar behavior have been reported in
pers in which the structures under study had fused-in su
conducting contacts to bulk GaAs~Ref. 6! and to the 2DEG
channel of a AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructure with conta
made of In~Ref. 4!, and also in studies of other materials

5. These features of the conductivity were viewed
Refs. 3–6 as signs of multiple Andreev reflection at t
2DEG boundary with the superconductor. At low tempe
tures and low voltages the energy of electrons in the se
conductor between the contacts is lower than the super
ducting gap«,D in NbN ~the value of« is measured from
the Fermi level!. An electron drifting towards the boundar
from the semiconductor side with such an energy create
hole that moves coherently in the opposite direction, wh
gives rise to motion of a pair in the superconductor~Andreev
reflection; see Ref. 11!. Reflection at scattering centers ne
the boundary can greatly increase the probability of a sub
quent Andreev reflection compared with the case of a sin
reflection of a quasiparticle from the boundary, thereby
creasing the transparency of the barrier at the S–2D
boundary. At high temperatures and large biases, the cur
through the boundary becomes a quasiparticle current,
the resistance of the boundary is determined by normal
flection, whose probability depends on the barrier height

t a
FIG. 2. The I–V characteristics of a S-2DEG-S structure at different te
peratures.
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FIG. 3. Dependence of the differential resistance of the structure on voltageRd(U)5dU/dI(U).
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The transition from conductivity determined by multip
Andreev reflections at scattering centers to normal cond
tivity should be observed at voltages of aboutU.D/e at
each of the contacts. For NbN withTc511 K we haveD~0!
'1.9 meV, and the valueUA52D/e coincides with the
value of the voltage at which we observe a sharp chang
the functionRd(U) ~the pointA in Fig. 3!. The value of the
voltageUA , which corresponds to this feature, as we ha
already noted, is virtually independent of temperature. At
same time, the value ofD clearly decreases as we approa
the critical temperature. An analogous situation was d
cussed in Ref. 4, where the mutual influence of the two
fects was considered: as the temperature is raised, thes
fects lead to voltage changes which are opposite in sign
which correspond to the features mentioned above; spe
cally ~a! the effect of decreasingD, and ~b! the effect of
thermal broadening of the distribution function. It should n
be ruled out that the distribution function in the normal r
gion could be a nonequilibrium function.1

The position of the maximum in the differential resi
tance denoted by the pointB depends on temperature accor
ing to the lawUB'(Tc12T)1/2, whereTc15 8.7 K to an
accuracy of 0.1 K corresponds to the point at which
resistance begins to decrease and becomes temperatu
pendent~Fig. 1! and to the value ofTc1 obtained from the
exponent of the temperature dependence of the resist
below 8.7 K~Fig. 1!. This peak in the differential resistanc
is explained in Ref. 6 by heating of the electrons by t
current in the normal region and a corresponding th
mal disruption of the superconductivity near the S–S
boundary.

As control devices we made structures analogous in t
topology on substrates with bulk~in the form of epitaxial
c-
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films with thickness 150 nm! surface layers of degenera
GaAs ~with a concentration of about 331018cm23). The
resistance of these structures below the superconduc
transition temperature was considerably higher than ca
lated ~by roughly an order of magnitude!, which indicates a
high resistance in the contact regions, but the primary f
tures of the conductivity that indicate a structure with
2DEG channel were preserved@the overall character of the
function R(T), the presence of a minimum in the functio
Rd(U) at U50, the characteristic temperature depende
of the position of the voltage, corresponding to a maximu
in the differential resistanceUB(T);(Tc12T)1/2#. Similar
results were also observed in Ref. 6 in studies of the cond
tivity of an Al contact with an epitaxial film of GaAs and th
same contact with a surfaced-doped layer in GaAs—in the
second case the resistance was considerably higher tha
calculated resistance of the conducting layer. It is poss
that this result is connected with depletion of the edge
gions of the mesa structure which arises due to the sur
defects.

In summary, we have investigated a new S-2DEG-S s
tem based on a two-dimensional electron gas in an AlGa
GaAs heterostructure with contacts made of superconduc
NbN. The distinctive features of the conductivity we o
served point to the important role of multiple Andreev refle
tion at the scattering centers12 in determining the transpar
ency of the superconductor-semiconductor barrier
temperatures below the critical temperature in the superc
ducting ‘‘banks.’’

This work was carried out with the support of grants N
96-02-18614 from the Russian Fund for Fundamental
search, NATO HTECH.LG- 960606, the program ‘‘Physi
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Nanorelief of an oxidized cleaved surface of a grid of alternating Ga 0.7Al0.3As and GaAs
heterolayers

A. V. Ankudinov, V. P. Evtikhiev, V. E. Tokranov, V. P. Ulin,
and A. N. Titkov

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted October 29, 1998; accepted for publication November 5, 1998!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.33, 594–597~May 1999!

The morphology of an oxidized cleaved surface of a grid of alternating GaAs and Ga0.7Al0.3As
layers was investigated by atomic-force microscopy. It was found that the surface of the
native oxide film on a cleaved surface possesses a quasistationary nanorelief that reflects the
composition of the layers of the heterostructure. The oxide regions above the GaAlAs
layers are 0.5 nm higher than the regions above the GaAs layers. Etching off the oxide film
shows that a nanorelief, which is inverted with respect to the relief of the oxide surface, also forms
on the bared cleaved surface. The appearance of nanoreliefs on the surface and at the
bottom boundary of the native oxide film is explained by the different oxidation depths of GaAs
and Ga0.7Al0.3As and by an oxidation-induced increase in the volume. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!01505-7#
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In view of the advances in semiconductor nanoelectr
ics it is of great interest to produce various artificial nan
structures on semiconductor crystal surfaces. In the pre
paper we call attention to an interesting possibility of obta
ing a regular quasistationary nanorelief on cleaved surfa
of semiconductor heterostructures by oxidizing the str
tures. It is well known that native-oxide layers on the s
faces of different semiconductors have different thickness1

A surface relief can therefore be expected to appear in
oxide film on a cleaved surface of a heterostructure, since
height of the oxide is different above different layers of t
structure. Moreover, when the oxide film is removed, t
bared cleaved surfaces of heterostructures also possess
face relief, which is determined by the composition of t
layers, if the oxidation depths of the materials are differe
The characteristic heights of the relief on a cleaved surf
of a heterostructure can be assumed to be the thickness o
native oxide on the semiconductor surface, which can
estimated to be on the order of several nanometers.2,3

We investigated the morphology of cleaved surfaces o
grid of alternating GaAs(250 nm!/Ga0.7Al0.3As ~250 nm! het-
erolayers, oxidized under room conditions, and after remo
of the oxide and chemical passivation of the bared surface
nitridization in a water solution of N2H41Na2S ~Ref. 4!.
Nitridization using solutions of hydrazine made it possible
protect the cleaved surface from new oxidation by coatin
with a monolayer nitride film coherently bound to the sem
conductor lattice.

The surface structure was studied by atomic-force
croscopy ~AFM! using the R4-SZM apparatus~scanning
probe microscope built by the Russian company NT-MD
located in Zelenograd!. The AFM images of the surface
were obtained in the room atmosphere in the contact reg
with 10 to 40-nN forces on the surface being studied. Tri
gular Si and Si3N4 microcantilevers with pyramidal tips
5551063-7826/99/33(5)/4/$15.00
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whose radius of curvature was less than 40 nm, were u
The optical system, constructed in the laboratory, for po
tioning the tip of the atomic-force microscope was used
position the tips of the microcantilevers in the region, loca
at the edge of the cleaved surface, where the heterostruc
layers emerged at the cleaved surface.

The heterostructure was grown on ann-GaAs~001! sub-
strate by molecular-beam epitaxy and consisted of a 50-
thick n-Ga0.7Al0.3As layer, a 300-nm-thickn-GaAs buffer
layer, and 10 alternatingn-Ga0.7Al0.3As ~250 nm!/n-
GaAs~250 nm! layers covered with a 250-nm-thickn-GaAs
layer; i.e., the final GaAs layer was 500 nm thick. The do
ing level of the silicon layers was several 1017 cm23. The
experimental cleaved surfaces were obtained in the stand
humid, room atmosphere by cleaving a sample, thinned
100– 150mm, by pressing a Pobedit knife in the^110& di-
rection on the backside of the substrate. Nitridization of
cleavage surfaces was performed by the procedure desc
in Ref. 4.

Figure 1a shows an AFM image of an oxidized cleav
surface of a heterostructure. The image clearly shows
presence of nanorelief. Periodic alternation of light and d
stripes is clearly seen in the image. This indicates that
height of the surface relief changes at the transition from
layer to another. The disruption of periodicity at the center
the image is caused by a 2-nm-high monatomic step, form
on the surface during cleaving. The light stripes, i.e.,
higher stripes, in the image are thin~50 nm! stripes above the
starting GaAlAs layer and all subsequent regions above
GaAlAs layers, while the regions above the GaAs layers
pear dark and are lower. The AFM-image profile presen
in Fig. 1b shows that the oxidized cleaved surface above
GaAlAs layers is on average 0.5 nm higher than above
GaAs layers. The same value is also obtained with a m
accurate determination from a statistical analysis of
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. a — AFM image of an oxidized cleaved surface of the heterostructuren-Ga0.7Al0.3As/n-GaAs; the arrows mark the starting GaAlAs layer~1! and
GaAs~2! and GaAlAs~3! grid layers. b — Profile of an AFM image along thex coordinate along the dashed line in panel a. c — Statistical distribution of
the height of the relief on the framed section of the surface in panel a; the dotted lines show the Gaussian contours and the solid line show
approximation; the distance between the centers of the two peaks is 0.46 nm.

FIG. 2. a — AFM image of a cleaved surface, nitridized in a N2H41Na2S solution, of the heterostructuren-Ga0.7Al0.3As/n-GaAs; the arrows mark the
starting GaAlAs layer~1! and GaAs~2! and GaAlAs~3! grid layers. b — Profile of the AFM image along thex coordinate along the dashed line in panela.
c — Statistical distribution of the height of the relief on the framed section in panel a; the dotted line shows Gaussian contours and the solid line
total approximation; the distance between the centers of the two peaks is 0.62 nm.
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FIG. 3. AFM image of a section of an oxi-
dized cleaved surface of a heterostructu
Local removal of the oxide film occurred in
this cleaved surface as a result of repeat
scanning. Bottom panels — profiles of th
AFM image along the lines A–A and B–B
passing through a cavity in the oxide. Th
thickness of the oxide film on GaAs (h0)
and GaAlAs (h1) can be estimated from the
depth of the dips.
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height (h), distribution in Fig. 1c, over the cleaved surfac
This value of the difference in the heights of the oxide abo
the GaAlAs and GaAs layers, which was obtained in the fi
scan of the surface, did not change subsequently when
sample was studied several weeks and even months l
Apparently, the formation of oxide on a cleaved surface
essentially completed in less than 1 h, the time required
set the sample in the AFM and to perform the first scan
the surface. The formation time of a continuous oxide fi
under room conditions was estimated in Ref. 2 to be 20 m
which agrees with our data.

Figure 2a shows an AFM image of a cleaved surfa
which has undergone nitridization. Inversion of the surfa
relief of the cleaved surface after nitridization is clearly o
served. Now the thin stripe of the starting GaAlAs layer a
all subsequent GaAlAs layers appear darker and there
they are lower. The profile of the AFM image and statistic
analysis of the height distributions shown in Fig. 2b and
respectively, yield additional information about the invert
.
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relief. After the cleaved surface has undergone nitridizati
the GaAlAs layers lie 0.6 nm below the GaAs layers.
small increase in the surface roughness is also evident; th
indicated by the larger half-width of the peaks of the heig
distribution in Fig. 2c as compared with Fig. 1c. We no
that the sign and even the magnitude of the height differ
tial in the AFM image of a nitridized cleaved surface r
mained unchanged a period of at least 1.5 months when
cleaved surface was exposed to the room atmosphere.
fact that the relief of the oxidized surface did not retu
evidently shows that surfaces treated in this manner
highly resistant to repeated oxidation.

Comparing the data in Figs. 1 and 2 shows that the ox
layer on the cleaved surface of the periodic GaAlAs/Ga
heterostructures is fluted, the height of the oxide layer ab
the GaAlAs layers is larger, and the oxide layer penetra
more deeply into these layers than into the GaAs layers. T
was independently confirmed by experiments on multi
AFM scanning of an oxidized cleaved surface. Local
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moval of the oxide film by the mechanical action of th
probe of the atomic-force microscope was observed. Figu
shows the AFM image of an oxidized cleaved surface o
heterostructure with individual oxide sections which h
been chipped off. The image profiles for the chipped
sections of the oxide above the GaAs and GaAlAs layers
presented beneath the figure. They give an idea of
characteristic depths of such sections,h0'1.0 nm andh1

'2.2 nm, respectively. Comparingh0 and h1 suggests tha
the oxidation of GaAlAs layers is indeed deeper than tha
GaAs layers and comes close to the depth of the relief ari
on the cleaved surface of the heterostructure after nitrid
tion.

Figure 4 shows schematically the fluting of the nativ
oxide film on the cleaved surface of the heterostructure.
relief observed in Fig. 2a is shown in Fig. 4 as the bott
boundary of the oxide. This is explained by the higher rate
oxidation and greater thickness of the oxide for GaAlAs th

FIG. 4. Schematic representation of a native-oxide film on the cleaved
face of the experimental structure. The dashed lines show the imaginary
of the initial unoxidized cleaved surface,h0 is the height of the oxide on
GaAs, andh1 is the height of the oxide on GaAlAs.
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for GaAs.1 The formation of a reverse relief on the top su
face of the oxide is due to the relative increase in the volu
of the oxdized layers, which leads to stretching of the lay
in the direction of the free surface. The deeper oxidation
the GaAlAs layers will obviously also cause the cleaved s
face to arch more above these layers.

In summary, the atomic-force microscopy method with
vertical resolution of 1 Å allowed us to obtain the first qua
titative characterization of the modulation of the thickness
a native-oxide film on the cleaved surface of alternat
GaAs and Ga0.7Al0.3As layers. The thicknesses of the film
arising on a~110! cleaved surface of GaAs and Ga0.7Al0.3As
layers under room conditions were estimated to be 1 an
nm, respectively. The desired stable nanorelief, which
also be inverted by removing the oxide, can be obtained
the cleaved surface of the heterostructure after oxidation
varying the alternation of the layers in the structure.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fu
damental Research~Grants 96-02-17952 and 97-02-1829!
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Spectrum and electron-phonon interaction in a medium with a cylindrical quantum wire
N. V. Tkach and V. P. Zharko 

Yu. Fed’kovich Chernovtsy State University, 274012 Chernovtsy, Ukraine
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The effect of multiphonon processes on the electronic~hole! spectrum in ab-HgS/CdS
nanoheterostructure~cylindrical quantum wire in a bulk medium! is studied in the dielectric-
continuum model. The electron–phonon interaction Hamiltonian is obtained for a potential well of
finite depth. The shift of the electron~hole! energy level as a result of the interaction with
optical longitudinal~confined! and interface phonons is determined. The dependence of the band
gap of the nanosystemb-HgS/CdS on the radius of the quantum wire is found. It is
established that interface phonons play the dominant role in the renormalization of the electronic
~hole! spectrum in a quantum wire with small transverse dimensions. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!01605-1#
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The theory of the phonon spectrum of spatially confin
heterosystems@flat quantum wells ~QWs!, quasi-one-
dimensional quantum wires~QWs!, and quantum dots# has
been under development now for a long time. There e
microscopic,1 semimicroscopic,2 and macroscopic
hydrodynamic-continuum models3 and a dielectric-
continuum~DC! model,4 which to a greater or lesser exte
determine the spectrum of confined volume~L! and interface
~I! phonons in ionic semiconductor nanoheterostructures

The theory of the electronic~hole! spectrum is well de-
veloped for such systems in the effective-mass approxi
tion, which works fairly well even when the linear dimen
sions of the nanosystems are only several lattice consta5

The theory of the electron–phonon interaction is now un
intensive development, since there are various unso
questions that require an adequate understanding and
scription of physical processes in nanoheterosystems.

One problem is that if any of the microscopic or semi
icroscopic models are used to investigate the electr
phonon interaction, then the interaction Hamiltonian b
comes so complicated that without additional simplificatio
which are difficult to control, the problem of renormalizin
the electronic spectrum, for all practical purposes, canno
solved. For this reason, the basic model for investigat
problems of this kind is the DC model, which, despite
comparative simplicity, gives a phonon spectrum that is
sentially identical to that of the semimicroscopic Huang–Z
model.2 The DC model has the advantage that it contains
free parameters, only the known values of the phonon e
gies and dielectric constants of the corresponding bulk c
tals.

The theory of the renormalization of the electronic sp
trum by phonons in a cylindrical QW was developed in Re
1 and 5. However, it was based on an extremely ideali
model, which presumed that the QW is an infinitely de
potential well. This strongly decreases a priori the real r
5591063-7826/99/33(5)/5/$15.00
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of the interaction of an electron withI phonons, since the
I-phonon field has a maximum potential at precisely the
cation ~at the interface! where the electronic wave functio
strictly vanishes because of the assumed infinite well de

Therefore the goal of the present work is to calculate
renormalization of the ground state of an electron~hole! in a
b-HgS/CdS cylindrical nanoheterosystem as a result of
interaction of the electron~hole! with L andI phonons in the
presence of a finite jump of the potential at the interfa
Since the interaction of the electron withI phonons in such a
nanosystem was found to be quite strong, it was necessa
take into account effectively virtual multiphonon process
by the Green’s function method.

1. SPECTRUM AND EFFECTIVE MASS OF AN ELECTRON
IN A b-HgS/CdS CYLINDRICAL QUANTUM WELL
DISREGARDING THE INTERACTION WITH PHONONS

Let us consider ab-HgS/CdS cylindrical QW~Fig. 1a!.
An electron with chargee and radius vectorr is character-
ized by an effective massm, which is different in different
media:

m~r!5H m0 , 0<r,R ~medium ‘‘0’’, HgS !,

m1 , R,r,` ~medium ‘‘1’’, CdS !.
~1!

The electron moves in the field of a potential which as
function of r has the form~see Fig. 1b!

U~r!5H 2U0 , 0<r<R,

2U1 , R,r,`,
~2!

whereR is the radius of the wire, andU0 and U1 are the
potential energies of the electron in the corresponding me
relative to the vacuum. To determine the bound states
most convenient to choose the energy reference point r
tive to the potential in medium 1~CdS!. Then
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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V~r!5H 2V0 , 0<r,R, V05U02U1 ,

0, R,r,`.
~3!

The electron Hamiltonian in the nanoheterosystem~ig-
noring the interaction with phonons! in a cylindrical coordi-
nate system is

H~r,w,z!52
\2

2r F ]

]r S r

m~r!

]

]r D1
1

r

]2

]w2G
2

\2

2m~r!

]2

]z2
1V~r!. ~4!

The solution of the steady-state Schro¨dinger equation

@H~r,w,z!2Enmk#cnmk~r,w,z!50 ~5!

is

Enmk5Enm1\2k2/~2mnm!, ~6!

where the energy levelsEnm of the quantized motion of an
electron are determined by the roots of the equation

FIG. 1. Model of a cylindrical quantum wireb-HgS/CdS. The numbers 0
and 1 denote the media HgS and CdS with the potentialsU0 and U1, re-
spectively.
x0

m0

Jumu11~x0R!2Jumu21~x0R!

Jumu~x0R!

5
x1

m1

Kumu11~x1R!2Kumu21~x1R!

Kumu~x1R!
, ~7!

and the correlated electron effective mass

mnm5m̄/~11I nmm̄!, m̄5~m01m1!/2, ~8!

as a characteristic of this quasiparticle in the nanohetero
tem, depends on the quantum statesunm& in terms of the
quantity

I nm5R22H uAumuu2 E
0

R

@m21~r!2m̄21#uJumu~x0r!u2rdr

1uBumuu2E
R

`

@m21~r!2m̄21#uKumu~x1r!u2rdrJ .

~9!

The electron wave functions are

cnmk5
exp@ i ~mw1kz!#

RA2pL
AumuH Jumu~x0r!, r<R,

BumuKumu~x1r!, r>R,
~10!

where

Aumu
2 52/$Jumu

2 ~x0R!2Jumu21~x0R!Jumu11~x0R!

1Bumu
2 @Kumu21~x1R!Kumu11~x1R!2Kumu

2 ~x1R!#%,

~11!

Bumu5Jumu~x0R!/Kumu~x1R!, x05A2m0~V02uEu!/\,

x15A2m1uEu/\, ~12!

E is the electron energy,n51,2,3, . . . is the radial quantum
number,m5 . . . , 22,21,0,1,2, . . . is the magnetic quan
tum number,k is the axial component of the wave vecto
Jumu are Bessel functions, and Kumu are modified Bessel func
tions.

Thus the electron motion is quantized in a direction p
pendicular to the axis of the QW, and in the longitudin
direction the electron undergoes an infinite motion with
fective massmnm .

2. RENORMALIZATION OF THE GROUND STATE ENERGY
OF AN ELECTRON BY L AND I PHONONS IN A
b-HgS/CdS NANOHETEROSYSTEM

The electron–phonon system in a quantum wire~QW!
with a finite potential jump at the interface in the dielectri
continuum~DC! model is described by the Hamiltonian

H5He1Hph1H int , ~13!

where

He5(
nmk

Enmkânmk
1 ânmk ~14!
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is the Hamiltonian of the electronic subsystem, obtained
rewritting the Hamiltonian~4! in the second-quantized rep
resentation following the general theory,6 and

Hph5 (
lmq

Vlmq~ b̂lmq
1 b̂lmq11/2! ~15!

is the Hamiltonian of polarized phonons in the dielectr
continuum model.1,5 The index l56 for I phonons and
L5L for L phonons. The Hamiltonian of the electron
phonon interaction in the second-quantized representa
with respect to the variables of both subsystems

H int5 (
n1m1
n2m2

(
nm
klq

Fn1m1

n2m2~l,n,m,q!ân2m2 ,k1q
1 ân1m1k

3~ b̂lmq1b̂l,2m,2q
1 ! ~16!

was found by transforming the corresponding Hamilton
from Ref. 5 to the basis consisting of the wave functio
~10!. Since the coupling functionsFn1m1

n2m2(l,n,m,q) are very

complicated analytic expressions, we shall not present th
here in general form. In what follows we shall be interes
in the renormalization of the ground state of an electron i
heterosystem with a small QW. In such a system the bot
energy band is located far from the other bands, so that
shall ignore the interband interaction via phonons and t
into account only the coupling function of the ground-sta
band with phonons. Then

FL0
~n,q!52

e

R2A 2VL~«0`
212«0s

21!

LR2~q21xn0
2 /R2!

A0
2J1

21~xn0!

3E
0

R

rJ0
2~x0r!J0~xn0r/R!dr ~17!

is the coupling function of an electron with confinedL0

phonons of the QW. The electron does not interact with
confinedL1 medium–barrier phonons (FL1

[0), and the in-
teraction of the electron with the two branches of theI
phonons corresponds to the functions

F6~q!52
e

R2
A2pV6~q!

yqR
A0

2

35 a16~q!E
0

R

rJ0
2~x0r!J0~qr!dr, r,R,

a26~q!
I 0~qR!

K0~qR!
B0

2 E
0

R

rK0
2~x1r!K0~qr!dr, r.R,

~18!

where

yq52pLq I0~x!$@ I0~x!#8

2I0~x!K0
21~x!@K0~x!#8% ~x5qR!, ~19!
y

-

on

n
s

m
d
a
m
e
e

e

a j 6~q!5
VL j

V6~q!

3
A« j `

212« js
21@« jsV6

2 ~q!2« j `VL j

2 #

VL j

2 ~« js2« j `!
~ j 50,1!.

~20!

Here, according to Ref. 5,VL0,1
are the energies of the con

fined L phonons of media 0 and 1, respectively; andV6(q)
are the energies of the interfacialI phonons. These energie
are determined by the dispersion relation

K0~x!@ I0~x!#8«0`

V22VL0

2

V22VT0

2

5I0~x!@K0~x!#8«1`

V22VL1

2

V22VT1

2 ~x5qR!, ~21!

where I0 and K0 are zeroth-order modified Bessel function
We shall now investigate the renormalization of t

ground state of an electron~hole! by the interaction with
phonons. In the one-band approximation atT50 K the rer-
normalized electron energy is determined by the pole of
Fourier transform of the Green’s function (\51)7

G~k,v!51/@v2E~k!2M ~k,v!#, ~22!

whereM is the total mass operator~MO!. Since in our prob-
lem the electron–I phonon coupling is strong, and since th

FIG. 2. Total De and partialDl shifts of the ground state energy of a
electron versus the radius of the quantum wire. The lines1, 2, 3, and 4
correspond toD2 , DL , D1 , andDe .
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coupling functions with phonons of all branches have sh
maxima, the MO can be represented in the form of an infin
integral continued fraction8

M ~v!5(
l1

E
0

1 uFl1
~Q1!u2dQ1

v2E~Q1!2Vl1
~Q1!2 . . .

22(
l2

E
0

1 uFl2
~Q2!u2dQ2

v2E~Q11Q2!2Vl1
~Q1!2Vl2

~Q2!2 . . .

2n(
ln

E
0

1 uFln
~Qn!u2dQn

v2E~( j 51
n Qj!2( j 51

n Vl j
~Qj !2 . . .

. ~23!

Here

Qj5
a0

p
qj .

The phonon-renormalized positionẼ of the electron-
band bottom (k50) is found as the root of the dispersio
relation

v2E2Mn~v!50, ~24!

where Mn(v) is the n-phonon approximation of the MO
~23!.

We calculated the position of the conduction~valence!
band bottom~top! for an electron~hole! without interaction
with phononsEe(Eh) and with interaction with all phonon
Ẽe(Ẽh) for the heterosystemb-HgS/CdS. The following
published parameters characterizing the bulk analogs
nanocrystals of the heterostructure were used:

FIG. 3. Probability density distribution for an electron to be located in
quantum wire. Sizes of the quantum wires,R/a0: 1 — 5; 2 — 10; 3 — 20.
p
e

of

VL0
527.8 meV, «0`511.4, «0s518.2,

VL1
557.2 meV, «1`55.5, «1s59.1,

U055.0 eV, Eg050.5 eV, a050.585 nm,

U153.8 eV, Eg152.5 eV, a150.582 nm.

Herea0 ,Eg0 anda1 , Eg1 are the lattice constants and ban
gaps in HgS and CdS, respectively.

Figure 2 shows as an example the computational re
for the shift De5Ẽe2Ee of the ground state of an electro
and its partial componentsD1 , D2 , andDL as a function of
the radius of the QW. It is evident from the figure that t
shift De is formed mainly byI 1 phonons, while the contri-
butions of the confined~L! and I 2 phonons are very small
As the radius of the QW decreases, the partial contribution
the L0 phonons changes very little and that of theI 1

phonons increases sharply. The role ofI 1 multiphonon pro-
cesses increases substantially. The latter circumstance ca
understood from physical considerations. Indeed, as the
dius of the QW decreases, an electron penetrates increas
more fromb-HgS intob-CdS because of the finite height o
the potential barrier, so that the probability of the electr
being located at the interface of the media increases~Fig. 3!.
This increases the coupling between the electron and
field of the I 1 phonons, and hence the role of multiphon
processes in the shift of the electron level increases.

In a similar manner we calculated the shift of the ho
ground state,

Dh5Ẽh2Eh .

FIG. 4. Band gap in the systemb-HgS/CdS versus the radius of the qua
tum wire. The calculation was performed1 — disregarding (Eg) and2 —

taking into account (Ẽg) the interaction with phonons.
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As a result, we found the dependence of the band gap o
nanoheterosystemb-HgS/CdS on the radius of the QW with
out allowance for the interaction of the electron and h
with phonons:

Eg5Eg01V0e1V0h1E0e1E0h

and allowing for this interaction:

Ẽg5Eg1De1Dh .

The computed curves are presented in Fig. 4. We thus
that the interaction with phonons does not qualitativ
change the fact that the band gap increases with decrea
radius of the QW. However, because of the strong interac
of the electron and hole withI 1 phonons,Ẽg is substantially
different from Eg ~from tens of meV forR.25a0 to hun-
dreds of meV forR.5a0). This should have a strong effec
in comparing this calculation with experimental data.
he

e

ee

ing
n

In summary, the main result of this study is that the fin
potential jump at the boundary of a quantum wire results i
strong interaction of an electron and hole withI 1 phonons.
The effect is to decrease substantially the band gap i
b-HgS quantum wire in the mediumb-CdS.

1X. F. Wang and X. L. Lei, Phys. Status Solidi B175, 433 ~1993!.
2K. Huang and B. Zhu, Phys. Rev. B38, 13377~1988!.
3B. F. Zhu, Phys. Rev. B46, 13619~1992!.
4R. Fachs and K. L. Kliwer, Phys. Rev. A140, 2076~1965!.
5X. F. Wang and X. L. Lei, Phys. Rev. B49, 4780~1994!.
6A. S. Davydov,The Theory of Solids~Nauka, Moscow, 1976!.
7A. A. Abrikosov, L. P. Gor’kov, and I. E. Dzyaloshinski�, Methods of
Quantum Field Theory in Statistical Physics@Prentice-Hall, Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey, 1963; Fizmatgiz, Moscow, 1962#.

8N. V. Tkach, Teor. Mat. Fiz.61, 400 ~1984!.
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The electron and hole spectra in a superlattice of cylindrical quantum wires are calculated by the
augmented-plane-wave method. The energy component due to the motion of quasiparticles
in a direction perpendicular to the long axis of a wire consists of an alternation of bands with
positive and negative effective mass. The potential of the quantum-wire superlattice lifts
the degeneracy with respect to the magnetic quantum number away from theG point of the
Brillouin zone. The energies of the main bands are investigated as functions of the radius
of the quantum wires and the distance between wires for planar motion of quasiparticles. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!01705-6#
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Semiconductor heterostructures have been applied
cessfully in the last few years in opto- and microelectroni
Modern technology makes it possible to produce semic
ductor heterostructures with quantum wells, quantum wi
and quantum dots. To predict device characteristics an
create new devices it is necessary to develop a microsc
approach to the analysis of the energy spectra of charge
riers in these heterostructures.

An interesting object of investigation is a heterostructu
which consists of quantum wires~QWs! of one material in-
side a different material which form a superlattice in a pla
perpendicular to the long axis of a QW. If the lengthL of a
QW is much greater than the quasiparticle mean-free pat
can be assumed that the QW is infinitely long. The radius
the QW and the distance between the nearest neighbors
then be assumed to be much smaller thanL. The spatial
variation of the dimensions and arrangement of the QW
understood to change the electronic, hole, and excito
spectra in such a superlattice.

Our objective in the present paper is to investigate th
retically the electron and hole spectra and wave functions
a superlattice of cylindrical quantum wires~SCQW!.

1. ELECTRON „HOLE… SPECTRUM IN A SUPERLATTICE OF
CYLINDRICAL QUANTUM WIRES

We shall investigate a system consisting of cylindric
QWs ~material 1! arranged periodically in a medium~mate-
rial 2!. The planar cross section of the system is shown
Fig. 1. We assume for definiteness that the potential ene
and effective mass of an electron in the cylindrical coor
nate system withz axis oriented along the long axis of one
the QWs are different in the different media.

To find the electronic spectrum and the wave function
is necessary to solve the Schro¨dinger equation with the
Hamiltonian, written in the cylindrical coordinate system,
5641063-7826/99/33(5)/5/$15.00
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Ĥ52
\2

2 S ¹rw

1

m~r,w!
¹rw1

1

m~r,w!

]2

]z2D 1U~r!, ~1!

ĤC~r,w,z!5EC~r,w,z!. ~2!

We representC(r,w,z) in the form

C~r,w,z!5
1

AL
c~r!eik iz, ~3!

whereL is the length of the main region along the axis of t
QW. Substituting the expression~3! into Eq. ~2!, we obtain
for c(r) the equation

F2
\2

2 S 1

r

]

]r
r

1

m~r,w!

]

]r
1

1

r2m~r,w!

]2

]w2D
1U~r,w!Gc~r!5S E2

\2ki
2

2m~r,w!
Dc~r!. ~4!

FIG. 1. Geometry of a superlattice of cylindrical quantum wires.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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The equation~4! can be solved by the method of au
mented plane waves~APWs!, which is well known for three-
dimensional systems.1 The APW method is modified for ou
case of a planar system as follows.

We assume that in thexy plane the quantum wires form
a square lattice with periodd52r01b, wherer0 is the ra-
dius of the cross section of a wire, andb is the thickness of
the barrier region between neighboring QWs~Fig. 1!. We
place the coordinate origin at the center of a circle, wh
radius is r0 , which is centered at a lattice site. Inside
Wigner–Seitz cell, the so-calledm2t potential, and the ef-
fective mass have the simple form

U~r!5H 2U0 for r<r0 ,

0 for r.r0 .
~5!
c-
r

la
ed

e
b

or

he
n

n

e

m~r!5H m1 for r<r0 ,

m2 for r.r0
. ~6!

Using the APW method,1 we shall solve exactly the
Schrödinger equation for the region of two-dimension
space inside the quantum wells, where the wave function
be represented as a superposition of cylindrical harmonics
the region outside the wells the trial wave function can
chosen in the form of a plane wave, which can be expan
in cylindrical harmonics. The expansion coefficients a
found from the continuity of the functions at the boundary
the circle of radiusr0. Thus a trial wave function in the form
of an augmented plane wave~APW! can be represented i
the form
Fk'2g~r!55
1

AV0
(
2`

`

i m
Jm~ uk'2gur0!

Jm~xr0!
Jm~xr!

3exp@ im~w2wk'2g!#, r<r0 ,

1

AV0

exp@ i ~k'2g!•r!5
1

AV0
(
2`

`

i mJmuk'2gu~r!

3exp@ im~w2wk'2g!#, r.r0 ,

~7!
c

nd
whereV05(2r01b)2 is the unit-cell volume, Jm are Bessel
functions, m is the magnetic quantum number,k' is the
wave vector of a quasiparticle~corresponding to motion in
the xy plane!, g is a two-dimensional reciprocal-lattice ve
tor, uk'2gu and wk'2g are polar coordinates of the vecto
k'2g, and

x5\21A2m1S U02E1
\2ki

2

2m1
D .

The augmented plane wave~7! satisfies Bloch’s period-
icity condition but does not yet satisfy the Schro¨dinger equa-
tion with the superlattice potential, since until now no re
tion between the energy and the wave vector was assum
exist. To find this relation, according to Bloch’s theorem, w
shall seek the quasiparticle wave function as a linear com
nation of augmented plane waves

ck'
~r!5(

g
ck'2gFk'2g~r!, ~8!

where the summation extends over reciprocal-lattice vect
and the coefficientsck'2g are to be determined.

Since the derivative of any APW is discontinuous at t
boundary between quantum wells and the interwell regio
the problem can best be solved not by using the Schro¨dinger
equation but an equivalent variational principle. We defi
an energy functional in terms of the wave functions~8! as
-
to

i-

s,

s,

e

L5E
V0

H \2

2
¹r,wck'

*
1

m~r,w!
¹r,wck'

1S U~r!2E1
\2ki

2

2m~r,w!
Dck'

* ck'
J dr. ~9!

Minimizing the functionalL with respect tock'2g, we
obtain the system of equations

H \2

2m2
~k'2g!22E1

\2ki
2

2m2
J ck'2g1(

g8
Ggg8ck'2g850,

~10!

where Ggg8 is an integral containing the functionsFk'2g ,
the functionsFk'2g8 , and the Hamiltonian with the periodi
potential of the system. Performing the integration inGgg8
over the unit cell volumeV0, we obtain

Ggg85
2pr0

V0
H 2F \2

2m2
~k'2g!•~k'2g8!2E1

\2ki
2

2m2
G

3
J1~ ug2g8ur0!

ug2g8u
1

\2

2m1
(

m52`

`

exp@ imwgg8#Jm~ uk'

2gur0!Jm~ uk'2g8ur0!F d

dr
lnJm~xr!G

r5r0

J , ~11!

where wgg8 is the angle between the vectors (k'2g) and
(k'2g8). The first term on the right-hand side of Eq.~11!
originates from the regions outside the quantum wells, a
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all other terms arise as a result of the action of a grad
operator on the augmented plane waves. The quantitiesGgg8
are the Fourier components of the effective potential of
superlattice of quantum wells.

The requirement that the system~10! have a nontrivial
solution gives the secular equation

detUF \2

2m2
~k'2g!22E1

\2ki
2

2m2
Gdgg81Ggg8U50. ~12!

This equation is used to determine the quasiparticle ene
spectrumEn(k' ,k i ), n51,2,. . . ,t. The normalization con-
dition

(
gg8

ck'2g* ck'2g8~Pgg81Sgg8!51, ~13!

where

Pgg85dgg82
2pr0

V0

J1~ ug2g8ur0!

ug2g8u
, ~14!

Sgg85
pr0

2

V0
(

m52`

`

Jm~ uk'2gur0!Jm~ uk'2g8ur0!

3
Jm

2 ~xr0!2Jm21~xr0!Jm11~xr0!

Jm
2 ~xr0!

, ~15!

and the system of equations~10! determines uniquely the
coefficientscn,k'2g and therefore the wave functions
nt

e

gy

cn~r,z!5
1

AL
eik iz (

g
cn,k'2gFn,k'2g~r!. ~16!

2. ELECTRON AND HOLE SPECTRA IN A SUPERLATTICE
OF b-HgS QUANTUM WIRES IN A b-CdS MATRIX

The theory developed in the preceding section was u
to calculate the electron and hole spectra in a square su
lattice formed byb-HgS quantum wires embedded in
b-CdS crystal. This system is chosen because the two c
tals have very similar lattice constants~see Table I! and be-
cause the boundary between them is very sharp~no transi-
tional region!, just as for complex quantum wells obtaine
experimentally in Ref. 2.

We shall focus our attention mainly on the numeric
calculation of the dependences of the electron and hole
ergy spectraEn

e,h(k' ,k i ), which correspond to the electro
and hole motion in a plane perpendicular to the axis o
QW. We can thus assume thatki50.

The spectrumEn(k') was calculated for a system wit
the parameters given in Table I. Figures 2a and 2b show
spectrum of an electron and hole as an example. For

TABLE I.

U0
e , eV U0

h , eV Eg , eV me/m0 mh/m0 a, Å

b-HgS 1.2 20.8 0.5 0.036 0.044 5.851
b-CdS 0 0 2.5 0.2 0.7 5.818
-
-

t-
.

FIG. 2. Dispersion relation for an elec
tron and a hole in a superlattice of cy
lindrical quantum wires with r0

57aHgS and b514aCdS. The dashed
curves show the conduction-band bo
tom and the valence-band top in HgS
The calculations were performed with
a — one site of the reciprocal lattice
(g50) and b — the first coordination
circle.
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spectrum in Fig. 2a, only one site of the reciprocal latt
(g50) is taken into account, while the spectrum in Fig.
was calculated taking into account the first coordinat
circle. We note that the difference between the spectra
culated taking into account the first and second coordina
circles is so small that it is unnoticeable on the scale in F
2b; i.e., the convergence of the APW method is very good
this case. For convenience, the energyEn

e,h(k') is measured
from the center of the band gap inb-HgS. The dashed line
represent the conduction-band bottom and the valence-b
top of theb-HgS crystal–well.

It is evident from Fig. 2 that whengÞ0 a large~on the
order of hundreds of meV! shift of all energy bands toward
the energy origin and splitting in half of all bands~except the
ground-state band! occur. The higher the electron band~the
lower the hole band!, the wider it is. The behavior of the
bands agrees completely with physical considerations, s
allowance for the nonzero components of the vectorg is

FIG. 3. Dispersion relation for the main band of quasiparticles in a su
lattice of cylindrical quantum wires withb516aCdS for the ratiosr0 /aHgS

of the well radiusr0 to the lattice constant in HgS:1 — 4; 2 — 6; 3 — 8;
4 — 10; 5 — 12. Dashed straight lines — same as in Fig. 2.
n
l-
n
.
n

nd

ce

equivalent to taking into account the crystal potential, whi
on the one hand, lowers the absolute value of the quasi
ticle energies and, on the other, lifts the degeneracy w
respect to the quantum numberm ~when k'Þ0). The in-
crease in the widths of the bands corresponding to the
cited states of quasiparticles stems from the fact that a q
siparticle with a higher energy tunnels more easily throu
the potential barriers of the medium~CdS! between the quan
tum wells ~HgS!.

Figure 3 shows the main bands of the electron and h
energy spectrum. These bands were calculated with diffe
values of the QW radius but with a fixed barrier thickness
is evident from the figure that the band widths are virtua
insensitive to a change in radius, but as the radius of the
increases, the bands shift very strongly~by hundreds of
meV! to smaller absolute values of the energies.

Figure 4 shows the computational results forE1
e(k') and

E1
h(k') with a fixed QW radius but different barrier thick

nesses. It is evident from the figure that as the barrier th
ness decreases, both bands shift appreciably~as much as a
hundred meV! in the direction of smaller absolute energie
The band widths increase by a factor of 10, which is equi

r-

FIG. 4. Dispersion relation for the main band of quasiparticles in a sup
lattice of cylindrical quantum wires withr0510aHgS for distancesb be-
tween the wells corresponding to the ratiob/aCdS: 1 — 12; 2 — 16; 3 —
20; 4 — 30; and5 — 40.
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lent to a decrease of the corresponding component of
effective mass (m').

In summary, our theory of the spectrum of electrons a
holes in a superlattice of quantum wires shows that the f
damental characteristics of quasiparticles can be delibera
controlled over very wide limits by varying the spatial d
mensions of the superlattice of quantum wires.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The structure of hydrogenated amorphous carbon~a-
C:H! is naturally related to the rich allotropic forms of th
element, some of which, for example, the fullerenes, h
been discovered only recently. The diversity of allotrop
forms reflects the greater diversity, than for other eleme
of atomic structures based on the three possible electr
configurations of carbon in linear structures (sp hybrid! and
in trigonal (sp2 hybrid! and tetrahedral (sp3 hybrid! envi-
ronments, respectively. Tetrahedral carbon present in a s
ture is responsible for the similarity of some properties
a-C:H and diamond. In due time, this served as a reason
calling tetrahedral carbon diamond-like~in the English ab-
breviation — DLC!. The coexistence of carbon in thesp2

and sp3 states in the structure~a-C:H! makes this medium
ideal for investigating the equilibrium between the two form
of carbon, which is the basis for the synthesis of diamo
and graphite. It is known from such synthesis that differ
metals act as catalysts for the nucleation of diamonds, wh
can be interpreted as a metal-induced shift of the equilibr
of sp2/sp3 configurations in the direction of the latte
Therefore it is of interest to trace the nucleation of the d
mond phase at the stage of nanocrystallite formation
metal-modifieda-C:H. However, the use for this purpose
x-ray and electron diffraction methods, as well as Ram
scattering, which are used conventionally for the detection
diamonds, runs into serious difficulties. In the diffractio
methods this stems from the fact that the crystal lattice
rameters of diamond and the metals employed as the cat
are similar; in the Raman scattering methods it is attribua
to the resonance intensification of Raman scattering by
graphite component,1 which masks the weaker scattering b
the diamond component if it has nucleated. For these
sons, since one-phonon absorption does not occur in
mond, we chose to measure the optical absorption near
phonon frequencies of diamond to detect diamonds.
difficulties arising because absorption of this kind is we
were found to be unexpectedly surmountable because o
discovery of anomalous intensification of two-phonon a
sorption in the experimental layersa-C:H:Me ~Me 5 Er, Cu!
on silicon.

We investigated the effect of metals on the vibration
spectrum ofa-C:H. Copper and erbium, which differ in the
5691063-7826/99/33(5)/5/$15.00
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atomic radii and in the configuration of the outer electr
shell, were selected as the metals.

2. PARTICULAR FEATURES OF THE EXPERIMENT

The a-C:H:Me films were grown by cosputtering o
graphite and metal targets using a planar magnetron in
argon-hydrogen plasma~80%Ar 1 20%H2). The a-C:H:Me
layers with metal concentration of the order of 10 at .% we
prepared. The layers were grown on@100# silicon substrates
at a substrate temperature of about 200 °C. Sputtering
conducted in a flow of working gas at pressures 8–9 mT
and voltages 360–380 V on the magnetron. It was found
0.5 to 1.0-mm-thick a-C:H:Me layers could be grown unde
such conditions. The grown layers were subjected to
vacuum thermal annealing at temperatures in the range
–450 °C.

Infrared absorption spectroscopy near the vibrational
quencies of carbon–carbon and carbon–hydrogen bonds
used to characterize the grown layers. Optical absorptio
the a-C:H:Cu films was measured using a Specord 75
dual-beam infrared~IR! spectrometer. To increase contra
the double-passage absorption, which was accomplishe
the reflection geometry with 45° angle of incidence, w
measured together with absorption under normal incide
~single-passage absorption!. To prevent radiation losses th
sample was mounted on a mirror.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 1 shows typical double-passage transmiss
spectra of the grown layers. These spectra demonstrate
modification of the layers when the metals are introduc
One can see that the intensity of the characteristic vibratio
bands of bound hydrogen in the frequency rangev53000
22800 cm21 decreases appreciably when the metal is int
duced. However, a greater result of introducing metals is
initiation of new bands near the two-phonon absorption f
quencies of diamond@2000–2200 cm21 ~Ref. 2!# and near
the Raman frequencies of graphite~the G band v51575
cm21 and theD band with a somewhat less well determin
frequency near 1400 cm21).3 Table I gives for comparison
the published data on the features of the two-phonon abs
tion bands in bulk diamonds and the parameters of the
sorption bands which we observed and were initiated by m
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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als in the same spectral region. In both cases fewer feat
are observed in the spectrum than for bulk diamonds, but
very close match between the frequencies of the band
a-C:H:Cu anda-C:H:Er layers and the frequencies of th
two-phonon bands in bulk diamond permits us to refer
them, for brevity, as quasidiamond bands. The number
the bands in Table I are equal to the numbers of the ba
indicated in Fig. 1. The differences in the structures of
erbium- and copper-induced bands, as follows from the d
presented in Fig. 1 and Table I, are manifested in the num
of observed structural elements and in the frequency of
band dominating the spectrum before annealing. One can
that as a result of annealing at a temperature only neglig
higher than the growth temperature of the layer, the ban
whose frequency matches well that of the band observe
bulk diamond and not completely identified, which corr
sponds to a two-phonon combination at the asymmetric p
of the Brillouin zone, dominates in both cases.4,5 The posi-
tion of band III also agrees well with the published data
bulk diamond. Band II, which is clearly observed only

FIG. 1. Double-passage transmission spectraTopt . Films: 1 — a-C:H; 2 —
a-C:H:Cu ~dashed line — after annealing at 220 °C!; 3 — a-C:H:Er. I, II,
III — absorption bands presented in Table I.

TABLE I. Characteristic features of the quasidiamond two-phonon abs
tion bands.

Band No. I II III

Frequencyv, cm21 2177 2137 2024

a-C : H ••• ••• •••
a-C : H : Cu before annealing Shoulder Peak Peak
a-C : H : Cu after annealing Peak Shoulder Peak
a-C : H : Er Peak ••• Peak

Published data
Frequencyv, cm21 2177 2153 2024
Refs. 2, 4, 5 Kink Peak Peak
Nature of band ? LO1 LA TO 1 TA
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a-C:H:Cu before annealing, is shifted by;16 cm21 to lower
frequencies. Activation of the Raman frequencies of graph
in the optical absorption spectra has been observed pr
ously with introduction of copper intoa-C:H and has been
attributed to intercallation of graphite fragments by t
copper.3 For brevity, we shall refer to them as pseud
Raman. The same phenomenon also occurs whena-C:H is
doped with other elements.6 One can therefore assume th
erbium interacts similarly with graphite fragments, interc
lating them essentially without changing the structure of
six-member rings, which can be judged only from the ve
weak softening of the corresponding vibrational modev
51575 cm21 for Cu andv51540 cm21 for Er!. This fre-
quency shift can be attributed to the difference in the bind
energies of copper and erbium with graphite fragments. T
difference in the thermal stability of the bands activated
them also attests to a higher binding energy of erbium w
graphite fragments. Figure 2 shows the temperature de
dence of the optical densityDopt in theG band fora-C:H:Cu
anda-C:H:Er layers in the temperature range 200–475 °C
is easy to see that while the copper-activated band de
exponentially with temperature, the analogous band in
case of erbium even tends to flare up with temperature. T
behavior of the pseudo-Raman bandG in the a-C:H:Cu and
a-C:H:Er layers correlates in some way with the characte
the thermal stability of the quasidiamond two-phonon ban
as will be discussed in greater detail in Sec. 4.2.

4. DISCUSSION

A. Anomalously high two-phonon absorption

The fact that the two-phonon absorption frequencies
bulk diamonds match the frequencies of bands observe
a-C:H:Cu and a-C:H:Er layers suggests that a diamon
phase or at least a phase in which the carbon atoms
bound with one another by diamond-likes bonds, i.e., te-
tragonal carbon phases, are present in them. On the o
hand, the fact that two-phonon absorption is observed
such thin films means that in the diamond phase built into
copper- or erbium-containing matrix of amorphous carb
two-phonon absorption is apparently unusually large co
pared with bulk diamond crystals. An estimate of the abso

-

FIG. 2. Temperature dependences of the optical density at the maximu
the pseudo-RamanG band ofa-C:H:Cu ~1! anda-C:H:Er ~2!.
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tion at the maximum of the 2177-cm21 band gives a value
on the order of several hundred cm21, while the absorption
coefficient in the strongest two-phonon band in bulk d
mond does not exceed 14 cm21 ~Ref. 2!. The correctness o
this estimate can be verified by comparing in Fig. 1 t
depths of the quasidiamond bands and the bound-hydro
bands, which correspond to an absorption on the order of
cm21 ~Ref. 7!. It should be noted that only the lower lim
was presented above, since the ratio of the sizes of diam
inclusions and amorphous-carbon phases is unknown.
observed intensification of two-phonon absorption can be
tributed to spatial confinement of phonons in small crys
line diamond formations, which have nucleated in t
amorphous-carbon host. We shall estimate the sizes of
diamond nanocrystals from the width of the observed ban
whose half-width is on the order ofdv'30 cm21. We shall
employ below the dispersion relation, which is available
analytical form, ofLO phonons that propagate in the di
mond lattice in the directionD toward the pointX at the
boundary of the Brillouin zone.8 Ignoring the true nature o
the phonons forming the combination which determines
nature of the quasidiamond bands, we assume for an ord
magnitude estimate that the dispersion of the phonons o
branches near the boundary of the Brillouin zone is the sa
Using Eq.~5! of Ref. 8, we obtain

dv

dq
5

4m sinpq2pa sin~pq/2!

MvLO
, ~1!

whereq is the dimensionless phonon momentum in fractio
of the maximum momentumqmaxat the boundary of the Bril-
louin zone,v is the phonon frequency,m anda are, respec-
tively, the principal Born force constants of the interacti
for the first and second nearest neighbors, andM is the mass
of a carbon atom. In addition, the additional relation

m5
M

32
~2vLO

2 2vRa
2 ! ~2!

can be derived from dispersion relation~5! in Ref. 8 for the
boundary of the Brillouin zone (q51). Here vRa is the
Raman frequency for diamond~1332 cm21), andvLO is the
frequency of the band. Together with the relati
a57.28m ~Ref. 8!, this makes it possible to estimate th
dispersion relationdv/dq'231023 for longitudinal optical
phonons at the boundary of the Brillouin zone in diamon
The scale sizedx of diamond nanocrystals can then be es
mated from the relation dx•dq51, where dq55
3102dv(p/a) (a is the lattice constant of diamond!, which
for the experimental valuedv'30 cm21 presented above
gives dx'20 Å . This is small enough to make the cont
bution of surface phonon modes substantial and to give
to local electromagnetic field effects. Moreover, molecul
dynamics calculations9 show that as the contribution of th
quasifree surface increases with decreasing particle size
anharmonicity of the phonons increases on account of
relaxation of the surface atoms, thereby increasing the t
phonon absorption. It is possible to that one of these fac
or all of them together could be responsible for the anom
lously high two-phonon absorption that we observed.
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B. Intercallation of graphite fragments and intensification of
absorption

The activation of pseudo-RamanG and D bands in the
optical spectra makes it possible to determine a numbe
features of the interaction of metals with graphite fragme
of the a-C:H structure. According to optical and electro
microscopic data, these fragments are on the order of sev
nanometers in size.10 It can be expected that the number
graphite planes in such fragments does not exceed the n
ber of six-member carbon rings in these planes, which
average is on the order of 4–6. The small size of the fr
ments facilitates, on the one hand, their intercalation by
metal, just as the reverse process;11 on the other hand, it
makes it possible to use a comparatively simple mode
calculate an elementary intercalation event.12 For copper this
calculation gives for the binding energy with a graphite clu
ter consisting of four six-member rings a value on the or
of 0.4 eV. This value is smaller for a large fragment.

Assuming that the optical density at the maximum of t
G band is proportional to the concentration of intercala
~adsorbed! atoms, it is possible to estimate using IR spectr
copy the binding energy of the metal with a graphite fra
ment from the temperature dependence of the band inten
It follows from the data shown in Fig. 2 that there exists
temperature range in which the number of intercalating c
per atoms decreases exponentially with increasing temp
ture. The activation energy for rupture of the bond of
intercalant with a graphite fragment~the disintercalation en-
ergy!, determined from the slope of the exponential secti
is on the order of 65 meV for copper. We have identified t
optical ‘‘activity’’ of atoms adsorbed on the outer faces
the graphite fragment and of the atoms occupying interpla
positions~true intercalants!. It is evident that the experimen
tal estimate of the activation energy of disintercalation
several times smaller than the theoretical value prese
above for the binding energy of a copper atom with a gra
ite fragment.12 There can be a number of reasons for th
result: the use of a simplified model for an elementary int
calation event, a larger number of six-member rings in act
graphite fragments, and a subbarrier mechanism of disin
calation~thermally stimulated tunneling!. However, for what
follows it is important to underscore that the theory of R
12 predicts that an electron is transferred from a copper a
to a graphite fragment; i.e., in this case copper acts as
electron donor to a band of the graphite fragment. Thus
interaction of copper with a graphite fragment together w
the activation of pseudo Raman bands in the optical spec
is also seen as an increase in the density ofp electrons in the
graphite fragments. Comparing the temperature dep
dences, shown in Fig. 2, of the optical density of theG band
shows that the erbium-activated band has a higher ther
stability, which attests to a higher binding energy of erbiu
atoms with graphite fragments. In the approach develope
Ref. 12, the increase in the binding energy of erbium with
graphite fragment can be attributed to a larger than in cop
number ofs electrons in the outer shell. This difference pro
ably also is responsible for the appreciable softening of
graphite phonon mode corresponding to theG band in the
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case ofa-C:H:Er ~1540 cm21) as compared with the typi
cally graphite value fora-C:H:Cu~1590 cm21), as is evident
from Table II.

As one can see from Fig. 1 and Tables I and II, therm
annealing affects the characteristic features of the trans
sion spectra ofa-C:H:Cu films. Is is noteworthy that the
results of additional thermal annealing are equivalent
copper and erbium. In both cases the 2177-cm21 band is
dominant. The nature of this band remains unclear even
bulk diamonds, as already mentioned above. The exces
intensification of this mode in nanocrystals suggests that
due to phonon modes activated by the destruction of lo
range order or local modes due to defects. In the first c
we have in mind a limited destruction of long-range ord
with preservation of pseudosymmetry of the polytope clos
to diamond with respect to the symmetry group, for examp
the polytope13 240. In this case it can be assumed that
dominance of the 2177-cm21 band reflects the slightly
higher symmetry of the nanocrystal nucleated in the am
phous matrix as compared with bulk diamond. For band
which predominates ina-C:H:Cu before annealing, we ca
attention to its frequency shift compared with bulk diamo
for the combination of longitudinal phonon modes th
propagate in the~111! plane. The observed softening of th
phonon modes in this plane could be due to screening of
electric fields associated with them by the charges in
matrix. Following the model of the nucleation of diamon
via the graphite component,14 it can be inferred that epitaxia
growth of diamond nanocrystals occurs on the~0001! face of
graphite fragments. The existence of graphite fragments
which diamond nanocrystals can nucleate, in the experim
tal films can be judged from the pseudo-RamanG and D
bands activated in the IR spectra~Fig. 1!. As a result of such
epitaxial growth, a diamond nanocrystal grows in a direct
perpendicular to its~111! face, and the combinations of th
longitudinal phonon modes propagating in the plane of t
face next to the diamond–graphite interface effectively re
as a result of the interaction with the electrons in the grap
substrate. It should be kept in mind that the interaction
copper atoms with graphite fragments increases the f
electron density in the fragments,12 intensifying this interac-
tion. It is possible that the local changes in the conductiv
of the host induced by this interaction are responsible for
anomalous intensification of the electromagnetic field gen
ated by radiation as a result of two-phonon absorption
nanodiamonds. It can therefore be assumed that the inte
fication of the two-phonon absorption is closely related w
the metal-induced intercalation of the graphite fragments
which the diamond nanocrystals nucleate. This is indica

TABLE II. Frequencies of theG band.

Band frequencyv, cm21

Composition of layer Before After annealing After annealin
annealing at 200 °C at 400 °C

a-C : H : Cu 1577 1540 2

a-C : H : Er 1540 1540 1500
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in particular, by the correlation between the flareup and
cay of quasidiamond bands and the behavior of the pseu
Raman graphite bands, as can be verified by comparing
data shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The temperature interva
which the quasidiamond lines flareup in the case
a-C:H:Cu corresponds to the increase in the intercalation
ficiency with temperature. A further increase of temperat
activates the disintercalation, as one can see from the t
perature variation of the optical density of theG line ~Fig. 2!.
The low value of the binding energy of a copper atom with
graphite fragment determines the narrow temperature in
val in which the intercalation of graphite fragments by co
per occurs and, correspondingly, the quasidiamond bands
observed. The temperature dependence of the optical de
of the quasidiamond band ina-C:H:Er shows a complicate
behavior at the center of the temperature interval~Fig. 3!,
probably because of the restructuring of the hydrogen par
the framework.15 However, its temperature stability corre
lates completely with the stability of theG band, due to the
higher binding energy of erbium with the graphite fragme
as noted above.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The introduction of the metals Cu and Er, which do n
form carbides, into the structure of hydrogenated amorph
carbon during cold magnetron sputtering of metals w
graphite leads to metal-induced intercalation of nanos
graphite fragments of the structure. In both cases a giga
intensification of absorption is observed in the region of
two-phonon frequencies of diamond. The role of the int
calants in the nucleation of diamonds ina-C:H:Me remains
unclear. It is possible that nanodiamonds nucleate in hyd
genated amorphous carbon in the process of magnetron
tering of graphite without the participation of metals,16 but
their catalytic activity in this process cannot be ruled out.
any case, the intercalation of graphite fragments ofa-C:H by
a metal is important for observing nanodiamonds in thin la
ers by detecting such weak two-phonon absorption in
bulk diamond. The nanodiamonds detected in this man
are of the order of 20 Å in size. It is amazing that the p

FIG. 3. Temperature dependences of the optical density at the maximu
the quasidiamond band ofa-C:H:Er ~1! anda-C:H:Cu ~2!.
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rameters of the phonon spectrum of a bulk diamond cry
are essentially preserved in crystals on the order of five
tice constants in size. The reason for this occurrence is p
ably the high stiffness of the crystal lattice of diamond
sulting from the high binding energy of carbon atoms in t
structure.
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Current-voltage characteristics of Si:As-based photodetectors with blocked hopping
conductivity

D. G. Esaev,* ) S. P. Sinitsa,** ) and E. V. Chernyavski 
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630090 Novosibirsk, Russia
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The results of an experimental investigation of the current–voltage characteristics of Si:As-based
structures with blocked hopping conductivity are reported. The behavior of the dark current
in the temperature rangeT57225 K with bias voltages from24 to 14 V is analyzed and views
about the mechanisms of dark-current flow are presented. Recommendations are developed
for choosing the bias voltage on the structures for optimal operation as an IR photodetector.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!01905-5#
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1. INTRODUCTION

A blocked-impurity-band~BIB! structure has been pro
posed by Petroff and Stapelbrock1 as a far-IR impurity pho-
todetector that operates at liquid-helium temperatures.
main advantage over the classical impurity photodetecto
high quantum efficiency combined with a high doping lev
of the photosensitive layer and a low noise level due to
presence of a blocking layer — has made it possible to p
duce matrix photodetectors~PDs! that operate in the spectra
range 0.4–40mm ~Refs. 2 and 3!. In isolated BIB structures
a quantum-counter regime appears to have been real4

and photosensitivity at IR wavelength 190mm has been
attained.5

Nonetheless, until now no systematic experimental d
on the behavior of the dark current–voltage characteris
~IVCs! of BIB structures that could be used to establish
basic processes that control the flow of dark current and
optimize the parameters of photodetectors have been
lished. In Ref. 1 the temperature at which the dark IV
were measured and the areas of the BIB structures were
given. The dark-current IVC presented in Ref. 6 was m
sured over two orders of magnitude in current and at
temperature and therefore cannot serve as a basis for a
sis. In Ref. 7 the dark IVCs were measured over an orde
magnitude in current and at two temperatures.

The data presented in Refs. 8 and 9 clearly do not c
respond to a BIB structure and its operating regime in
matrix photodetector. The main features predicted in Ref
for the IVC of a BIB structure is asymmetry attributable
the asymmetry of the BIB structure, and a strong nonline
ity due to carrier injection from the contacts. The forwa
and backward currents in the structures,8,9 measured with a
bias voltage of 1 V, differ by no more than an order
magnitude, indicating that the blocking effect is weak. It w
be shown below that the current difference can reach m
than six orders of magnitude~Fig. 1!. The structures in Refs
5741063-7826/99/33(5)/4/$15.00
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8 and 9 cannot be directly used in matrix PDs, since in
case of backside illumination from the side of the comm
contact for all elements, which is characteristic of a hyb
matrix PD, the photosensitive region is protected from
radiation by a thick~400 mm!, strongly absorbing layer o
silicon.

The maximum detection power of a BIB-PD operating
a low-background situation is limited either by the noise
the matrix silicon switch or the noise due to the flow of t

FIG. 1. Family of current–voltage characteristics of a BIB structure at te
peratureT, K: 1 — 24, 2 — 22, 3 — 20.5,4 — 19, 5 — 17.5,6 — 15, 7 —
11.6,8 — 9.7, 9 — 7.4.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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dark current of the BIB photocells of the matrix. The max
mum signal integration time that can be obtained in a
with given storage capacitance of the switch also determ
the dark current of the BIB photocells. On this basis
performed an experimental investigation of the dark curre
voltage characteristics of BIB structures. The results are
ported below.

2. SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

The BIB structures were fabricated using 76-mm-dia
n-silicon wafers with~100! surface orientation and resistivit
10V• cm. The BIB structure was fabricated by gas-transp
epitaxy at 1180 °C from SiCl4 with total impurity content
less than 1026% on the UNÉS-2PV setup. Figure 2 show
the typical density distribution of arsenic atoms, measu
with an ARS-100 setup by the method of resistance
spreading on a spherical section, in the epitaxial layer us
a mixture of arsine with hydrogen for doping.

The impurity concentration in the photosensitiveN1

layer was chosen from the data in Ref. 11 according to
optimal doping to obtain the maximum quantum efficienc
The donor densityNd in the ‘‘built-in’’ N11 layer should
reach a value at which the low-temperature freezing of c
ductivity is no longer observed and the layer becomes s
able for use as an ohmic contact at low temperaturesNd

.531018 cm23; Ref. 1!. The impurity density in the block-
ing I layer is determined from the condition that the hoppi
conductivity decreases to low values, and that its value in
experimental structures (.1015 cm23), which is determined
by the residual impurity in the technological setup in th
process, satisfies this condition. The thicknesses of the
tosensitive and blocking layers are determined by a com

FIG. 2. Arsenic densityNAs distribution over the depth of the layer in a
epitaxial BIB structure.
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mise in the requirements for the BIB structure from t
standpoint of maximum photosensitivity and connection w
the switch. The density of the compensating impurity in t
photosensitive layer, whose value is of fundamental imp
tance for operation of BIB structures as photodetectors,
measured by the low-temperature photoluminesce
method on samples obtained in the perfected regimes
without the introduction of arsine into the gas phase. Ana
sis of the impurity composition showed that the boron de
sity fluctuates in the rangeNB5(224)31013 cm23 and the
group-V impurity densities areNP.231013 and NSb.1013

cm23.
After the BIB structures were fabricated, the density

the compensating acceptors in the photosensitive layer
measured at temperatureT510 K by the method of
capacitance–voltage characteristics (C2V). The valueNa

5(261)31013 cm23 which we obtained matches the da
obtained by the low-temperature photoluminescence meth
The ‘‘built-in’’ layer plays the role of a common ohmic con
tact for all BIB elements where the charge carriers are
frozen out down to 4.2 K. The second ohmic contact to
blocking layer, which is a separate contact for each elem
of the matrix, is located on the planar side of the silic
wafer and is obtained by ion implantation of phosphor
with densityNP5231019 cm23, followed by annealing.

Samples of the BIB structures were secured on a cop
holder and cooled in a transport helium Dewar. The co
struction of the holder reduces to a minimum the therm
background incident on the BIB structure and the leaka
currents. The current was measured with a V7E´ -42 electrom-
eter; the current noise threshold was 10215 A. The absolute
value and stability of the temperature were monitored wit
semiconductor detector. The temperature was varied by re
lating the distance to which the holder was lifted above
helium surface.

3. RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS OF THE
CURRENT–VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTICS AND
DISCUSSION

The current–voltage characteristics of the BIB structu
are quite complicated and cover many orders of magnitud
current. Their typical form is shown on a logarithmic scale
Fig. 1. The area of the experimental structural element
70380 mm2. A positive potential on the planar electrod
corresponds to the working polarity of the photodetector, a
a negative potential corresponds to the reverse pola
Analysis shows that in region I at relatively high temper
turesT.17 K and low voltages the IVC is linear and th
current is an exponential function of temperature~Fig. 3!
with activation energy« close to the activation energy of a
As donor level in Si. Hence it follows that in this region th
current is determined by the equilibrium electrons that mo
along the conduction band. As the temperature is lowe
the current in section I becomes immeasurably small. T
main feature of the IVCs of BIB structures, as predicted
Ref. 10, is their asymmetry, specifically, the zone II rangi
in width from tenths of a volt to several volts where th
current becomes immeasurably small, i.e., current block
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due to the asymmetry of the BIB structure appears. T
blocking stems from the fact that for the working polarity
the BIB structure~Fig. 4a! the applied external bias voltag
decreases in the blocking layer and in the space-charge
gion of the photosensitive layer arising as a result of

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the current in a BIB structure at
peraturesT.17 K and bias voltageV50.3 V. The ionization energy of a
single arsenic atom in silicon isEAs554 meV.

FIG. 4. Distribution of the potential in a BIB structure: a — with the work-
ing polarity of the external bias, b — with the reverse polarity.
is

re-
e

finite density of compensating acceptors. For the reverse
larity, the external bias voltage is applied entirely across
blocking layer~Fig. 4b!, which is several times thinner tha
the photosensitive layer. As a result, there is a larger elec
field on the injecting planar ohmic contact and exponen
current growth, starting with small biases. For the worki
polarity of the external voltage, similar current growth
observed when a certain bias voltage is reached. Unfo
nately, the other features of the IVCs of BIB structures a
not contained in Ref. 10 because the computational mo
used there is extremely simple — the punch-through str
ture model.

Exponential current growth in section III can apparen
be treated as electron tunneling from the impurity band i
the conduction band of silicon at the photolaye
^blocking layer& interface with a positive bias and as electr
tunneling from theN11 region of the planar ohmic contac
into the conduction band of the blocking layer for negati
polarity. A tunneling current in the simplerN112N
2N11 structures has been observed in Ref. 12 at liqu
helium temperatures. For both polarities this exponential c
rent growth~section III! passes into a more even section I
An exponential temperature dependence of the current is
served in this section~Fig. 5!. At V511 V the activation
energy is«58.5 meV, which corresponds to the curre
bounded by the hopping conductivity along the impur
band in silicon at the given donor density,Nd5531017

cm23, and acceptor density,Na5231013 cm23. To check
this explanation of the current behavior in section IV,N11

2N12N11 structures were fabricated from the BIB stru
tures by etching off the blocking layer. Their IVC in thi
temperature range correspond completely to the section
of the IVC of BIB structures. In accordance with the mod
for weak compensation,13 the position of the Fermi level in
the impurity band with respect to the level of an isolat
donor is given by the relationEF50.99q2ND

1/3/4px. Hereq
is the electron charge, andx is the permittivity of the semi-
conductor. In our case we obtainEF59 meV, which is close
to the experimental value of the activation energy and in

-

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the current in a BIB structure with:1 —
the working polarity (11 V!, 2 — the reverse polarity (21 V!.
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cates that the conductivity along the impurity band is due
holes transferred from the Fermi level into the peak in
density of states of the impurity band. The mobility in th
impurity band, estimated in section IV from the current de
sity in the structure and the acceptor density, ism.1 cm2/
~V•s!, consistent with the data of Ref. 4.

Switching from the bias region IV to region V, th
power–current sensitivity of the BIB elements increas
reaching several hundreds of A/W. In Refs. 14 and 15
growth is attributed to avalanche multiplication of char
carriers due to impact ionization of impurity centers. Ho
ever, in this case the hopping conductivity along the impu
band, which is connected in series with the avalanche c
ductivity, must be able to provide carrier outflow from th
multiplication region and the observed value of the curre
It has not been ruled out that the intensification of the p
tocurrent is due to the positive charge of impurity centers
the growth of a tunneling contact current; this explains
behavior of the IVC in section V. Exponential curre
growth is observed with a further increase of voltage w
both positive and negative biases. The final answer conc
ing the nature of the exponential current growth in section
can be obtained by comparing experiment with calculatio
the results of which will be reported in the near future.

The current and behavior of the IVC in section VI a
determined by the substrate resistance.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The results of an experimental study of the curren
voltage characteristics of BIB structures in a wide tempe
ture range were reported.

The investigation of the dark IVCs of BIB structure
showed that only two sections, specifically, the sections
and VI ~see Fig. 1!, can be used for efficient operation of th
structure as a photodetector in a two-dimensional matrix
section II there is no noise due to the dark current, since
latter is immeasurably small. In section IV this noise co
ponent is present, but its variance along the matrix is sm
because of the small variance of the current in this sec
from one element to another. In addition, if the noise cau
by the hopping conductivity does not dominate the ove
noise of the PD, then it could be desirable to increase
o
e
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voltage on the photocells becasue of the greater thicknes
the space-charge layer and therefore higher power–cur
sensitivity.

The section V, in which the noise intensity and the ph
toresponse were found to increase simultaneously, is in
esting for operation of an isolated BIB photocell. In th
section the power–current sensitivity reaches several h
dreds of A/W, and the detection power passes throug
maximum, but the large variance of the dark currents fr
one element to another makes it impossible to use them
the matrix. Section III can therefore be used for detection
the IR radiation in matrix PDs.

We wish to thank D. O. Leonov for assisting in the fa
rication of the samples.
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D’yakonov–Shur instability in a ballistic field-effect transistor with a spatially
nonuniform channel
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The instability of a two-dimensional electronic liquid in the channel of a ballistic field-effect
transistor is analyzed by investigating the energy balance. A criterion of instability is found for
arbitrary boundary conditions. Using energy-balance analysis we propose a device with a
high instability growth rate. The transistor possesses a spatially nonuniform channel and is
analogous to a divergent channel in classical hydrodynamics. Our computed growth rate
and threshold of the instability for this device agree with the computational data. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!02005-0#
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1. INTRODUCTION

D’yakonov and Shur1 have described a new mechanis
of plasma-wave generation in the channel of a ballistic fie
effect transistor~BFT!. It was shown that the behavior o
electrons in the channel can be described by the hydro
namic equations for shallow water, where the water le
plays the role of the gate–channel potential and the pla
waves correspond to waves on the water surface. When
source voltage is fixed and the current is maintained cons
at the drain end, the stationary state is unstable, which re
in the generation of plasma waves. As shown in Ref. 1,
instability is a consequence of the amplification of a plas
wave reflected by the drain of the transistor.

In Ref. 2 the effect of the friction of the electronic liquid
due to the scattering of carriers as result of collisions w
phonons and~or! impurities, on the instability growth rate
was examined. In the presence of friction the growth r
decreases and the instability acquires a threshold chara
As shown in Ref. 2, the high plasma oscillation modes
always less stable than the low modes. Accordingly, in R
2 the increment and threshold of instability were calcula
in the high-mode approximation. The results of the analy
calculation are in agreement with the results of a numer
simulation.

In the present paper we analyze the D’yakonov and S
instability by investigating the energy balance and we find
instability criterion for arbitrary boundary conditions.

2. THEORY OF INSTABILITY IN A BALLISTIC FIELD-EFFECT
TRANSISTOR. EFFECT OF THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

We shall analyze the D’yakonov–Shur instability wi
arbitrary boundary conditions. For simplicity we disrega
scattering of the carriers. First, using the standa
perturbation method we shall find the growth rate of t
5781063-7826/99/33(5)/8/$15.00
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instability of the stationary state. Next, following the hydr
dynamic analogy we shall analyze the energy balance fo
two-dimensional ~2D! electronic liquid. Both approache
lead to the same result: Instability depends on the bound
conditions and arises if the energy flows from an exter
circuit into the transistor channel.

In Ref. 1 it was shown that the behavior of the electron
liquid in the channel of a ballistic field-effect transistor ca
be described by the following expressions, which are sim
to the hydrodynamic equations for shallow water:3,4

]V

]t
1

]

]x S V2

2
1

eU

m D50, ~1!

]U

]t
1

]

]x
~VU!50, ~2!

where V(x,t) is the local electronic flow velocity, and
U5Ugs(x)2Ut ; hereUgs(x) is the local voltage between
the gate and the channel,Ut is the threshold voltage, andm is
the electron effective mass. The equation~1! is identical to
the Euler equation for shallow water, where the voltageU
corresponds to the level of the shallow water. In the con
nuity equation~2! we already took into account the relation5

for the approximation of a smooth Shockley channel

n5CU/e, ~3!

wheren is the local surface density of carriers induced in t
channel,C5«0«/d is the capacitance of the insulating lay
beneath a gate of unit area, and«0 and« are the permittivity
and relative permittivity of the subgate layer.

In the absence of carrier scattering the stationary stat
a two-dimensional electronic liquid is characterized by a p
tentialU0, which is constant along the channel, and the fl
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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velocity V0. Following the standard procedure, the small p
turbations V5V01dV(x,t) and U5U01dU(x,t) of the
stationary state can be written as

dV5V1~x!exp~2 ivt !,

dU5U1~x!exp~2 ivt !. ~4!

Using Eqs.~4!, we can easily find a solution of the system
linearized equations~1! and ~2! in the form

H u15A exp~ ik1h!1B exp~ ik2h!,

v15A exp~ ik1h!2B exp~ ik2h!,

and

j 15A~11M !exp~ ik1h!2B~12M !exp~ ik2h!, ~5!

where A and B are arbitrary constants,v15V1 /Ss , u1

5U1 /Us , and j 15u1M1v1 are the dimensionless values
the perturbations of the voltage, velocity, and current,
spectively;Us andVs are the potential and flow velocity a
the transistor source, andMs andSs5(eUsm)1/2 are, respec-
tively, the Mach number and the velocity of the plasma wa
at the source. The dimensionless wave vectorsk1,2

56v l @Ss(16M )# correspond to plasma waves that prop
gate parallel and antiparallel to the current, respectively.
complex frequencyv5v81 iv9 can be determined from th
solution~5! with prescribed boundary conditions. A positiv
imaginary partv9.0 of the complex frequency correspon
to instability.

We shall now discuss in greater detail the instabil
mechanism of Ref. 1 with a fixed source voltage,u1(1)50,
and a fixed drain current,j 1(1)50, of the transistor. As
shown in Ref. 1, instability occurs because of the amplifi
tion of the plasma wave as a result of reflection at the sou
In Ref 1, for example, the case of a voltage perturbationu1,
for which the amplitude gain at the drainRd

U5(11M )/
(12M ) is much greater than 1 for 0,M,1, was analyzed
Here the superscript corresponds to the type of perturba
wave and the subscript corresponds to the device bound
Amplification does not occur at the source, sinceRs

U521.
At the same time, the wave of current perturbation,j 1, inten-
sifies at the drain. It follows from Eq.~5! that in this case the
amplitude gains at the source and drain are, respectiv
Rs

I 5(11M )/(12M ).1 andRd
I 521. It is easy to see tha

in both cases the product of the amplitude coefficients
mains constant:Rsd5Rs

URd
U5Rs

I Rd
I . This rule also extends

to the case of the perturbation wavev1. Thus the quantity
Rsd is an invariant and does not depend on the type of p
turbation wave. This quantity is the gain of a plasma wa
over the total time that the wave propagates in both dir
tions. The instability growth ratev9 is positive when
uRsdu.1.

We shall consider arbitrary boundary conditions at
source and sink of the transistor:

u1~0,t !5Ẑsj 1~0,t !,

u1~ l ,t !5Ẑdj 1~ l ,t !. ~6!

In the expressions~6! the gate–source and the gate–dra
impedances are indicated by operators. In what follows,
-
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imaginary impedancesZs(v) and Zd(v), respectively, are
correlated with these operators. It is easy to rewrite in t
notation the boundary conditions considered in Ref.
Zs50 for a fixed source voltage andZd5` for a fixed drain
current.

Solving Eq. ~5! with the boundary conditions~6!, the
instability growth rate can be written in the form

v95
Ss

2l
~12M2!lnur sdu, ~7!

where

r sd5
12M1Zs

21

12M1Zd
21

11M2Zd
21

11M2Zs
21

is the complex reflection coefficient at the source and dr
with the boundary conditions~6!. We note that in the ab-
sence of current~i.e. for M50) there is no instability. Using
the expression~4!, we can easily find the necessary conditi
for instability ~i.e., whenur sdu.1) in the form

uZsu,uZdu. ~8!

The expression~8! determines the necessary condition f
instability. This condition is satisfied identically for th
boundary conditionsZs50 andZd5` considered in Ref. 1.

In reality, there is an additional condition for instability
In the limit M→1, the gainur sdu is infinite. At the same time,
the instability growth rate vanishes asM→1 because of the
additional cofactor in the expression~7!. This occurs for the
following reason.1 The wave propagates in the forward d
rection for time l /@Ss(11M )#, while it propagates in the
backward direction for the longer timel /@Ss(12M )#. In the
limit M→1, the propagation time of the wave in the bac
ward direction becomes infinite. We note that under the c
ditions of superfluid flow3 (M.1) the plasma wave can
propagate only in the direction of flow. For this reason, ev
if the gain ur sdu is infinite, the instability growth rate is van
ishingly small in the limitM→1, and forM.1 it becomes
negative. Thus, we have clearly shown that there exists
additional condition for instabilityM,1, suggesting that the
flow in the channel must be subsonic.

We shall now analyze stability starting from the equati
of energy balance. Using the hydrodynamic equations
shallow water,3 we obtain

]

]t S E0

l

EdxD 5DF, ~9!

E5
eU

2m S eU

m
1V2D , F5

eUV

m S V2

2
1

eU

m D ,

whereE(x,t) is the energy density, andF(x,t) is the energy
flux density of the electronic liquid. Energy flows in th
same direction as the current in the channel,DF5F(0,t)
2F( l ,t). The integral on the left-hand side of the express
~9! is the total energy of the electron flow. The sign of t
time variation of the total energy depends on the sign of
right-hand side of the expression~9!. The total energy of the
electronic liquid increases if energy flows from an extern
source into the channel, i.e.,DF.0.
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Linearizing the expression~9! and using the expression
~1! and~2!, we easily find the energy flux densityF(x,t) in
the form

F5d j ~du1Mdv !S5, ~10!

where du5dU(x,t)/Us , dv5dV(x,t)/Ss , and d j 5Mdu
1dv. Let us consider the source contact. In general, w
the impedanceZs at the source contact is given, we obta
the following expression for the energy flux densityF(0,t):

F~0,t !5du1
2S5uZsu22M . ~11!

Since F(0,t).0, the energy flux at the source is direct
from the external circuit into the device channel. It is impo
tant that for a fixed currentM the energy flux density in-
creases with decreasing value ofZs .

Let us consider a channel at whose source and d
contacts the impedancesZs andZd , respectively, are given
The energy flux at the drain is directed away from the tr
sistor channel into the external circuit and is given by
expression similar to the expression~11!. The modulus of the
difference DF of the energy flux entering at the sourc
F(0,t), and the energy flux leaving at the drain,F( l ,t), are
positive if uZsu,uZdu. This condition is identical to the con
dition ~8! obtained above.

Thus, both approaches — the perturbation method
the energy-balance analysis — lead to the conclusion tha
general, the instability occurs whenuZsu,uZdu. An additional
instability condition M,1 is that the motion of the two
dimensional liquid must be subsonic.

3. DIVERGENT- AND CONVERGENT-CHANNEL
TRANSISTORS— NEW BALLISTIC MOS TRANSISTORS
WITH A LONGITUDINALLY NONUNIFORM CHANNEL

We shall now investigate the D’yakonov–Shur instab
ity in a ballistic transistor with a longitudinally nonuniform
channel. For simplicity, we shall consider boundary con
tions such that the source voltage is fixed (Zs5`) and the
drain current is fixed (Zd50).1 For these boundary cond
tions energy is pumped at the source, while the energy flu
the drain is zero. Therefore, for a fixed pumping level~i.e.,
fixed Ms) the Mach numberMd at the drain is arbitrary. At
the same time, the total transit time of the plasma wave in
forward and backward directions and, as a result, the in
bility growth rate depend on the distribution of the Ma
number along the channel. Let the Mach number (Ms,1) be
given at the source. Let us also assume that it increases a
the channel to the Mach numberMd at the drain. In this case
forward passage of the wave requires less time and the
verse passage more time than in a device with a unifo
channel. For some critical Mach number at the sour
Ms

cr,1, we haveMd51. The instability vanishes, since th
propagation time of the plasma wave in both directions
infinite. We therefore have an instability whenMs,Ms

cr

,1.
Let us now consider the opposite case in which the M

number decreases along the channel,Ms.Md . Now the pas-
sage of the wave requires more time in the forward direct
and less time in the reverse direction than in the preced
n
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case and in the case of a uniform channel. Instability ex
when Ms,1. It can be shown that the growth rate of th
instability is always greater in this case than in the other t
cases. Both cases (Ms.Md and Ms,Md) can be realized6

in a device whose channel is spatially nonuniform, i.e.,C
5C(x). A nonuniform transistor channel can be obtained
varying the permittivity« or the thicknessd of the subgate
insulating layer. In what follows we shall distinguis
convergent-channel (C8,0) and divergent-channel (C8
.0) transistors, respectively. These devices have co
sponding analogs in classical hydrodynamics.3 As will be
shown below, the instability growth rate is much higher in
divergent-channel transistor than in a transistor with a u
form channel.1

The behavior of the 2D electronic liquid in a chann
which is longitudinally nonuniform is described by the Eul
equation~1! and by the continuity equation

]U

]t
1

1

C

]

]x
~CVU!50. ~12!

We note that this equation differs from the hydrodynam
continuity equation3 which describes ‘‘shallow-water’’ flow
in a pipe with a varying cross section.

Let us consider the boundary conditions

U~0,t !5Us and j 5CdU~ l ,t !V~ l ,t !, ~13!

where Us is the constant voltage maintained at the sou
(x50), j is the constant current at the drain (x5 l ), andCd

is the subgate capacitance at the drain.
The steady state in a ballistic transistor with a nonu

form channel is characterized by the voltageU0, the velocity
V0, and the Mach numberM, which all vary along the chan
nel of the transistor. For the steady state Eqs.~1! and ~12!
can be written in the form

j 5CV0U0 , ~14!

dM

dh

1

M
52

1

2

21M2

12M2

dC

dh

1

C
. ~15!

The equation~14! plays the role of the law of conserva
tion of mass in hydrodynamics. The equation~15! can be
used to determine the spatial distribution of the Mach nu
ber along the channel and has an analog in classical hy
dynamics in the form of an equation that describes the m
tion of a liquid ~gas! in hydrodynamic ~aerodynamic!
nozzles. The solution of Eq.~15! can be easily found in the
form

C~M !

Cs
5

Ms

uM u S 21M2

21Ms
2D 3/2

, ~16!

wherei 5Ms5 j /CsUsSs is the dimensionless current, equ
to the Mach numberMs at the source, andCs is the capaci-
tance at the transistor source.

Figure 1a shows the functionc(M )5C(M )/Cs , nor-
malized to the value of the capacitance at the source
calculated for the caseM.0 using the expression~16!. The
function c(M ) has a minimum at Mach numberM51. Fig-
ure 1b shows the reduced subgate capacitancecmin5c(1),
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FIG. 1. a — c(M ) calculated using the ex-
pression~15! for cmin50.4 andcmin50.8. The
thick line shows the possible distribution o
the Mach number in the shock wave. b — Di-
mensionless quantitycmin versus the Mach
numberMs at the source.
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calculated at the minimum of the functionc(M ), versus the
Mach numberMs at the source. The conditionc(Ms)51
always holds at the source. For the upper curve in Fig.
this condition holds forMs5Ms

(2) or Ms5Ms
(3) , while cmin

50.8. The lower curve in Fig. 1a corresponds tocmin50.4,
and the Mach numbers at the source satisfyMs

(1),Ms
(2) and

Ms
(4).Ms

(3) . Following the hydrodynamic analogy, subson
(M,1) and supersonic (M.1) branches can be distin
guished in the functionc(M ).

Let the capacitanceC(x) vary along the channel from
certain valueCs at the source to the valueCd at the drain.
We consider first a convergent–channel transistor, wh
Cs.Cd . For subsonic motion the Mach number increas
along the channel~the left-hand branch on the lower curve
Fig. 1a!, starting at some value at the sourceMs

(1),Ms
(2) up

to the valueMd
(1) at the drain. When the Mach number at t

source equalsMs
(2) , the current in the transistor channel sa

rates~the arrowC in Figs. 1a and 2c!, since the flow velocity
at the drain is equal to the plasma velocity, i.e.,Md51. This
effect, called the choking effect, has an analog in class
a

re
s

-

al

FIG. 2. Schematic diagrams of a divergent-channel transistor (Cd /Cs.1)
and a convergent-channel transistor (Cd /Cs,1) for subsonic (M,1) and
supersonic (M.1) flows. c, d — Choking regime.
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FIG. 3. Current-voltage characteristi
of a ballistic transistor with a nonuni-
form channel. a — convergent-channe
transistor, Cd /Cs50.9; b — diver-
gent-channel transistor,Cd /Cs51.5.
Thick lines — solution of Eq.~15! for
regular shock waves. Thin dashed line
— physically meaningless discontinu
ous solutions of Eq.~15!.
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hydrodynamics.3,4 Thus the current cannot exceedMs
(2) .

For supersonic flow the Mach number decreases al
the channel~right-hand branch on the lower curve in Fi
1a!, starting at some value of the Mach number at the sou
Ms

(4) down to the Mach number at the drainMd
(4) . The chok-

ing effect appears whenMs5Ms
(3) ~the arrowD in Figs. 1a

and 2d!. Using Fig. 1b, we easily find the values of th
saturation currents for subsonic and supersonic flows in
arbitrary convergent-channel transistor.

We now examine a divergent-channel transistor (Cs

,Cd). The Mach number increases for supersonic fl
~Figs. 3b and the arrowB in Fig. 1a! and decreases for sub
sonic flow ~Fig. 2a and the arrowA in Fig. 1a!. There is no
choking effect in a divergent-channel transistor for subso
and supersonic flows.

We note that Eq.~15! admits solutions which have dis
continuities. These solutions correspond to shock wave
classical hydrodynamics.3,8 Shock waves can exist~Fig. 1a!
in divergent- and convergent-channel transistors. It is imp
g

e

n

ic

in

r-

tant to underscore that in reality there exist only shock wa
for which the Mach number varies abruptly, switching fro
the supersonic to the subsonic branch. Otherwise, the se
law of thermodynamics is violated.3 In a shock wave the
flow velocity and the potential vary abruptly, while the cu
rent remains constant. The spatial position of the shock w
in the channel is arbitrary.

Let us now consider the behavior of the current–volta
characteristics of a ballistic transistor with a longitudina
nonuniform channel. Introducing the dimensionless volta
in the formu05U0 /Us and using the relation

u05S MsCs

MC D 2/3

, ~17!

which follows from Eq.~14!, the current-voltage characte
istic of the transistor can be written in the form
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i 56S 2usd

~Cs /Cd!22~12usd!
2D 1/2

~12usd!, ~18!

where usd512u0(1) is the dimensionless source–dra
bias. The6 signs correspond to positive~Fig. 3! and nega-
tive directions of the current. We note that the curren
voltage characteristic of a convergent-channel transisto
similar to that found in Ref. 7 for a uniform-channel trans
tor, where carrier scattering occurs. In both cases cur
saturation is determined by the choking effect.

It is interesting to note that the current–voltage char
teristic for a divergent-channel transistor~Fig. 3b! contains a
subsonic branch where the current falls in a direction op
site to the applied voltage. This contradiction can be ea
explained on the basis of the similarity between the el
tronic and aerodynamic3,4 divergent channels. In both case
the flow velocity decreases along the channel, while the
tential ~the pressure in the case of the aerodynamic diverg
channel! increases. Correspondingly, the source–drain v
age drop~the pressure drop in aerodynamics! is negative.

4. INSTABILITY GROWTH RATE IN A DIVERGENT-
CHANNEL TRANSISTOR

Let us now consider the instability of the steady state
a ballistic transistor with a longitudinally nonuniform cha
nel. Again the expression~13! gives the boundary condition
at the source and drain of the transistor. We can write
pressions~1!, ~11!, and ~12!, which are linearized with re-
spect to small fluctuations of the velocityV1(x) and voltage
U1(x), in the form

2 ivV11
d

dx S V0V11
e

m
U1D50,

2 ivU11
d

dx
@C~U0V11U1V0!#50,

U~0!50,

U1~ l !V0~ l !1U0~ l !V1~ l !50. ~19!

We now transform the expressions~19! using the dimension-
less correction to the currentw5(C/Cs)(U0V11U1V0)/Ss

3

and the variableh introduced earlier:

~12M2!w91S 2i
V

s
M1

4M221

12M2
a D w8

1S V2

s2
2

2iVMa

s~12M2!
D w50,

w8~0!50, w~1!50, ~20!

wherea5C21dC/dh is a parameter that characterizes t
nonuniformity of the channel,V5v l /Ss is the dimension-
less frequency, ands5S/Ss is the dimensionless plasma v
locity. A solution of Eq.~20! with prescribed boundary con
ditions exists only for strictly determined values of th
complex frequencyV ~eigenvalues in our problem!. We note
that finding an analytic solution of Eqs.~20! is a quite diffi-
cult problem, since this second-order equation contains v
is
-
nt

-

-
ly
-

o-
nt
t-

n

x-

ri-

able coefficients in front of the main derivatives. Despite t
circumstance, Eq.~20! can be easily solved by the high
mode method proposed in Ref. 2. It was shown there that
high modes of plasma oscillations are always less stable
the low modes. The instability growth rate is determined
the most highly unstable high modes. For this reason, i
expedient to use the high-mode approximation2 to find the
instability growth rate for convergent- and divergent-chan
transistors. Correspondingly, we shall seek a solution of
~20! with the conditionuVu.1, i.e.,V'V8@V9, uau.

We note that Eq.~20! is similar to the one-dimensiona
Schrödinger equation in quantum mechanics, and the hi
mode approximation corresponds to the semiclassical
proximation. The complex frequency plays the role of ene
in quantum mechanics. Substituting into expression~20! a
trial function of the form

w5F~h!expF i E
0

h
k~h!dhG , ~21!

whereF(h) is a function of the coordinate, andk(h) is a
dimensionless wave vector, we can easily find the dispers
relations

5 k15
1

11M FV

s
1

ia

2 S 2M22M21

12M2 D G ,

k252
1

11M FV

s
2

ia

2 S 2M21M21

12M2 D G ,

F1,2~h!5expS 2
1

2 E
0

h]k1,2/]h

k1,21b
dh D , ~22!

where b5VM /s(12M2). All leading terms inV are re-
tained in the expression~22!. The wave vectorsk1 and k2

correspond to two plasma waves that propagate in the
ward and backward directions, respectively. The terms c
taining the parametera characterize a longitudinally nonun
form channel.

Finally, we seek the solution of Eq.~20! in the form

w5A1F1~h!expS i E
0

h
k1~h!dh D

1A2F2~h!expS i E
0

h
k2~h!dh D , ~23!

where A1,2 are arbitrary constants. Using the prescrib
boundary conditions, we obtain the relation

F2~1!

F1~1!
expS i E

0

1

~k22k1!dh D 52R, ~24!

where R5(11Ms)/(12Ms) is the amplitude gain for a
transistor with a nonuniform channel. We note that for
uniform channel (a50) R5Rsd , sinceM5Ms5Md .

Using the expression~24!, it is easy to find both the rea
and imaginary components of the complex frequencyV:

V85pn/2E
0

1 dh

s~12M2!
,
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V95H ln~R!1 f ~Md!2 f ~Ms!

1E
0

1aM

3 S 21M2

12M2D 2

dhJ Y 2 E
0

1 dh

s~12M2!
,

~25!

wheref (y)5 ln@(11y)/(12y)#22y/3. We underscore that th
expressions~25! are written in the high-mode approximatio
i.e., for n@1. Given the functionC(h), using Eq.~14!, we
easily find the spatial distributionM (h) of the Mach num-
ber, which in turn can be used to calculate the instabi
growth rateV9 from Eq.~25!. Finally, the instability growth
rate depends only on the Mach numberMs at the source.
Figure 4 shows the functionV9(Ms) for convergent- and
divergent-channel transistors. The instability growth rate
much larger for divergent-channel transistor than for
convergent-channel and uniform-channel transistors. Mo
over, asMs→1, the instability growth rate becomes infinit
sinceR→`. In reality, carrier scattering is always present
a real transistor and, as will be shown below, it decreases
growth rate substantially.

5. INSTABILITY THRESHOLD IN A DIVERGENT-CHANNEL
TRANSISTOR IN THE PRESENCE OF CARRIER
SCATTERING

As shown in Ref. 2, in the case of a transistor with
uniform channel the presence of carrier scattering~the analog
of friction between a liquid and the walls in hydrodynamic!
leads to lower instability growth rates. The instability a
quires a threshold character. For sufficiently large friction
instability vanishes. A similar threshold behavior of instab
ity in the presence of friction is also observed for diverge
channel transistor.

It is easy to rewrite Eqs.~1! and~12! with allowance for
friction in the electronic liquid. Accordingly, we must add

FIG. 4. Instability growth rateV9 versus the Mach number at the source f
a divergent-channel transistor,c(h)5110.5h, with constant source voltage
and drain current~I!, with constant source and drain voltages~III !, transistor
with a uniform channel1 ~II !, and a convergent-channel transistor,c(h)51
20.1h ~IV!.
y

s
a
e-

he

e

-

term V/t, which corresponds to scattering,1,2,7 to the right-
hand side of Eq.~1!. We can then rewrite Eq.~15!, which
describes the steady state, in the form

M 8

M
52

a

2

21M2

12M2
1

3g

2s

M

12M2
, ~26!

whereg5 l /Sst is the friction parameter.2

We recall that for divergent-channel transistor in the a
sence of friction the inequalityMs.Md is satisfied. The ef-
fect of friction reduces to the following: For a fixed Mac
numberMs at the source the value of the Mach number
the drain increases with the frictiong. At some value of the
friction parameter the opposite inequalityMs,Md is satis-
fied. Then there is a strictly determined value of the fricti
parametergch such that the choking effect appears at t
drain, i.e.Md51. Instability vanishes in the choking regim
Figure 5 shows the threshold curvegch(Ms) for a divergent-
channel transistor in this regime.

It is easy to show that for weak friction (g!1) the ex-
pression~25! for the instability incrementV9 contains the
additional term2g/2. It is also obvious that the instability
should vanish completely in the limit of strong scatteri
(g>1). Therefore, for a given value ofMs there should exist
a critical value of the friction parameter,gcr , such that flow
is always stable forg.gcr . The instability threshold can be
easily found by substitutingV950 into Eq. ~25! and by
substituting the parametera ~which takes into account the
presence of friction!:

a→a2
11M21M4

~21M2!2

3g

Ms
. ~27!

Figure 5 shows a diagram of the instability thresho
gcr(Ms), for divergent-channel transistor. The threshold d
gram lies between the two asymptotes. The first asymp
~dashed line 1! corresponds to the thresholdgch(Ms) of the
choking regime in a divergent-channel transistor. The ot
asymptotegcr52Ms ~dashed line 3! corresponds to weak

FIG. 5. Diagram of the instability threshold. The functiongcr(Ms) with the
boundary conditions~19! for a divergent-channel transistor,c(h)51
10.5h, and a uniform-channel transistor2 ~II !. III — Instability threshold for
a divergent-channel transistor with fixed source and drain voltages. Dot
numerical calculation, thick solid line — theory. Asympototes: thresh
gch(Ms) of the choking regime for divergent-channel~1! and
uniform-channel2 ~2! transistors;~3! weak-friction limit, g!1.
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friction g!1, where the Mach number is essentially const
along the channel. Moreover, Fig. 5 shows the result o
numerical calculation of the instability threshold obtained
solving the system of equations~1!, ~12!, and ~13! directly
by the method described previously in Ref. 8. The results
the analytic and numerical methods are in excellent ag
ment within the limits of the numerical error. This agreeme
confirms the correctness of the high-mode approxima
which we used to investigate the instability in a diverge
channel transistor.

Let us now compare the diagram of the instabil
threshold of a divergent-channel transistor with the ana
gous diagram calculated for a transistor with a uniform ch
nel. The two curves are identical in the limit of weak curren
and weak carrier scattering, since in both cases the M
number distribution along the channel is essentially unifo
In contrast, for high currents the instability threshold for
divergent-channel transistor is much higher than for a dev
with a uniform channel. For the divergent-channel transis
considered in Fig. 5 there is no instability forgcr>0.75,
while this criterion is much smaller for a device with a un
form channel. For this reason, to achieve the same instab
level as in a transistor with a uniform channel a material w
a lower mobility can be used for the divergent-channel tr
sistor. We propose using a divergent-channel transistor
more efficient generator~detector! than existing genera
tors.9,10

In conclusion, we shall examine the instability in
divergent-channel transistor~no friction! when both the
gate–source and gate–drain voltages are held constant
underscore that for a device with a uniform channel ther
no instability under these boundary conditions~Sec. 1!. The
energy flux into the transistor channel at the source eq
exactly the energy efflux at the drain. In contrast, under th
boundary conditions the instability growth rate is strong
positive in a divergent-channel transistor. For fixed volta
at the boundary the energy flux density is proportional to
Mach numberM. Since Ms.Md for a divergent-channe
transistor, the differenceDF of the energy fluxes at the
source and drain will be strongly positive under the giv
boundary conditions. Energy flows from the external circ
into the transistor channel, leading to instability. It can
shown that the gain in a divergent-channel transistor
R5@(11Ms)/(12Ms)#@(12Md)/(11Md)#. Substituting
this expression into Eq.~26!, we can then find the instability
growth rate~Fig. 4! for the given boundary conditions. Usin
the expressions~25!–~27!, it is also easy to find the instabil
ity threshold~Fig. 5! in the presence of carrier scattering in
divergent-channel transistor. It is evident that the instabi
growth rate is comparable to its value for a transistor wit
uniform channel. The advantage of a divergent-channel t
sistor is that boundary conditions such that the source
drain voltages are fixed can be easily realized in pract
Thus a generator~detector! constructed on the basis of
divergent-channel transistor can be viewed as an alterna
for existing devices.9,10

Let us now make some quantitative estimates of
characteristic parameters of a field-effect MOS transis
based on AlGaAs which are required to obtain the conditi
t
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for the instability and generation of plasma oscillations.
temperaturesT54220,77, and 300 K the carrier mobility in
the channel of a field-effect transistor can reach 300, 30,
1 m2/~V•s!, respectively. For channel lengthl 51 mm and
typical gate–source voltageUsd50.1 V we obtain the fol-
lowing values of the friction parameter for the three chos
values of the mobility:g50.02, 0.2, and 6, respectively. Fo
the boundary conditions~13! and the divergent-channel tran
sistor considered above~Fig. 4! instability will occur only at
cryogenic temperatures, sinceg,gcr50.75. We note that
the value of the parametergcr depends only on the geometr
of divergent-channel transistor and can differ substantia
from the value obtained above, including being larg
Therefore instability can be obtained in a divergent-chan
transistor by using less pure materials. This greatly simpli
the problem of observing instability in practice.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The instability of a two-dimensional electronic liquid i
the channel of a ballistic field-effect transistor was analyz
on the basis of the energy balance. An instability criteri
was found for arbitrary boundary conditions. On the basis
the energy-balance analysis we propose a specially c
structed transistor with a high instability growth rate. Th
device, which we call a divergent-channel transistor, ha
corresponding analog in classical electrodynamics. Sim
analytic expressions were found for the growth rate a
threshold of the instability for a divergent-channel transis
of arbitrary shape. We propose this device as a more effic
generator~detector! than existing devices.9,10
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InGaAs/GaAs structures with quantum dots in vertical optical cavities for wavelengths
near 1.3 mm
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Semiconductor heterostructures with vertical optical cavities with active regions, based on arrays
of InAs quantum dots inserted in an external InGaAs quantum well, have been obtained by
molecular-beam epitaxy on GaAs substrates. The dependences of the reflection and
photoluminescence spectra on the structural characteristics of the active region and optical
cavities have been investigated. The proposed heterostructures are potentially suitable for
optoelectronic devices at wavelengths near 1.3mm. © 1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7826~99!02105-5#
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In the last few years semiconductor heterostructures w
arrays of quantum dots~QDs! have aroused interest not on
because of their unique physical properties but also as pr
ising materials for various optoelectronic devices.1 One ad-
vantage of InGaAs/GaAs structures with QDs is the fun
mental possibility of utilizing the wavelength range near 1
mm ~Ref. 2!, which is not accessible in the indicated syste
of materials with strained quantum wells~QWs! because of
the limitations that the conditions of pseudomorpho
growth impose on the QW width.3 This opens up new pos
sibilities in the search for optoelectronic materials for wav
lengths nearl51.3 mm that could be alternatives to th
conventional InGaAsP/InP heterostructures. Although
heterostructures mentioned above make it possible to m
the lattice parameters and give the required band gap,
nonetheless have two fundamental drawbacks: poor temp
ture characteristics of laser diodes, because of the weak
finement of electrons in the active region, and low para
eters of InGaAsP/InP Bragg mirrors because of the sm
difference of the refractive coefficients of the layers and
poor thermal conductivity of InGaAsP.4,5 The poor quality of
the InGaAsP/InP mirrors makes it necessary to use
surface-emitting lasers and photodetectors with vertical o
cal cavities~OCs! a complicated technology based either
separate growth of AlGaAs/GaAs Bragg mirrors, follow
by sintering with the active layer,6 or the use of dielectric
mirrors.7

The production of heterostructures in the system of m
terials InGaAs/AlGaAs/GaAs, which give the required spe
tral characteristics nearl51.3 mm, would make it possible
to produce in a single epitaxial process structures for surfa
emitting lasers and resonance photodetectors with AlGa
GaAs Bragg mirrors. Two main directions for utilizing th
long-wavelength range have emerged in the last three or
5861063-7826/99/33(5)/4/$15.00
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years for InGaAs/AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructures: the ad
tion of small quantities of nitrogen into InGaAs layers a
the use of QD arrays obtained by depositing a stron
strained InxGa12xAs (x>0.5) layer. For devices with an ac
tive region in the form of a QW based on the quaterna
compound InGaAsN, laser generation has been achieved
wavelength of 1.3mm at room temperature,8 and the use of
InGaAs-QD arrays with 50% InAs content made it possib
to obtain a photodetector with a vertical optical cavity for 1
mm ~Ref. 9!. The results of the latest investigations sho
that it is possible to obtain photoluminescence~PL! in the
range 1.3–1.75mm and electroluminescence~EL! at 1.3mm
at room temperature for structures with InGaAs-QD gro
by molecular-beam epitaxy~MBE! on GaAs substrates.10,11

In this article we report the results of an experimen
study of the possibility of obtaining by MBE on GaAs su
strates heterostructures with a vertical optical cavity and
active region based on InAs-QD, placed in an exter
InGaAs-QW, which are potentially suitable for producin
optoelectronic devices for wavelengths near 1.3mm.

Inserting an array of InAs quantum dots into an exter
strained InGaAs quantum well makes it possible to incre
substantially the wavelength limit of radiation in structur
grown by MBE on gallium arsenide substrates. The posit
of the maxima in the photo- and electroluminescence spe
can be varied in a controlled manner over a wide range
varying the In content in the outer quantum well.12 To pro-
duce the active regions for structures with vertical opti
cavities~OCs! we used InAs-QD arrays inserted into an e
ternal 4-nm-wide In0.3Ga0.7As QW. The experimental struc
tures were grown by MBE with the solid state source of A4

in a Riber 32P setup on semiinsulating GaAs~100! sub-
strates. The substrate temperature was 485 °C for depos
of the active region and 600 °C for the rest of the structu
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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Photoluminescence was excited with an Ar1 laser ~514.5
nm! and detected with a Ge photodiode. The excitat
power density was 100 W/cm2. The reflection spectra wer
measured in normal geometry at room temperature usin
Ge photodiode.

The experimental structures were fabricated in th
steps. First, the bottom mirror, based on an undoped Al
GaAs structure with nominal layer thicknesses equal to o
fourth the working wavelength (l/4), were grown by MBE.
Mirrors of this type are used for structures with buriedp1

andn1 contact layers, formed inside the active layer of t
OC. After the mirrors were grown, the structure was
moved from the chamber and the reflection spectra w
measured. The structure was then divided into individ
parts on which the different variants of the active layers w
grown. This approach makes it possible to investigate dif
ent types of active layers with the same bottom mirror.
avoid problems due to the possibility of oxidation of AlA
all structures of the mirrors were completed with a (l/4)
GaAs layer. To ensure that the active-layer material is
high crystallographic quality, the surface of the bottom m
ror had to be properly prepared or it had to be protected a
the completion of the epitaxial process. We used a;0.1
2mm-thick layer of amorphous arsenic, deposited on
surface of the structure at;20 °C immediately after the ep
itaxial process was completed, in order to shield the surf
of the bottom mirror. Before starting growth of the activ
layer, the protective coating was removed in the MBE cha
ber by annealing the substrate at 610 °C for 10 min with
excess As4 flow. A sharp diffraction pattern was observe
even at temperatures,400 °C, which attests to the absen
of oxide films beneath the arsenic layer. After the reflect
and PL spectra of structures with a grown active region w
measured, the upper dielectric mirrors of various types w
formed and their influence on the spectral characteristics
investigated. The final variant of the experimental struct
with bottom and top mirrors is shown schematically
Fig. 1.

When al/4 reflector is designed for a definite wav
length, it is assumed that this wavelength is the central wa
lengthlc for the reflection spectrum of a structure with p
riodically repeating layers, whose parameters are related13

lc52nL~lc!hL12nH~lc!hH . ~1!

HerenL(lc) andhL are the refractive index and thickness
the layer with the low refractive index~AlAs!, andnH(lc)
and hH are the analogous parameters of the layer with
high refractive index~GaAs!. In addition, it is assumed tha
the ratio of the optical thicknesses of the layers

r5nH~lc!hH /nL~lc!hL ~2!

is exactly 1. For a AlAs/GaAs reflector withlc51.3mm and
refractive indicesnH53.44 andnL52.90 the corresponding
nominal layer thicknesses arehH594.4 nm and hL

5111.9 nm.
However, the condition~2! holds only approximately for

real mirrors. The mismatch between the actual and the
sign layer thicknesses can have a large effect on the de
tion of the experimental reflection spectra from the compu
n
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spectra. This is due to the inaccuracy in calibrating
growth rate and possible instability of the parameters of
epitaxial process~for example, slow variation of the growth
rate for GaAs or AlAs layers or disruption during growth
one of the layers!. Moreover, there are discrepancies in t
data on the composition and wavelength dependences o
refractive indices of AlxGa12xAs.14,15 For this reason, it is
important to analyze the experimental reflection spectra
to compare them with the computed spectra. The follow
relations were used to calculate the reflection spectra of
multilayer structures:16

Ri 11~l!5$r i 11~l!1Ri~l!exp@22 j b i~l!l i #%/

3$11r i 11~l!Ri~l!exp@22 j b i~l!l i #%, ~3!

R1~l!5r 1~l!,

r 1~l!5~ni2ni 21!/~ni1ni 21!,

b i~l!52pni~l!/l,

wherel is the wavelength of the optical radiation,Ri(l) is
the reflection coefficient for the part of the structure conta
ing i layers,r i(l) is the local reflection coefficient betwee
the ith and the (i 21) layers,b i(l) is the propagation con
stant for theith layer, l i5hicosui is the effective thickness o
the ith layer, andhi , ni , andu i are, respectively, the thick
ness, the refractive index, and the propagation angle for
ith layer. Figure 2 shows the computed and measured re
tion spectra at normal incidence of optical radiation for t
fabricated Bragg mirror, which consists of 12 pairs of AlA
GaAsl/4-layers and which is used to make devices for

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the transverse section of the experi
tal structure with a bottom semiconductor~2! and top dielectric~5! Bragg
reflectors.1 — GaAs,3 — short-period AlAs/GaAs superlattice,4 — active
region with InAs-QD in an InGaAs quantum well.
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588 Semiconductors 33 (5), May 1999 Maleev et al.
range near 1.3mm. The chosen number of pairs of layers
inadequate to obtain vertically emitting lasers, since
maximum value of the reflection coefficient does not exce
0.98, but it is completely sufficient for investigating the fu
damental features of structures with vertical OCs. Care
calibration, performed with use of pregrown test structure
the form of several AlAs/GaAs layers, allowed us to obta
reflection spectra close to the computed spectra. Howeve
follows from Fig. 2, in the real structures there is a gradi
of the parameters over the area of the substrates. In our
where the substrate was grown during the epitaxy proc
the parameters exhibited a sharp radial nonuniformity. T
feature was taken into account in the design of the ac
region of the structures, since any deviations from the no
nal parameters of the mirrors lead to the appearance o
additional phase shift at the working wavelength.13

Figure 3 shows the PL spectra for a structure with
undoped OC with a total nominal thicknessL5377.6 nm,
corresponding to one wavelengthl51.3 mm ~taking into
account the refractive index of GaAs!. The parameters of the
active layer correspond to a test sample with the PL sp
trum maximum atl51.3 mm. To eliminate the influence o
surfaces, short-period AlGaAs/GaAs superlattices were
serted 20 nm from the active layer at the top and bottom.
GaAs–air boundary played the role of the top mirror.
room temperature the PL spectrum maximum correspond
1.33 mm. The width of the PL line, determined at hal
maximum amplitude, is 40 nm for a structure with a vertic
OC, and 70 nm for the test structure. This shows that in
case the form of the PL spectrum is largely determined
the parameters of the OC. The small drop in the PL inten
upon raising the temperature from 77 to 300 K suggests
the epitaxial structure is of high quality.

The measured reflection spectrum for the experime
structure is shown in Fig. 4a, and the computed spectra

FIG. 2. Computed reflection spectrum for an AlAs/GaAs Bragg reflec
with 12 pairs ofl/4 layers~solid line! and measured spectra at the center~1!
and edge~2! of the structure.
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FIG. 3. PL spectra of a sample with an active layer, grown on a Br
reflector, at 77~1! and 300 K~2!.

FIG. 4. Reflection spectra for a sample with an active layer, measured~a!
and computed~b! with different GaAs active layer thicknesses:1 —
15l/16n, 2 — 31l/32n, 3 — l/n, 4 — 33l/32n, 5 — 17l/16n. l
51300 nm,n53.44.
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various OC thicknesses are shown in Fig. 4b. Analysis sh
that the real thickness of the OC layer is somewhat gre
than the design thickness; this is what leads to the lo
wavelength shift of the position of the minimum in the r
flection coefficient spectrum. A calculation using the re
tions ~3! with cavity lengthL5401 nm~which corresponds
to 17l/16n for GaAs atl51.3 mm! gives for the resonanc
wavelength in vacuuml r51.335 mm, in good agreemen
with the experimental valuel r51.331 mm. At the same
time, a simple estimate using the standard relation13

2bL1f11f252mp, m51,2,3. . . ,

whereb52np/l r , andn is the refractive index of the activ
layer material, disregarding the phase corrections (f1 ,f2

50), givesl r51.381mm. The phase corrections resultin
from inaccurate matching of the central wavelength of
quarter-wave reflector to the resonance wavelength there
play a large role and they must be taken into account w
designing the active region.

The top dielectric mirrors were constructed to determ
the influence of the OC parameters on the spectral chara
istics. Figure 5 shows the measured reflection and PL spe
for a structure with a quarter-wave SiO2/ZnS reflector at the
top. As expected, increasing the figure of merit of the O
substantially narrows the PL spectral line~to 15 nm!.

FIG. 5. Reflection and PL spectra for a sample with an active layer afte
formation of the topl/4 dielectric mirror.
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Semiconductor heterostructures with vertical OCs w
active regions based on InAs quantum-dot arrays inse
into an external InGaAs quantum well were obtained
GaAs substrates by the MBE method. Bragg reflectors w
used to form the OC: the bottom reflector was based
AlAs/GaAs and the top reflector was based on SiO2/ZnS.
The dependences of the reflection and photoluminesce
spectra on the characteristic structural features of the ac
region and the optical cavities were investigated. The te
nology developed is potentially suitable for producing ver
cal emitters and resonance photodetectors for wavelen
near 1.3mm on gallium arsenide substrates.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fu
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Correlation between the reliability of laser diodes and the crystal perfection of epitaxial
layers estimated by high-resolution x-ray diffractometry
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The dependence of the degradation of high-power quantum-well GaAs/AlGaAs laser diodes,
grown by molecular-beam epitaxy, on the crystal perfection of the individual layers of the
heterostructure is investigated. The crystal perfection of the layers is estimated by high-
resolution x-ray spectrometry. A numerical fit of the diffraction-reflection curves is performed
using the Debye–Waller static factor. It is shown that considerably higher crystal
perfection of laser heterostructures can be obtained by using as the waveguide layers binary
AlAs/GaAs superlattices instead of the solid solution AlGaAs. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7826~99!02205-X#
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The need to increase the service life of powerful inje
tion lasers is stimulating further investigations of the init
epitaxial structures to determine the possible reasons for
degradation of these devices. Investigations of the degr
tion of injection laser diodes can be divided into two dire
tions. The first one is the study of degradation arising n
the mirrors of the laser diodes as a result of surface phen
ena and the interaction of the material with atmosphe
oxygen.1,2 In this area of research several methods for i
proving the reliability of lasers have been suggested: the
of Al2O3 thin films for the mirrors3 and the use of nonab
sorbing mirrors.4 The second one involves the study of vo
ume degradation due to the imperfection of the epitax
layers.5–7 We posed the problem of finding methods for pr
dicting degradation this type for epitaxial layers, obtained
molecular-beam epitaxy~MBE!, on the basis of structure
sensitive diagnostics methods. High-resolution x-ray diffr
tometry, widely used for investigating various heter
structures,8,9 was chosen as the main method of investig
tion.

High-resolution x-ray diffractometry is based on the i
ference of x-rays in multilayer heterostructures.10,11 This
method possesses, on the one hand, high spatial resol
which is comparable for certain types of heterostructure
the resolution of transmission electron microscopy,12,13 and,
on the other, high sensitivity to crystal structural perfectio
which can be used to study the characteristic features of
mechanisms of epitaxial growth and defect formation
heterostructures.14,15

Using structure-sensitive diagnostics methods, we
solved the problem involving the investigation of the pos
bilities of predicting the development of degradation p
cesses~during the operation of laser diodes! which are
attributable to the imperfection of the crystal structure
epitaxial layers.

Two types of MBE diode structures~Fig. 1! were chosen
as the objects of investigation. The main method of inve
gation was the nondestructive method of two-crystal x-
5901063-7826/99/33(5)/4/$15.00
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diffractometry. The laser structures for the investigatio
were grown using the TsNA-4 molecular-beam epitaxy s
tem on orientedn1-type GaAs~001! substrates. The struc
tures contained 0.5-mm-thick n1-type GaAs buffer layers,n-
and p-type Al0.6Ga0.4As emitter layers, waveguide layer
100-Å-thick GaAs quantum wells~QWs!, and 0.5-mm-thick
p1-type GaAs contact layers. The quantum well in type
structures ~Fig. 1a! was confined by 0.2-mm-thick
Al0.2Ga0.8As waveguide layers and in type-II structures~Fig.
1b! the well was confined by a 0.25-mm-thick layer of a
variable-gap superlattice~VSL! with linearly varying
band gap, similarly to the equivalent graded lay
Al0.33Ga0.67As–Al0.2Ga0.8As. Then-type dopant was Si and
thep-type dopant was Be. The choice of growth regimes
all layers and monitoring of the growth process~growth rates
and substrate temperatures! were performed by the HEED
method. The growth rates were measured from the osc
tions of the intensity of the specularly reflected reflection~off
Bragg!. The ratio of the fluxes of group-V/III elements wa
chosen in the range 1.5–2.0. The buffer and contact lay
were grown with substrate temperature 600 °C and 234 sur-
face reconstruction. The wide-gap Al0.6Ga0.4As emitter lay-
ers of all laser heterostructures were grown with a s
strate temperature of about 720 °C. The solid solutio
Al0.2Ga0.8As — waveguide layers and QW in GaAs — we
grown near a substrate temperature of 690 °C. The growt
the VSL and the QW was optimized near a substrate te
perature 660 °C. The laser diodes fabricated from the exp
mental structures for lifetime tests consisted of 100-mm-wide
and approximately 700-mm-long strips with SiO2 insulation
and mirrors formed by natural cleavage surfaces. The dio
were soldered onto copper heat dissipators with thep-layer
oriented downwards. The devices had good characteris
the threshold generation densities 180–250 A/cm2, differen-
tial quantum efficiencies 75–80% on two mirrors, and ch
acteristic temperaturesT0 on the order of 200 K.

The x-ray diffraction studies were performed on a TRS
high-resolution diffractometer. A dislocation-free Ge sing
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of two
types of laser heterostructures: a —
with an AlGaAs waveguide; b —
with a waveguide in the form of an
AlAs/GaAs superlattice.
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crystal, asymmetric for the~004! reflection (CuKa1 radia-
tion!, giving a divergence of 1.0– 1.29 for monochromatized
radiation, was used to monochromatize and collimate
x-rays. The beam size after the monochromator was lim
by the exit slit to 0.132.0 mm2 in order to decrease th
influence of the bending of the heterostructures. The diffr
tion reflection curves~DRCs! were measured in a symmetr
geometry near the~004! reflection of GaAs.

At the first stage a qualitative preliminary analysis of t
shape and parameters of the DRCs showed~Fig. 2! that all
laser heterostructures that were grown possess high cr
perfection — there are no extended defects~of the mismatch
dislocation type!. The epitaxial layers are planar and the i
terfaces are sharp. The density and size of the structura
fects~primarily of the point type or clusters of such defec!
are not so large that under our conditions of measuremen
the diffraction curves the off-planarity of the layers, the vo
ume stresses, and diffuse scattering would wash out
thickness oscillations and broaden the diffraction peaks.
the second stage of the investigations, to simplify the sub
quent numerical fit the parameters obtained from the DR
~layer thicknesses and percentage composition! for each
e
d

-

tal

e-

of

he
t

e-
s

structure grown were compared with the technological
rameters measured using the HEED oscillations and inco
rated in the growth program. Typical data obtained by
two methods are presented in Table I for structures fr
different seriesA-224 and A-327. Comparing these dat
shows that they are at least consistent with one another.

When analyzing the RDCs, it is necessary to take i
account the fact that the laser diode structures
‘‘interference’’-type multilayer heterostructures. In crystall
graphically perfect layers of this type, each layer and a c
lection of some layers influence in a definite way the sha
and parameters of the resulting diffraction curve. For e
ample, the parameters of the quantum well~thickness and
composition! influence primarily the shape of the envelop
of the curve near the peaks that correspond to the waveg
layers. The thickness and composition of the QW and
waveguide layers determine the shape of the emitter pe
whose position and shape, with good matching of the co
positions in the bottom and top emitter layers~within 2–4%
with respect to the quantity of Al!, is uniquely determined by
the interference of the radiation diffracted by them. The
sulting pattern near a substrate peak is a superpositio
FIG. 2. Experimental~1! and computed~2! diffraction curves of the~004! reflection (CuKa1 radiation! for samples: a — with an AlGaAs waveguide (A-224!
and b — with a waveguide in the form of an AlAs/GaAs superlattice (A-327!.
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thickness oscillations from the epitaxial layers as a wh
~except for the buffer layer!11 and from the top contact layer
The existence and sharpness of these oscillations, toge
with the other indicated characteristics, are consequence
the high crystalline perfection of the structures investigat
As a rule, large changes in the parameters and shape o
RDCs, due to large disruptions of the crystalline perfect
of the heterostructures can be easily interpreted. The abs
of a particular group of thickness oscillations in the RDCs
a change in the shape of the curves, for example, near
emitter or substrate peaks, indicates that the growth pro
has been disrupted at a definite stage.

At the third stage of the investigations numerical fittin
of the RDCs was used to refine the distribution profile of
deformation and composition and to estimate the density
structural defects. The dynamic Takagi–Topen model for
ideal deformed crystal was used.16 The corrections taking
account of the scattering of x-rays by structural defects~de-
crease in the intensity of the main peaks in the RDCs! were
introduced using the static Debye–Waller~D–B! factor,
which characterizes the degree of structural perfection of
epitaxial layers. The technological distribution profile of t
composition, refined according to the composition and thi
nesses of the layers with respect to the parameters of
experimental curves, was used as a starting approximatio
calculate the deformation profile. As a rule, this makes
possible to decrease the number of adjustable parameter
to improve the computational reliability. When fitting th
computed RDC by varying the parameters of the heterost

TABLE I. Comparison of parameters obtained by the RDC method for
structures whose technological parameters were measured using HEE
cillations.

Structure Structural
Measurment method

No. parameters HEED DRC

te , mm 0.8 0.75
A-224 Ne~Al !, % 48 50

tw , mm 0.4 0.36
Nw~Al !, % 20 22

te , mm 0.75 0.77
A-327 Ne~Al !, % 55 57

tw , mm 0.45 0.46
Nw~Al !, % 26 25

Note:HEED — high-energy electron diffraction, RDC — diffraction refle
tion curve, te and tw — thicknesses of the emitter and waveguide laye
Ne~Al ! andNw~Al ! — Al content in the emitter and waveguide layers.
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ture ~the composition and thickness of the layers!, it is first
necessary to match the positions and shape of the main p
and thickness oscillations, taking into account the interf
ence nature of the formation of the diffraction curves. Wh
the shapes of the computed and experimental curves m
well, a difference of their parameters~the comparison should
be made according to the reflection coefficients of the m
diffraction peaks — from the substrate, from the wavegu
and emitter layers! indicates that small cluster-type crysta
line defects are present in the structure under study.17 The
static D–B factor was used for the final fit of the paramet
of the computed curves. The experimental and computed
ues of the reflection coefficients for the main peaks must
matched by adjusting this factor.

The investigations of the degradation of laser diod
were performed on several~three or four! samples of each
structure in the regime where the initial working current f
output optical powerP50.4 W from each mirror with fixed
heat-removal temperatureT525 °C is maintained. The
curves of the time-dependence of the output optical po
obtained in this manner for samples operating for more t
1000 h usually consisted of a continuous saturating decre
of the output optical power, which occurred most likely b
cause of the degradation of the material near the mirror
faces. A characteristic feature in the time dependence of
output optical power for samples with a short service life w
the terminal section where the power dropped sharply~5–30
min!, most likely because of the development of dark-li
defects in the interior of the material. The final stage of t
process of rapid degration was observed under an op
microscope on specially prepared samples with an optic
transparent contact and by examining the degraded sam
in a scanning electron microscope. The lifetime of the la
diodes was taken as the time when the initial output opt
power decreased by more than 30% from the initial level a
then averaged over several characteristic degradation cu
for samples with the same structure. Data on device de
dation and the computed values of the static D–W factor
presented in Table II.

Table II gives the values of the static D–W factor for th
waveguide and emitter layers closest to the QW, in which
optical radiation propagates and a high-density electron-h
plasma arises; the structural perfection of these lay
strongly influences the degradation characteristics of the
vices. Comparing the values of the static D–W factor for t
epitaxial layers of various structures with the lifetime of d

o
os-

,

e.
TABLE II. Comparison of the values of the static Debye–Waller factor for epitaxial layers of structures~with
two types of waveguide layers! with the lifetime of devices fabricated from them.

Type of Threshold Differential quantum Device Debye–Waller factor
Sample structure current, A/cm2 efficiency, % lifetime, h waveguide emitter

A-254 1 200 35 10
A-219 1 250 34 80 0.67 0.835
A-224 1 220 35 200 0.92 0.915
A-327 2 175 40 2900 0.99 1.0
A-309 2 180 40 2500 0.97 0.95

Note:Types of structures: 1 — AlGaAs waveguide; 2 — waveguide with variable-gap AlAs/GaAs superlattic
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vices fabricated from them shows that the estimates obta
for the crystalline perfection of the epitaxial layers~static
D–W factor! by calculation from the x-ray diffraction spec
tra correlate well with the degradation characteristics of la
diodes. On this basis we can assert that the crystal perfec
of the device heterostructures is decisive for achieving a l
service life for this class of devices. Note, in particular, th
in laser structures the crystal perfection of heterostructure
a whole, not individual layers, is important. It is impossib
to single out the layer whose perfection guarantees high
vice performance. In epitaxial structures the crystalline p
fection of the lower layers determines the structural perf
tion of the upper-lying layers. In addition, the structur
defects formed in the upper layers migrate into the low
lying layers during growth and during device operation, a
they degrade the crystalline perfection of the layers.

Growth of thick layers of the solid solutions AlGaAs i
a wide range of compositions is the most difficult task
obtaining crystallographically perfect multilayer AlGaA
GaAs heterostructures by the MBE method. If this, at fi
glance, local problem is not solved, it is impossible to obt
by the MBE method diode laser structures with high worki
parameters. Because of the characteristic features of
molecular-beam epitaxy, surface segregation of Ga oc
when AlGaAs is grown in the substrate temperature ra
630–710 °C. This results in substantial degradation of
morphological and optical properties of the heterostructu
Growth of solid solutions outside this temperature range a
has its own peculiarities. Growth at substrate temperatu
below 630 °C, for example, is characterized by a large nu
ber of point defects~DX centers, and so on!. When this ma-
terial interacts with powerful optical radiation, it leads
stimulated diffusion of point defects, in which large defec
are ultimately formed~dark-line defects, and so on!. Growth
at substrate temperatures above 710 °C cannot be moni
as well by the method of oscillations of the DRCs and res
in a higher probability for the appearance of As vacanc
and complexes based on them, which also affects the qu
of the layers.

Special emphasis was placed on the choice of gro
regimes of the QW and the waveguide layers confining it
is desirable to grow these layers of the laser structure un
identical conditions, without additional stoppages at
waveguide–QW heterojunction to change the growth te
perature or the flux ratio. Any additional stoppage can re
in the appearance of nonradiative recombination center
this heterojunction, which is very important for a laser w
an active quantum-well region. An alternative to AlGaA
solid solutions for waveguide layers are short-period bin
AlAs/GaAs superlattices, since high-quality AlAs and Ga
layers can be obtained in a wide temperature range.18 In
addition, the periodic deformation potential due to the sup
lattice effectively prevents migration of defects that cou
have formed in the adjoining layers during the grow
process.19
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It has been shown that high-resolution x-ray diffracto
etry is a reliable method for estimating the crystal perfect
of device laser heterostructures. The results of our invest
tions show that there is a strong correlation between the d
sity of growth defects in device heterostructures~to estimate
them we employed a computational parameter — the st
Debye–Waller factor! and the degradation rate of laser d
odes fabricated from these structures. Comparing the de
dation parameters and the crystallographic perfection acc
ing to the D–W factor for devices with various types
waveguides shows that epitaxial layers with much hig
crystal perfection can be obtained by using as wavegu
layers variable-gap binary AlAs/GaAs superlattices inste
of the solid solution Al0.2Ga0.8As. Of course, the threshold
nature of this method should be noted, since the method
high-resolution x-ray diffractometry are sensitive not to i
dividual point defects but rather to accumulations and cl
ters of such defects. Nonetheless it is correct to use
method of double-crystal diffractometry and the sta
Debye–Waller factor as the main parameter to estimate
crystal perfection of heterostructures.
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